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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist,
independent corporate intelligence firm, headquartered 
in London. Collectively our team has decades of 
experience in undertaking complex investigations and 
intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty languages in-
house, including all major European languages, as well 
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.

We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over 
the last three years, involving some 150 territories. Our 
client base includes a broad range of leading 
international financial institutions, law firms and 
multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial crime, 
integrity and reputational risks, which can arise from a lack 
of knowledge of counterparties or local jurisdictions, 
enabling our clients to make better informed decisions.

Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with anti-
bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and other 
relevant financial crime legislation, such as sanctions 
compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion or sanctions 
risks. Our services support the on-boarding, periodic or 
retrospective review of clients or third parties.

Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide range 
of complex disputes and other contentious matters, 
including complex cross-border asset tracing claims, 
litigation support, internal investigations, market 
intelligence, supply chain analysis and country risk 
assessments.

Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a very 
broad range of public and proprietary data sources, as well 
as a longstanding network of reliable, informed local

contacts, cultivated over decades, who support us regularly 
in undertaking local enquiries on a confidential and discreet 
basis. As a specialist provider of corporate intelligence, we 
source information and undertake research to the highest 
legal and ethical standards.  Our independence means we 
avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect larger 
organisations.

We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong 
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and respect 
for time constraints. We offer robust, cost-effective 
solutions, providing our clients with work of the highest 
quality at favourable rates.

Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you would 
like to know more about Aperio’s services or discuss how 
we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com

http://www.aperio-intelligence.com
http://www.aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the August issue of the Financial Crime Digest, which provides concise analysis of the most significant financial
crime related developments from around the world. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month, please sign up
here. We are also currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of financial crime
developments. If you would like more information on the new platform or our services please email info@aperio-intelligence.com

EDITOR’S PICKS

page 9ENFORCEMENT
26 August 2020

US sanctions 24 Chinese companies and 
officials over actions in South China Sea

page 33SPECIAL FEATURE
31 August 2020

Interview: Raluca Pruna, Head of the Financial 
Crime Unit in the EU Commission’s DG FISMA
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UK publishes report on AML/CFT supervisory 
activities for 2018-19

page 81CONSULTATIONS
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UK FCA proposes extending financial crime 
reporting to cryptoasset exchange providers

see all eventsDATES FOR THE DIARY

SEPTEMBER

10
Regulation 6 of the UK's Money Laundering 
and Terrorist Financing (Amendment) 
Regulations 2019 comes into force

SEPTEMBER

15
UK call for evidence on tackling promoters of 
tax avoidance closes

SEPTEMBER

30
UK call for evidence on tackling disguised 
remuneration tax avoidance closes

SEPTEMBER

30
European Banking Authority's RegTech 
industry survey closes

https://aperio-intelligence.us11.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=48d5915a962162b98e77770fd&id=855b6247fc
https://aperio-intelligence.us11.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=48d5915a962162b98e77770fd&id=855b6247fc
https://aperio-intelligence.us11.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=48d5915a962162b98e77770fd&id=855b6247fc
mailto:info@aperio-intelligence.com
http://aperio-fcd.com/client/events
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2019/1511/made/data.html
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/902352/Tackling_Promoters_of_Tax_Avoidance_-_consultation.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/902667/Tackling_disguised_remuneration_tax_avoidance_-_call_for_evidence.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/eba-consults-use-regtech-solutions-and-ways-support-uptake-regtech-across-eu
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ENFORCEMENT

Herbalife agrees to pay $123m to settle FCPA 
allegations concerning activities in China

The US Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) announced on 28 August that
US-based multilevel marketing company Herbalife Nutrition
Ltd has agreed to pay overall penalties and disgorgement of
$123 million to resolve charges that it conspired to violate
the books and records provisions of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act (FCPA) in China.

Herbalife admitted that its
directors and employees
provided systematic improper
payments and benefits to obtain
Herbalife China’s licences, curtail
investigations and prevent
negative media coverage

Through entering a $55.7 million deferred prosecution
agreement (DPA) with the DOJ, Herbalife admitted and
accepted that its directors and employees provided
“extensive and systematic” improper payments and benefits
to obtain and retain Herbalife China’s licences, curtail
compliance investigations into the company and prevent
negative coverage by state-owned media outlets.

In addition, former Herbalife China sales director Yanliang Li,
external affairs head Hongwei Yang and other staff engaged

in a scheme to falsely record and book corrupt payments as
permissible business expenses and maintain false Sarbanes
Oxley sub-certification letters in the company’s books and
accounts.

Concurrently, the SEC issued an administrative order against
Herbalife in relation to violations of the FCPA’s books and
records and internal controls provisions in which the
company agreed to pay $67.3 million in disgorgement and
prejudgement interest.

The order finds that Herbalife executives failed to “detect and
prevent improper payments and benefits and falsified
expense reports” and to “devise and maintain a sufficient
system of internal accounting controls”.

In addition, Herbalife agreed to report on the status of its
remediation and compliance measures for a three-year
period, with a focus on areas of due diligence for third-party
consultants and vendors, FCPA training and the testing of
relevant controls. During the period of review, Herbalife will
provide the US agencies with any written reports by external
auditors and promptly report any credible evidence of corrupt
transfers on behalf of the company. If Herbalife remains in
compliance with the DPA during its three-year term, the
deferred charges will be dismissed.

In a filing with the SEC, Herbalife stated that: “As previously
disclosed, the company conducted its own review and
implemented remedial and improvement measures based
upon this review, including but not limited to replacement of
certain employees and enhancements of company policies
and procedures in China. The company cooperated with the
SEC and DOJ and has now reached separate resolutions with
each of them”.

DOJ press release

Herbalife DPA with the DOJ

DOJ criminal case information

https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/herbalife-agrees-pay-123-million-resolve-foreign-corrupt-practices-act-case
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/herbalife-agrees-pay-123-million-resolve-foreign-corrupt-practices-act-case
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/herbalife-agrees-pay-123-million-resolve-foreign-corrupt-practices-act-case
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1310646/download
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1310646/download
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1310646/download
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1310646/download
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1310646/download
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1310851/download
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1310851/download
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1310851/download
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1310851/download
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US files forfeiture complaints targeting global 
terrorist financing crypto networks

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 13 August the filing of
civil forfeiture complaints against three
terrorist financing cyber-enabled
campaigns connected with the Hamas
military wing, Al-Qassam Brigades,
Al-Qaeda, and ISIS. An additional
complaint was filed on the same day
against two Turkish nationals, Mehmet
Akti and Hüsamettin Karatas, who are
believed to have acted as money
launderers while operating an
unlicensed money transmitting
business for the Al-Qassam Brigades
campaign.

One campaign
involved Al-Qaeda
and affiliated
terrorist groups
purportedly
operating a bitcoin
money laundering
scheme in 2019
using Telegram

The DOJ press release states that the
case marks the largest ever seizure of
cryptocurrency accounts being used by
terrorist organisations. “Terrorist
networks have adapted to technology,
conducting complex financial
transactions in the digital world,
including through cryptocurrencies,”
said Secretary of the Treasury Steven
Mnuchin.

One of the schemes allegedly involved
the Al-Qassam Brigade posting a 2019
fundraising call on their social media
accounts and official websites for
bitcoin donations to fund their
campaigns. The forfeited property
includes 53 virtual currency accounts,
127 virtual currency properties, five
accounts, and three web domains. Akti
and Karatas have been charged with
allegedly accessing the US financial
system between 2017 and 2019 by
operating unlicensed money
transmitting from and outside US
territory and conspiring to launder
monetary instruments by using
cryptocurrency accounts.

Another cyber campaign involved
Al-Qaeda and affiliated terrorist groups

purportedly operating a bitcoin money
laundering scheme in 2019 using
Telegram and other social media
platforms to solicit cryptocurrency
donations. The authorities confiscated
155 virtual currency accounts related to
their campaigns.

The forfeiture action against the ISIS
campaign aims to confiscate one
website and four Facebook pages used
by Murat Cakar, an ISIS facilitator, to sell
fake personal protective equipment
(PPE), including N95 respirator masks
and DuPont Tyvek suits, even though
such items are designated as scarce.

In response to these actions, US
congressman Josh Gottheimer and
Emanuel Cleaver sent a letter to the
DOJ and US Department of the
Treasury, asking them to brief the
Subcommittee on National Security,
International Development and
Monetary Policy on the matter. They
also requested that the Treasury
provide an assessment of its actions to
proactively confront designated foreign
terrorist organisations utilising US
financial networks. The information
provided would help inform the
subcommittee on legislative actions to
be taken “to provide regulators and law
enforcement the proper resources and
tools to continue to address the illicit
use of cryptocurrency and disrupt
terrorist organizations’ financial
networks”.

DOJ press release

DOJ complaints

DOJ complaint against Akt...

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/global-disruption-three-terror-finance-cyber-enabled-campaigns
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/global-disruption-three-terror-finance-cyber-enabled-campaigns
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/global-disruption-three-terror-finance-cyber-enabled-campaigns
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1304296/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1304296/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1304276/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1304276/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1304276/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1304276/download
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UK’s SFO charges three individuals as part of 
Axiom Fund investigation 

The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)
announced on 21 August that it has
charged Timothy Schools, David
Kennedy and Richard Emmett with
multiple offences for allegedly
orchestrating a fraudulent scheme to
divert money from Cayman
Islands-based Axiom Legal Financing
Fund for their personal benefit.

The enforcement action has been
conducted as part of the SFO’s
investigation into the collapse of the
fund in 2012, following allegations
made by Miami-based publication
Offshore Alert concerning the
management of the fund, including
conflicting financial statements, £7.9
million loaned to a debt-ridden law firm
owned by Schools, and insurance
provided by an unregulated, unaudited
firm that defended a fraud lawsuit
brought by one of its clients.

According to the Financial Times, Axiom
was an unregulated collective
investment scheme marketed to
investors and financial advisers in the
UK and overseas, which was promoted
as “an uncorrelated, open-ended
investment that provides short-term
finance to UK law firms”. The fund was
suspended in 2012, when it was found
that it was unable to meet significant
redemption requests from investors,
and fraud allegations concerning
Schools emerged. The International
Adviser wrote on 29 August 2014 that
the fund’s receiver Grant Thornton
revealed that about 75 percent of the
fund’s assets were lent to just three
“panel law firms” – two of them, Ashton
Fox and Tandem, are now subject to
insolvency proceedings.

The SFO press release notes that
Schools, a former solicitor, has been

charged with three counts of fraudulent
trading and one count of transferring
criminal property; Kennedy, a former
independent financial adviser, has been
charged with one count of fraudulent
trading; and Emmett, also a former
solicitor, has been charged with one
count of fraudulent trading and one
count of involvement in an arrangement
which facilitates the acquisition,
retention, use or control of criminal
property by another.

The investigation is ongoing, and the
case is due to be listed at Westminster
Magistrates’ Court on 30 September.

SFO press release

Offshore Alert report (10...

Financial Times article

Two individuals to be prosecuted over fraud 
relating to NAMA property deal

The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)
announced on 6 August that two
individuals will be prosecuted by the
Public Prosecution Service (PPS) over
alleged fraud offences and concealing
criminal property as part of an NCA
investigation, known as Project Eagle,
into the circumstances around the sale
of the National Asset Management

Agency’s (NAMA) Northern Ireland
property loan book.

The NCA’s investigation examined the
circumstances around the sale and the
attempted sale of NAMA’s Northern
Ireland property loan book to two
United States investment firms in 2014.
PPS Assistant Director Ciaran

McQuillan stated in the NCA's press
release that there is “sufficient evidence
for two of those reported to be
prosecuted for a number of serious
charges”, while for seven other
individuals the test for prosecution was
not met on evidential grounds.

NCA press release

https://www.sfo.gov.uk/2020/08/21/sfo-charges-three-individuals-in-axiom-fund-investigation/
https://www.sfo.gov.uk/2020/08/21/sfo-charges-three-individuals-in-axiom-fund-investigation/
https://www.sfo.gov.uk/2020/08/21/sfo-charges-three-individuals-in-axiom-fund-investigation/
https://www.offshorealert.com/axiom-legal-financing-fund-cayman-tim-schools-taylor-moor.aspx
https://www.offshorealert.com/axiom-legal-financing-fund-cayman-tim-schools-taylor-moor.aspx
https://www.offshorealert.com/axiom-legal-financing-fund-cayman-tim-schools-taylor-moor.aspx
https://www.offshorealert.com/axiom-legal-financing-fund-cayman-tim-schools-taylor-moor.aspx
https://www.ft.com/content/2e6e27cc-e468-4645-a210-2ec9ef71b2ae
https://www.ft.com/content/2e6e27cc-e468-4645-a210-2ec9ef71b2ae
https://www.ft.com/content/2e6e27cc-e468-4645-a210-2ec9ef71b2ae
https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/news/two-face-prosecution-following-nca-investigation-into-nama-property-deal
https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/news/two-face-prosecution-following-nca-investigation-into-nama-property-deal
https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/news/two-face-prosecution-following-nca-investigation-into-nama-property-deal
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World Acceptance Corporation agrees to pay 
$21.7m to resolve SEC bribery charges

The US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) announced on 6
August that US consumer loan
company World Acceptance
Corporation (WAC) has agreed to pay
$21.7 million to settle potential
violations of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act (FCPA) regarding a
bribery scheme involving WAC's former
wholly-owned subsidiary in Mexico,
WAC de Mexico SA de CV.

The SEC order charges WAC with
violating the FCPA’s anti-bribery, books
and records, and internal accounting
controls provisions. It is alleged that
from at least December 2010 through
to June 2017, WAC de Mexico paid over
$4 million in bribes to Mexican
government officials and trade union
officials to obtain and retain its ability to
make loans to government employees,

through its Préstamos Viva business
line. It is purported that WAC de Mexico
signed at least 30 Viva contracts with
government entities and trade unions,
representing employees.

The order notes that the bribes – which
were deposited into bank accounts
linked to the officials or distributed in
“large bags of cash” – were
inaccurately recorded in WAC’s books
and records as legitimate business
expenses, referred to as “royalty
payments,” “scholarship,” or “support”.

In a 6 August SEC filing, WAC released a
declination letter from the US
Department of Justice (DOJ) in regard
to an investigation into the same
allegations in Mexico. The DOJ
confirmed the bribery charges, but
declined to bring an enforcement action

pursuant to its Corporate Enforcement
Policy, Justice Manual, and the
Principles of Federal Prosecution of
Business Organizations, citing the
company’s self-disclosure, proactive
cooperation, and remediation.

WAC did not admit or deny the SEC’s
findings, however it consented to cease
and desist from violating the
anti-bribery, books and records, and
internal controls provisions of the FCPA,
and pay $17.8 million in disgorgement,
$1.9 million in prejudgment interest,
and a $2 million penalty.

SEC press release

Administrative order

SEC filing

UK’s HMRC fines Purplebricks for AML failings, 
publishes updated list of sanctioned businesses

The UK’s HM Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) announced on 17 August that
it has fined real estate agent
Purplebricks £266,793 for breaches of
the money laundering regulations,
including “failures in having the correct
policies, controls and procedures,
conducting due diligence and timing of
verification”.

The fine was announced in HMRC’s
latest list of businesses that have not
complied with money laundering rules
in the tax year 2019/2020 and also in

the Financial Review chapter of the
company’s 2020 annual report
published on 3 August. The annual
report states that “the Group incurred a
fine from HMRC for historical breaches
of certain aspects of the UK’s
anti-money-laundering legislation”.
Purplebricks committed to improving
its anti-money laundering controls and
processes to prevent future violations.

The list of businesses that received a
penalty notice between 1 August 2019
and 31 January 2020 from HMRC

includes high value dealer Laxmi
Jewellers UK Ltd, which incurred a
£23,142 fine; and accounting services
company Company Advice Ltd, which
was fined £9,000. Both companies were
fined for “failures in carrying out risk
assessments, having the correct
policies, controls and procedures, and
conducting due diligence”.

HMRC updated list

PurpleBricks annual repor...

https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-177
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-177
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-177
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2020/34-89489.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2020/34-89489.pdf
https://sec.report/Document/0001157523-20-001148/
https://sec.report/Document/0001157523-20-001148/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/businesses-not-complying-with-money-laundering-regulations-in-2018-to-2019/list-of-businesses-for-tax-year-2019-to-2020-that-have-not-complied-with-the-2017-money-laundering-regulations
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/businesses-not-complying-with-money-laundering-regulations-in-2018-to-2019/list-of-businesses-for-tax-year-2019-to-2020-that-have-not-complied-with-the-2017-money-laundering-regulations
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/businesses-not-complying-with-money-laundering-regulations-in-2018-to-2019/list-of-businesses-for-tax-year-2019-to-2020-that-have-not-complied-with-the-2017-money-laundering-regulations
https://www.purplebricksplc.com/investors/latest_results
https://www.purplebricksplc.com/investors/latest_results
https://www.purplebricksplc.com/investors/latest_results
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UK HMRC discloses the number of live 
Corporate Criminal Offences investigations 

The UK’s HM Revenue & Customs
(HMRC) published its biannual update
on 25 August on the number of
ongoing investigations under the
Corporate Criminal Offences (CCO)
framework. The update states that
HMRC has 10 live investigations and is
reviewing a further 22 cases.

The CCO framework was introduced by
the Criminal Finances Act 2017 Part 3
and makes companies criminally liable
for failing to implement policies to
prevent the facilitation of tax evasion.

HMRC reported that the investigations
range across numerous sectors,

including construction, labour provision
and software development. More
specifically, 12 of the investigations
relate to the financial sector.

HMRC FOI release

Former Trump adviser Steve Bannon charged 
with fraud over ‘We build the wall’ campaign

Former White House adviser Steve
Bannon and three others have been
arrested and charged with fraud and
money laundering over the online
fundraising campaign to build a wall on
the US-Mexico border, which allegedly
raised $25 million, according to a 20
August statement by the US
Department of Justice (DOJ).

According to the indictment unsealed in
a Manhattan federal court, Bannon and
three other leaders of the campaign,
Brian Kolfage, Andrew Badolato, and
Timothy Shea orchestrated a scheme to
defraud “hundreds of thousands of
donors”, which involved falsely
representing the organisation as a
“volunteer” firm, and Kolfage repeatedly
reassuring donors that “100 percent of
the funds raised […] will be used in the
execution of our mission and purpose”.
However, it is alleged that the
defendants received hundreds of
thousands of dollars in donor funds

from the campaign, which they used “in
a manner inconsistent with the
organisation’s public representations”.

The allegations include that Bannon
received over $1 million from the
campaign through a non-profit
organisation controlled by him and
Kolfage took more than $350,000 for
his personal use. To conceal the
payments, the defendants used false
invoices and sham “vendor”
arrangements to route those payments
from ‘We build the wall’ through
Bannon’s non-profit organisation and a
shell company controlled by Shea.

The ‘We build the wall’ campaign was
launched in December 2018 and
pledged to use donations to build
segments of the southern US border
barrier on private land. The wall was a
key promise of then presidential
candidate Donald Trump’s 2016
election campaign.

CNN reported on 20 August that
Bannon has pleaded not guilty to the
charges and has been released on a $5
million bond. Bannon has also been
barred from traveling internationally
pending his criminal trial. In addition,
CNN reported on 31 August that
Kolfage, Badolato and Shea have all
pleaded not guilty in a New York federal
court, where US District Judge Analisa
Torres set a trial date for 24 May 2021.

All four defendants are charged with
one count of conspiracy to commit wire
fraud and one count of conspiracy to
commit money laundering.

DOJ press release

Indictment

CNN report

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/number-of-live-corporate-criminal-offences-investigations/number-of-live-corporate-criminal-offences-investigations
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/number-of-live-corporate-criminal-offences-investigations/number-of-live-corporate-criminal-offences-investigations
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/number-of-live-corporate-criminal-offences-investigations/number-of-live-corporate-criminal-offences-investigations
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/leaders-we-build-wall-online-fundraising-campaign-charged-defrauding-hundreds-thousands
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/leaders-we-build-wall-online-fundraising-campaign-charged-defrauding-hundreds-thousands
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/leaders-we-build-wall-online-fundraising-campaign-charged-defrauding-hundreds-thousands
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1306611/download
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/08/20/politics/bannon-build-the-wall-indictment/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/08/20/politics/bannon-build-the-wall-indictment/index.html
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HSBC reaches tentative agreement in US over 
shareholder action regarding AML violations

HSBC Holdings plc announced in its
2020 interim results released on 3
August that its US banking arm HSBC
Bank USA N.A. has reached a tentative
agreement with its current and former
directors and officers in a derivative
action filed in May 2014 in connection
with acts of money laundering (ML)
and sanctions evasion.

The 2014 complaint was filed by a
shareholder of HSBC Holdings on
behalf of HSBC Holdings, HSBC Bank
USA N.A., HSBC North America
Holdings Inc and HSBC USA Inc,
alleging that certain current and former

directors breached their fiduciary duties
and wasted corporate assets by
“allegedly permitting and/or causing the
conduct underlying the five-year
deferred prosecution agreement (DPA)
with the US Department of Justice”. The
DPA saw HSBC agree to pay $1.92
billion to settle charges that it allowed
Mexican drug money to be laundered
through its branches.

In 2015, a New York state court granted
HSBC a motion to dismiss, but the
appellate court reversed the decision
and reinstated the case in 2018. In
June, the court granted preliminary

approval for a settlement between the
parties under which HSBC Holdings will
receive a payment from directors and
officers’ liability insurance carriers and
will continue certain corporate
governance practices. The final
settlement approval hearing has been
scheduled for October.

HSBC interim results 2020

DOJ press release (11 Dec...

HSBC DPA (18 January 2018...

US designates four Ugandans over adoption 
scam and files 13-count indictment

The US Department of the Treasury’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) designated two Ugandan
judges, Moses Mukiibi and Wilson
Musalu Musene, and a Ugandan lawyer,
Dorah Mirembe and her husband
Patrick Ecobu, on 17 August, for their
involvement in a fraudulent adoption
scheme. It is alleged that the four
individuals participated in a scheme
that removed Ugandan children from
their families under the false promise
of being educated in the US, but
instead the children were offered for
adoption in the US.

All four individuals have been
designated pursuant to Executive Order
13818, “Blocking the Property of
Persons Involved in Serious Human

Rights Abuse or Corruption,” which
implements the Global Magnitsky
Human Rights Accountability Act.
Mukiibi and Musene are also subject to
visa restrictions pursuant to Section
7031(c) of the Department of State,
Foreign Operations, and Related
Programs Appropriations Act.

Concurrently, the US Department of
Justice announced the indictment of
three individuals including Mirembe,
along with Americans, Debra Parris and
Margaret Cole, both employees of
European Adoption Consultants (EAC)
which allegedly ran the adoption
scheme in Uganda and another such
scheme in Poland. Amongst the 13
count indictment, Parris and Mirembe
have both been charged with violations

of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA) and money laundering.

It is alleged that Mirembe’s law firm
handled the legal aspects of the illicit
adoption scheme, which involved
Mirembe, with the assistance of Ecobu,
facilitating bribes to Ugandan judges
Mukiibi, Musene, and other Ugandan
government officials. The bribes,
amongst other things, ensured that the
children were falsely designating as
orphans. The adoptions were then
allegedly processed by the EAC.

US Treasury press release

DOJ press release

Indictment

https://www.hsbc.com/media/media-releases/2020/hsbc-holdings-plc-interim-results-2020
https://www.hsbc.com/media/media-releases/2020/hsbc-holdings-plc-interim-results-2020
https://www.hsbc.com/media/media-releases/2020/hsbc-holdings-plc-interim-results-2020
https://www.hsbc.com/media/media-releases/2020/hsbc-holdings-plc-interim-results-2020
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/hsbc-holdings-plc-and-hsbc-bank-usa-na-admit-anti-money-laundering-and-sanctions-violations
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/hsbc-holdings-plc-and-hsbc-bank-usa-na-admit-anti-money-laundering-and-sanctions-violations
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/hsbc-holdings-plc-and-hsbc-bank-usa-na-admit-anti-money-laundering-and-sanctions-violations
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/hsbc-holdings-plc-and-hsbc-bank-usa-na-admit-anti-money-laundering-and-sanctions-violations
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/hsbc-holdings-plc-and-hsbc-bank-usa-na-admit-anti-money-laundering-and-sanctions-violations
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1027316/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1027316/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1027316/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1027316/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1027316/download
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1095
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1095
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1095
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1095
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/three-individuals-charged-arranging-adoptions-uganda-and-poland-through-bribery-and-fraud
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/three-individuals-charged-arranging-adoptions-uganda-and-poland-through-bribery-and-fraud
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/three-individuals-charged-arranging-adoptions-uganda-and-poland-through-bribery-and-fraud
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1305221/download
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US sanctions 24 Chinese companies and 
officials over actions in South China Sea

The US Commerce Department’s
Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)
announced on 26 August that it has
added 24 Chinese state-owned
enterprises to its Entity List pursuant to
the Export Administration Regulations
(EAR), for their alleged role in helping
the government and the military
advance their unlawful territorial
claims in the South China Sea. The US
Commerce Department urged, in a
media briefing, all companies and

governments to review business deals
with the newly restricted companies.

According to the BIS final rule, among
the 24 entities are five subsidiaries of
China Communications Construction
Company (CCCC), which “enabled China
to reclaim and militarize disputed
outposts in the South China Sea”, in
particular at Mischief Reef, an area
determined to be part of the Philippines’
exclusive economic zone.

Concurrently, the US State Department
announced that it has imposed visa
restrictions on Chinese individuals,
including certain executives of
state-owned enterprises, responsible
for the large-scale reclamation,
construction and militarisation efforts
in the South China Sea, or the
government’s use of coercion against
Southeast Asian claimants.

According to the State Department,
CCCC and its subsidiaries “have
engaged in corruption, predatory
financing, environmental destruction,
and other abuses across the world”.

Alongside the 24 Chinese companies,
BIS has also designated 36 other
entities from France, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Oman, Pakistan,
Russia, Switzerland and the UAE,
reportedly responsible for illegal
exports to Iran, submitting false
information to BIS or contributing to
Russian biological weapons
programmes.

BIS press release

BIS final rule

State Department press re...

OFAC designates Chinese national and Hong 
Kong-based entity over drug trafficking

The US Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
designated on 25 August Chinese
national Taotao Zhang as a Significant
Foreign Narcotics Trafficker pursuant
to the Foreign Narcotics Kingpin
Designation Act for his role in shipping
illicit fentanyl and synthetic opioids to
the US. OFAC has also designated
Hong Kong-based entity Allyrise
Technology Group Co Limited, for
being owned, controlled, directed by, or
acting on behalf of Zhang.

According to Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo, Zhang allegedly uses multiple
individuals and freight-forwarding
services, as well as forged labelling to
disguise parcel contents and avoid
seizure by US authorities.

The designations are part of US efforts
to disrupt drug trafficking organisations
from buying illicit precursor chemicals
from the People’s Republic of China
(PRC). “The United States continues to
seek cooperation with the PRC to tackle

this supply chain threat and calls on the
PRC government to accelerate efforts
to regulate its chemical industry and
reduce the diversion of precursors into
the international black market,” stated
Pompeo.

Treasury Department press...

Secretary of State press ...

OFAC identifying informat...

https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2020/08/commerce-department-adds-24-chinese-companies-entity-list-helping-build
https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2020/08/commerce-department-adds-24-chinese-companies-entity-list-helping-build
https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2020/08/commerce-department-adds-24-chinese-companies-entity-list-helping-build
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-27/pdf/2020-18909.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-27/pdf/2020-18909.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-27/pdf/2020-18909.pdf
https://www.state.gov/u-s-imposes-restrictions-on-certain-prc-state-owned-enterprises-and-executives-for-malign-activities-in-the-south-china-sea/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-imposes-restrictions-on-certain-prc-state-owned-enterprises-and-executives-for-malign-activities-in-the-south-china-sea/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-imposes-restrictions-on-certain-prc-state-owned-enterprises-and-executives-for-malign-activities-in-the-south-china-sea/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-imposes-restrictions-on-certain-prc-state-owned-enterprises-and-executives-for-malign-activities-in-the-south-china-sea/
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1105
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1105
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1105
https://www.state.gov/designation-of-peoples-republic-of-china-prc-foreign-national-and-hong-kong-entity-under-the-foreign-narcotics-kingpin-designation-act/
https://www.state.gov/designation-of-peoples-republic-of-china-prc-foreign-national-and-hong-kong-entity-under-the-foreign-narcotics-kingpin-designation-act/
https://www.state.gov/designation-of-peoples-republic-of-china-prc-foreign-national-and-hong-kong-entity-under-the-foreign-narcotics-kingpin-designation-act/
https://www.state.gov/designation-of-peoples-republic-of-china-prc-foreign-national-and-hong-kong-entity-under-the-foreign-narcotics-kingpin-designation-act/
https://www.state.gov/designation-of-peoples-republic-of-china-prc-foreign-national-and-hong-kong-entity-under-the-foreign-narcotics-kingpin-designation-act/
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20200825
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20200825
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20200825
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OFAC designates 11 individuals for their role in 
undermining Hong Kong’s autonomy

The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) announced on 7
August that it has designated 11
Chinese and Hong Kong officials
pursuant to Executive Order (EO)
13936, for undermining Hong Kong’s
autonomy and restricting citizens’
freedom of expression or assembly.

The designated individuals include:

Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (HKSAR) Chief Executive
Carrie Lam; Secretary for Justice
Teresa Cheng; Secretary for
Security John Lee Ka-chiu, and
Secretary for Constitutional and
Mainland Affairs Erick Tsang

HKSAR Committee for Safeguarding
National Security Secretary General
Eric Chan

Hong Kong Police Force
Commissioner Chris Tang and
Former Commissioner Stephen Lo

China’s State Council Hong Kong
and Macao Affairs Office Director
Xia Baolong and Deputy Director
Zhang Xiaoming

China’s Liaison Office in Hong Kong
Director Luo Huining

Office for Safeguarding National
Security in Hong Kong Director
Zheng Yanxiong

According to OFAC, the newly
designated senior officials have been
responsible for advancing, adopting
and implementing China’s national
security law, arresting and detaining
protesters, providing support to the

2019 Hong Kong extradition bill, and
other actions and policies that threaten
the peace, security, stability or
autonomy of Hong Kong.

On 14 July, the US President issued EO
13936 on Hong Kong normalisation,
which declared a national emergency
with respect to the situation in Hong
Kong, in response to China’s national
security law and provided for the
imposition of sanctions on actors
engaged in malign activities.

OFAC press release

OFAC identifying informat...

US State Department press...

China sanctions 11 US senators and officials

The Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokesperson Lijian Zhao announced
on 10 August that 11 US nationals have
been designated in response to their
‘egregious’ behaviour on Hong
Kong-related issues.

The designated US nationals include
senators Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz, Josh
Hawley, Tom Cotton and Pat Toomey,
representative Chris Smith, National
Endowment for Democracy President
Carl Gershman, National Democratic
Institute President Derek Mitchell,

International Republican Institute
President Daniel Twining, Human Rights
Watch Executive Director Kenneth Roth
and Freedom House President Michael
J. Abramowitz.

Zhao stated that Hong Kong is China’s
internal affair “that no external forces
can interfere in” and rejected the recent
restrictive measures imposed by the US
on China, which “gravely violates
international law and basic norms
governing international relations”.

Prior to this US Senators Rubio and
Cruz and Republican Chris Smith were
designated by China in July in response
to US sanctions over Beijing’s treatment
of ethnic and religious minorities in
Xinjiang.

On 7 August, the US imposed asset
freezing measures and a travel ban on
11 Chinese and Hong Kong officials for
undermining Hong Kong’s autonomy.

Chinese Foreign Ministry...

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1088
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1088
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1088
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200807.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200807.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200807.aspx
https://www.state.gov/the-united-states-designates-individuals-in-hong-kong-for-curtailing-promised-freedoms/
https://www.state.gov/the-united-states-designates-individuals-in-hong-kong-for-curtailing-promised-freedoms/
https://www.state.gov/the-united-states-designates-individuals-in-hong-kong-for-curtailing-promised-freedoms/
https://www.state.gov/the-united-states-designates-individuals-in-hong-kong-for-curtailing-promised-freedoms/
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/xwfw_665399/s2510_665401/2511_665403/t1805288.shtml
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/xwfw_665399/s2510_665401/2511_665403/t1805288.shtml
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/xwfw_665399/s2510_665401/2511_665403/t1805288.shtml
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OFAC sanctions Libya smuggling network

The US Department of the Treasury’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) announced on 6 August that it
has designated three Libyan nationals,
Malta-based company Alwefaq Ltd and
vessel Maraya pursuant to Executive
Order (EO) 13726, for being part of a
smuggling network contributing to the
instability in Libya.

The Libyan nationals include Maraya
operator Faysal al-Wadi and his
associates Musbah Mohamad M Wadi
and Nourddin Milood M Musbah, who

allegedly worked with North African and
southern European contacts to
smuggle fuel from the Libyan port of
Zuwarah to Hurd’s Bank, outside Malta’s
territorial waters, and used Libya as a
transit zone for illicit drugs.

According to OFAC, Wadi also
smuggled drugs and Libyan fuel into
Malta. Despite being the primary
coordinator of smuggling operations
using the vessel Maraya, Wadi
reportedly kept official documentation
clear of his name. Maltese company

Alwefaq Ltd was designated pursuant
to EO 13726 for being owned or
controlled by Musbah and Nourddin. In
addition, Maraya was identified as
blocked property in which Alwefaq Ltd
has an interest.

OFAC press release

OFAC identifying informat...

State Department press re...

US BIS adds 38 additional Huawei affiliates to 
Entity List, expands foreign direct product rule

The US Department of Commerce’s
Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)
announced on 17 August that it has
added 38 additional non-US affiliates
of Huawei Technologies Co Ltd to its
Entity List and expanded General
Prohibition Three, also known as the
foreign-produced direct product
(FPDP) rule, to further restrict Huawei
and its designated affiliates from
accessing US technology and software,
produced in the US or abroad.

Through issuing the final rule, BIS has
also removed its Huawei-related
Temporary General Licence (TGL),
which expired on 13 August, and has
replaced it with a more limited
permanent authorisation for the listed
Huawei entities to “better protect US
national security”. In addition to this,
BIS has revised the identifying

information of four previously listed
Huawei affiliates. The new Entity List
additions bring the total number of
Huawei affiliates subject to Export
Administration Regulations (EAR)
licence requirements to 152.

By amending the FPDP rule, BIS has
added a control to any transaction
involving items subject to Commerce
export control jurisdiction, where US
software or technology will be used in
the production or development of any
part, component, or equipment
produced, purchased, or ordered by any
listed Huawei entity. Through these
amendments, BIS intends to further
restrict Huawei’s ability to obtain
foreign made chips developed or
produced from US software or
technology. In a concurrent final rule,
BIS clarifies that licence requirements

under its Entity List apply to any
organisation, whether a purchaser,
intermediate, ultimate consignee or
end-user as defined in the EAR.

In a follow-up press release from the US
Department of State, Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo stated that the US “has
provided ample time for affected
companies and persons – primarily
Huawei customers – to identify and
shift to other sources of equipment,
software, and technology and
wind-down their operations. Now that
time is up”.

US Commerce Department st...

BIS final rule on Huawei

BIS final rule on Entity ...

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1083
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1083
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1083
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200806.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200806.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200806.aspx
https://www.state.gov/the-united-states-sanctions-network-threatening-the-security-of-libya/
https://www.state.gov/the-united-states-sanctions-network-threatening-the-security-of-libya/
https://www.state.gov/the-united-states-sanctions-network-threatening-the-security-of-libya/
https://www.state.gov/the-united-states-sanctions-network-threatening-the-security-of-libya/
https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2020/08/commerce-department-further-restricts-huawei-access-us-technology-and
https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2020/08/commerce-department-further-restricts-huawei-access-us-technology-and
https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2020/08/commerce-department-further-restricts-huawei-access-us-technology-and
https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2020/08/commerce-department-further-restricts-huawei-access-us-technology-and
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/regulations-docs/federal-register-notices/federal-register-2020/2593-85-fr-51596/file
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https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/regulations-docs/federal-register-notices/federal-register-2020/2593-85-fr-51596/file
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https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/regulations-docs/federal-register-notices/federal-register-2020/2594-85-fr-51335/file
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US BIS fines Nordic Maritime and chairman over 
Iran sanctions violations

The Under Secretary for the US
Department of Commerce’s Bureau of
Industry and Security (BIS) issued a
final order on 19 August fining
Singapore-based marine seismic and
offshore services company Nordic
Maritime Pte Ltd and its Chairman,
Morten Innhaug, $31.4 million, for
violating US sanctions by shipping
US-origin unlicenced maritime survey
equipment to an Iranian gas field.

BIS describes how, after gaining control
of the equipment from a company –
Reflect Geophysical – which possessed
a licence from BIS to re-export the said
equipment, Nordic used it to perform a
3D offshore seismic survey in the
Forouz B natural gas field in Iranian

territorial waters, without authorisation
from either BIS or the US Department of
Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC).

According to BIS’s final decision and
order, Nordic executed the unlawful
export and survey pursuant to a €11.3
million contract with Mapna
International FZE, which is a subsidiary
of Mapna Group, otherwise known as
the Iran Power Plant Management
Company. BIS found that Nordic: (1)
acted with knowledge; (2) when it
illegally re-exported certain seismic
survey equipment that was controlled
by the Export Administration
Regulations (EAR) for national security
and anti-terrorism concerns; (3) and

made false and misleading statements
to BIS during its investigation.

BIS noted that, in the course of the
investigation, Nordic provided a written
submission falsely stating that the
company was never informed by Reflect
Geophysical that the survey equipment
was subject to a BIS re-export licence.
Innhaug was charged with knowingly
aiding and abetting Nordic in violating
the EAR. The final order imposing a civil
penalty, which was published in the
Federal Register on 25 August, follows
a decision in March to impose a 15-year
denial order against Nordic and
Innhaug.

BIS final decision and or...

US lists Central African Republic militia leader

The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) announced on 7
August that it has designated Bi Sidi
Souleymane, also known as Sidiki
Abbas, the leader of Central African
Republic (CAR)-based militia group
Retour, Réclamation et Réhabilitation
(3R). Souleymane has been designated
pursuant to Executive Order (EO)
13667 for carrying out human rights
abuses and other acts of violence
against CAR civilians.

According to OFAC, Souleymane is
responsible for killing and torturing
women and children, the abduction and

forced displacement of civilians, as well
as 3R’s attacks on schools, hospitals,
religious sites, and locations where
civilians are seeking refuge. It is alleged
that Souleymane himself has directly
participated in torture.

On 27 September 2016, 3R killed at
least 17 civilians in the village of De
Gaulle, and Souleymane took part in
torturing villagers. On 21 May 2019, 3R
killed at least 34 unarmed civilians in
three villages in northwest CAR despite
signing a peace agreement on 6
February 2019. In June, 3R announced
its suspension of participation in the

implementation of the peace
agreement.

The US Treasury’s action follows the UN
Security Council CAR Sanctions
Committee’s decision on 5 August to
designate Souleymane, which obligates
all UN member states to impose an
asset freeze and travel ban against the
designated individual.

OFAC press release

OFAC identifying informat...

US State Department press...
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UN Security Council designates Central African 
Republic militia leader

The UN Security Council (UNSC)
Committee concerning the Central
African Republic (CAR) announced on
5 August that Bi Sidi Souleymane, also
known as Sidiki Abbas, president and
self-proclaimed ‘general’ of militia
group Retour, Réclamation et
Réhabilitation (3R), has been
designated pursuant to resolution 2399
(2018), as amended by resolution 2507
(2020), for engaging in human rights
violations and acts undermining the
stability of the country.

Since its creation in 2015, 3R has
reportedly killed, tortured, raped and

displaced civilians, and engaged in
arms trafficking, illegal taxation
activities, illegal exploitation of gold
and warfare with other militias. Despite
signing the political agreement for
peace and reconciliation on 6 February
2019, 3R remained a threat to the
peace, stability and security of the CAR.

Bi Sidi Souleymane allegedly
participated in torture acts and in 2019
refused to start the disarmament of the
3R fighters expected to participate in
the first special mixed security unit in
the west of the country. Under his
leadership, 3R continued to obstruct the

restoration of state authority in its
areas of operation.

On 5 June, he announced the
suspension of 3R’s participation in the
agreement’s follow-up mechanisms
until further notice. Later in June,
presumed 3R elements attacked an
international training camp and joint UN
peacekeeping and national forces
patrols.

UNSC press release

UNSC reasons for listing

US designates six Syrian government officials 
for supporting Assad regime

The US Department of the Treasury’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) and the US State Department
announced on 20 August the
designation of six senior members of
the Syrian government pursuant to
Executive Orders (EO) 13894 and
13573, for obstructing a political
solution to the Syrian conflict and
contributing to “the oppression of the
Assad regime”.

Assad’s presidential media advisor
Luna Al Shibl and her husband
Mohamad Amar Saati bin Mohamad
Nawzad, a senior Ba’ath party official
who recruited university students for
Assad-backed militias through the

National Union of Syrian Students, have
been designated by OFAC under EO
13573 of 18 May 2011 for being senior
officials of the Syrian government.

In addition, the US Department of State
has taken action against Assad’s
henchman Yasser Ibrahim, who
allegedly entered into ‘corrupt’ deals on
Assad’s behalf, as well as National
Defence Forces (NDF) commander Fadi
Saqr, 42nd Brigade commander
Brigadier General Ghaith Dalah and
Haider Regiment commander Samer
Ismail, pursuant to EO 13894 of 14
October 2019 blocking property of
certain persons contributing to the
situation in Syria. These military

officials were allegedly involved in the
obstruction of a political solution to the
Syrian conflict and the prevention of a
ceasefire.

The State Department notes that the US
will support EU sanctions against other
Syrian commanders and endorses
UN-led efforts to convene the Syrian-led
Constitutional Committee for building a
peaceful future for Syria.

OFAC press release

OFAC identifying informat...

US State Department press...
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US designates Zimbabwean entity and owner

The US Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
designated Zimbabwean businessman
Kudakwashe Regimond Tagwirei and
his company, Sakunda Holdings, on 5
August, pursuant to Executive Order
13469, for providing support to the
leadership of the Zimbabwean
government.

The US claims that Tagwirei holds
longstanding ties to Zimbabwe’s ruling
party, Zanu-PF, as well as to US
designated President Emmerson

Mnangagwa and First Vice President
Constantino Chiwenga. Tagwirei
allegedly used his status and political
access to “gain state contracts and
receive favored access to hard
currency, including U.S. dollars”,
particularly since Mnangagwa took
power in November 2017.

Tagwirei’s company, Sakunda Holdings,
was implicated in a 2019 parliamentary
inquiry which discovered that $3 billion
of public funds distributed to a state
agricultural programme connected to

Sakunda had not been accounted for by
the Zimbabwean government.

OFAC concurrently removed sanctions
on the recently-deceased John
Bredenkamp and 20 companies owned
or controlled by him.

OFAC press release

US State Department press...

Identifying information

OFAC designates Iranian national and two UAE-
based entities for supporting Iran’s Mahan Air

The US Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
designated on 19 August two
UAE-based companies Parthia Cargo
LLC and Delta Parts Supply FZC
pursuant to Executive Order (EO)
13224, for providing material support
to sanctioned Iranian airline Mahan Air.
In addition to the two companies, OFAC
has also designated UAE-based Iranian
national Amin Mahdavi for controlling
Parthia Cargo.

Concurrent with OFAC’s designations,
the US Attorney’s Office for the District
of Columbia filed criminal charges
against Parthia Cargo, which is
described as a freight forwarding
company, and Mahdavi related to the
unlicensed re-export of US-export
controlled aircraft parts to Iran, in
violation of the International Emergency
Economic Powers Act and the Iranian
Transactions and Sanctions
Regulations (ITSRs).

Parthia Cargo is alleged to have
forwarded consignments of aircraft
parts from the UAE to Mahan Air and its
front companies. Delta Parts Supply is
alleged to have sold aviation goods to
Mahan Air. Both entities are alleged to
have dealt in goods some of which
were of US origin.

According to OFAC, the Iranian regime
uses Mahan Air as a tool to spread its

“destabilizing agenda” globally,
including to the corrupt regimes in Syria
and Venezuela, as well as terrorist
groups throughout the Middle East,
transporting Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Crops-Qods Force
(IRGC-QF) operatives, weapons,
equipment, and funds abroad in support
of the terrorist group’s regional
operations.

In line with its July 2019 Iran-related
sanctions advisory, OFAC reminds the
international aviation community of the
sanctions risks for individuals and
entities servicing Mahan Air and other
designated airlines.

US Treasury Department pr...

US Department of State pr...

OFAC identifying informat...
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US State Department imposes visa ban on 
individuals undermining Sudan transition

The US State Department announced
on 13 August that it has imposed visa
restrictions under the Immigration and
Nationality Act on individuals residing
both inside and outside Sudan who are
believed to have engaged in
undermining Sudan’s civilian-led
transitional government’s efforts to
implement the 2019 political
agreement and constitutional
declaration.

The list of these individuals is not
publicly available and any application
they may submit for travel to the US will
be adjudicated according to established
guidelines. Visa restrictions could
include the immediate family members
of these individuals.

The actions against Sudan’s civilian-led
transitional government could include
obstructing the work of civilian

ministers, blocking the implementation
of the constitutional declaration,
delaying preparations for drafting a new
constitution and organising the 2022
elections, as well as engaging in acts of
corruption, abuse or violations of
human rights.

US State Department press...

Aperio Analysis by Simon Jennings

The measures imposed by the State Department reflect US support for the transitional government in Khartoum that took power
following the ousting of former Islamist president, Omar al-Bashir in April 2019 after 30 years in power. US Secretary of State,
Mike Pompeo, visited Sudan on 25 August, the first such visit by a US State Secretary in 15 years. As relations have thawed
between the two countries, Sudan is pushing to be removed from a list of countries that the US considers to be state sponsors of
terrorism. With inflation running at 143 percent, Sudan’s transitional government is seeking to write-off billions of dollars in debt
and access international lending, something which would likely be helped by any delisting. But the US hopes to tie such an
outcome to Khartoum’s recognition of Israel and a payment to US victims of terrorist attacks in the 1990s and 2000s that were
allegedly supported by Khartoum. Washington is also seeking Sudan’s backing for its efforts to broker a deal on Ethiopia’s new
dam on the River Nile that would allay fears in Egypt over crucial water supplies.

US imposes visa bans on former head of Iran’s 
Evin prison and other officials 

The US State Department announced
on 21 August that it has imposed visa
restrictions on 14 Iranian nationals
pursuant to the Department of State,
Foreign Operations, and Related
Programmes Appropriations Act, for
their involvement in gross human
rights violations.

The action targets Hojatollah Khodaei
Souri, former Iranian parliament
member and ex-director of Iran’s Evin
Prison. In this capacity, Souri oversaw

torture and other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment against peaceful
Iranian protestors, journalists and
foreigners allegedly held hostage to
obtain concessions from their home
governments. Visa restrictions were
also imposed on 13 Iranian officials
allegedly involved in the assassination
of exiled Iranian opposition leader
Kazem Rajavi in Switzerland in 1990.

In a factsheet published on 25 August,
the State Department announced that

the 13 Iranian nationals are Sadegh
Baba’ie, Ali Reza Bayani Hamadani, Said
Danesh, Ali Hadavi, Saeed Hemati,
Mohammad Reza Jazayeri, Moshen
Sharif Esfahani, Ali Moslehiaraghi,
Naser Pourmirzai, Mohsen Pourshafiee,
Mohammad Said Rezvani, Mahmoud
Sajadian and Yadollah Samadi.

US State Department press...

US State Department press...
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US seizes Iranian oil en route to Venezuela

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 14 August the seizure of
millions of dollars worth of oil from
Iran on four ships bound for Venezuela,
following a 2 July forfeiture complaint
and subsequent seizure order issued in
the US District Court for the District of
Columbia. The confiscation
purportedly represents the largest ever
seizure of Iranian fuel shipments by
the US government.

According to the DOJ, the oil was
seized from foreign-flagged oil tankers
M/T Bella, M/T Pandi, M/T Bering, and
M/T Luna, all of which were allegedly
destined to deliver the oil to the Nicolás
Maduro regime, with the proceeds to
benefit the Iranian Revolutionary Guard
Corps (IRGC), which the Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
designated as a state-sponsored
terrorist organisation on 15 April 2019.
The DOJ also cited the US Central

Command in noting that on 13 August,
following the seizures, the Iranian Navy
attempted to forcibly recover the fuel
shipments, but boarded the wrong ship,
and was unsuccessful in its efforts.

On 28 August, the DOJ released an
additional statement that it had seized
and shut down three websites managed
by the three front companies, Mobin
International, Sohar Fuel, and Oman
Fuel, that are alleged to have arranged
the fuel shipments via the three vessels
earlier in the month. The DOJ statement
added that the Department’s 2 July
forfeiture complaint names Iranian
businessman Mohammad Madanipour
as the operator of Mobin International,
along with other shell entities, being
used as fronts to move Iranian oil on
behalf of the IRGC.

The DOJ stated that following the
results of the forfeiture case, which is

also being heard in the US District Court
in Washington DC, the government
intends to re-direct the proceeds of the
seized oil to the US Victims of State
Sponsored Terrorism Fund.

In a follow-up statement by the State
Department, US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo credited Special
Representative for Iran Brian Hook with
engaging diplomatically to assist in
halting the shipments to Venezuela.
Pompeo also stated that the US is
“seeing more and more global shipping
fleets avoiding the Iran-Venezuela trade
due to our sanctions implementation
and enforcement efforts”.

DOJ statement

State Department release

DOJ press release on webs...

US suspends private charter flights to Cuba

United States Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo announced on 13 August that
he has requested that the US
Department of Transportation suspend
all private charter flights from the US
to all Cuban airports.

Authorised public charter flights in and
out of Havana as well as authorised
private charter flights pertaining to
medical emergencies, search and
rescue, or other travel deemed to be in
the US interest are exempt from the
suspension. For most carriers, the

suspension becomes effective from 13
October 2020, following a 60-day wind
down period.

Pompeo stated that the purpose of the
suspension is to discourage travelers of
all nationalities from engaging in Cuban
tourism, noting that “Cuban military and
intelligence services own and operate
the great majority of hotels and tourism
infrastructure in Cuba” and claiming
that the denial of economic resources
to Cuba will “inhibit its capacity to carry
out abuses”.

Pompeo further cited Cuban
government support for the Venezuelan
regime of Nicolás Maduro, who the US
does not recognise as the legitimate
leader of Venezuela, and Cuban
imprisonment of journalists and
pro-democracy activists as cause for
the flight suspension.

US State Department press...

Department of Transportat...
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Yang Ban Corp pleads guilty in US to money 
laundering to evade North Korea sanctions

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 31 August that British
Virgin Islands-registered Yang Ban
Corporation has pleaded guilty to
conspiring to launder monetary
instruments in order to evade US
sanctions on North Korea.

Yang Ban Corporation was established
in 2014 and operated in South East

Asia. According to court documents,
from 2017 to 2018, Yang Ban
Corporation misled US banks and
persuaded them to process
transactions for the company’s North
Korean clients. The company concealed
its clients’ identities with front
companies and financial intermediaries.
Yang Ban also admitted to conspiring
with others, including SINSMS, a

subsequently designated company, to
falsify shipping records.

Yang Ban Corporation has agreed to
implement internal controls, cooperate
with the Department of Justice and pay
a fine of $673,714.

DOJ press release

Switzerland lifts immunity of Attorney General 
Lauber over unofficial meetings with FIFA

The Swiss National Council’s Immunity
Commission decided on 24 August to
lift the immunity of Attorney General
Michael Lauber, following allegations
that he abused his authority, violated
official confidentiality and obstructed
criminal proceedings in connection
with several unofficial meetings held
with FIFA President Gianni Infantino,
Public Prosecutor Rinaldo Arnold and
other officials.

On 30 July, the Swiss Special Federal
Public Prosecutor applied to the
Immunity Commission and the Legal
Affairs Commission of the Council of
States for the initiation of criminal
proceedings against Lauber concerning
the abuse of public office, under Article
312 of the Swiss Criminal Code; breach
of official secrecy, pursuant to Article
320 of the Code; assisting offenders,

under Article 305 of the Code; and
incitement to these acts.

On 11 August, the Commission for
Legal Affairs unanimously requested
that the Immunity Commission waiver
Lauber’s immunity after examining the
Public Prosecutor’s application.
According to the request, the four
meetings in question were held
between Lauber, Infantino, Arnold, the
Chief Information Officer of the
Attorney General of the Confederation
André Marty, then Chief Federal
Prosecutor Olivier Thormann, and then
Director of the Legal Department and
Deputy Secretary of FIFA Marco Villiger.
The encounters were unrecorded and
considered “controversial”, the Legal
Affairs Commission noting that the
reasons given by participants to explain
the meetings were “not convincing”.

According to Reuters, Lauber decided to
resign last month, after a court
concluded that he had attempted to
cover up one of the encounters with
Infantino and had made false
statements to supervisors while his
office investigated FIFA for corruption.

Furthermore, Special Prosecutor Stefan
Keller, who was appointed to examine
the criminal complaints against
Infantino and Lauber, launched criminal
proceedings against Infantino and
Arnold in July and had asked the
Parliament to waive Lauber’s immunity.

Swiss Parliament press re...

Federal Public Prosecutor...

Commission for Legal Affa...
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German police raid properties connected with 
Troika Laundromat 

The German Federal Criminal Police
Office (Bundeskriminalamt, BKA)
announced on 11 August that following
a request by Frankfurt prosecutors, it
has searched the premises of an
import/export company and the
Brandenburg residence of an unnamed
individual for their alleged involvement
in the multi-billion dollar money
laundering scheme known as the
Troika Laundromat.

The Troika Laundromat scheme,
through which members of Russia’s
elite funneled $8.8 billion to foreign
bank accounts to evade taxes, was

uncovered in March 2019 by the
Organized Crime and Corruption
Reporting Project (OCCRP).

The scheme was named after Russia’s
former largest private investment bank
Troika Dialog, which was at the center
of a complex money laundering
network comprised of offshore
companies with accounts in Baltic
banks. The scheme functioned from
2006 to early 2013 and was uncovered
after 1.3 million banking transactions
and other documents from 238,000
companies were leaked.

The BKA stated that the suspect is
accused of having laundered the
proceeds of criminal activities abroad
through bank accounts belonging to the
import/export company, and mingling
them in legitimate businesses in
Germany. German prosecutors allege
that the suspect conducted transfers
worth approximately €7 million from
offshore companies.

BKA press release

OCCRP report

Malta fines FIMBank for AML/CFT breaches

Malta’s Financial Intelligence Analysis
Unit (FIAU) announced on 5 August
that is has fined Maltese lender
FIMBank plc €168,943, after an on-site
inspection revealed serious
deficiencies in its anti-money
laundering (AML) processes, including
failings relating to its
know-your-customer (KYC)
procedures.

The on-site inspection carried out in
2018 by the FIAU revealed several
shortcomings, including: (1) the failure
to monitor risk factors associated with
countries the bank’s customers
operated in; and (2) the failure to
maintain adequate customer records or
sufficiently scrutinise transactions.

For instance, for eight of the
transactions reviewed, the bank did not
“comprehensively understand” the
grounds for certain transactions, and at
times failed to thoroughly scrutinise
single payments passing through the
bank’s accounts that exceeded €13
million, or transactions which did not
tally with the customer’s profile.

Describing one particular example, the
FIAU said it found a customer obtained
a loan from FIMBank to finance the
acquisition of a vessel, which was
carried out by a related third party.
Following refurbishment of the vessel, it
was then sold to an unrelated entity but
all the funds from the sale were
remitted to FIMBank’s customer. The

FIAU claims that FIMBank did not
question the reason for this
arrangement despite the that fact that
there was adverse media available on
the company from which the vessel had
been originally acquired.

In determining the administrative
measures, which were imposed on 29
July, the FIAU took into account that the
bank had started implementing
remedial measures to address the
shortcomings at the time of the review,
which included introducing a new AML
monitoring system.

FIAU notice

https://www.bka.de/DE/Presse/Listenseite_Pressemitteilungen/2020/Presse2020/200811_PMFinanzdatenleaks.html
https://www.bka.de/DE/Presse/Listenseite_Pressemitteilungen/2020/Presse2020/200811_PMFinanzdatenleaks.html
https://www.bka.de/DE/Presse/Listenseite_Pressemitteilungen/2020/Presse2020/200811_PMFinanzdatenleaks.html
https://www.occrp.org/en/troikalaundromat/
https://www.occrp.org/en/troikalaundromat/
https://fiaumalta.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/5th-August-2020-Administrative-Measure-Publication-Notice-FIMBank-plc.pdf
https://fiaumalta.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/5th-August-2020-Administrative-Measure-Publication-Notice-FIMBank-plc.pdf
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Isle of Man regulator fines insurer over AML and 
corporate governance failures

The Isle of Man Financial Services
Authority (FSA) announced on 5
August that it has fined Isle of Man
Assurance Limited (IOMA) £87,108
over failures to comply with the local
anti-money laundering and countering
the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)
regulations and the corporate
governance code.

According to the statement, the
investigation was launched in July 2018
following a routine supervisory
inspection of the insurer’s fitness and
propriety. The FSA identified a series of
irregularities, such as a lack of

customer risk assessments for long
periods of time, the absence of formal
technological risk assessments and the
lack of effective arrangements to
monitor customer and business
relationships and examine higher risk
clients and/or customers who are
politically exposed persons (PEPs). As
an aggravating factor, the regulator
notes that a number of the deficiencies
were previously reported to the board
during assessment of the company’s
internal controls.

According to the FSA, IOMA benefitted
from a 30 percent discount of the initial

fine amount due to its cooperation and
willingness to enter a settlement at an
early stage. In addition, the company
took steps to remediate the identified
failings, engaged with a professional
third party to review its control
mechanisms and agreed to further
report its progress to the regulator. The
FSA reminds other regulated entities
that their availability to enter “into
candid and open dialogue with the
Authority” may protect them from
further criminal prosecution.

FSA press release

Luxembourg fines BIL for AML/CFT failings

Luxembourg’s financial regulator, the
Commission de Surveillance du
Secteur Financier (CSSF), disclosed in
a 10 August notice that it has imposed
a €4.6 million administrative fine on
Banque Internationale à Luxembourg
(BIL) on 16 March, over deficiencies in
its anti-money laundering and
combatting terrorism financing
(AML/CFT) processes.

The credit institution was sanctioned
pursuant to Article 2-1, paragraph (1)
and Article 8-4, paragraphs (1), (2) and
(3) of the amended 2004 Law on the

fight against money laundering and
terrorist financing, following two on-site
inspections at the premises of BIL in
2017 and 2018, which revealed “certain
weaknesses” in BIL’s AML/CFT
processes, particularly with regards to
its know-your-customer (KYC)
processes.

BIL issued a statement on 10 August,
explaining that the 2017 and 2018
inspections concerned “a sample of
clients from the Commonwealth of
Independent States”, representing a
“limited segment of customers whose

inherent risk is generally to be
considered high”, and that “no money
laundering or terrorism financing
activity was identified”.

The CEO of BIL Marcel Leyers noted
that “the identified weaknesses have
been corrected in an appropriate
manner”, and CSSF confirmed that BIL
has “promptly reacted” to remediate the
identified deficiencies.

CSSF notice

BIL press release

https://www.iomfsa.im/fsa-news/2020/aug/public-statement-concerning-the-imposition-of-a-civil-penalty-under-section-37-of-the-insurance-act-2008-isle-of-man-assurance-limited-ioma/
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https://www.cssf.lu/wp-content/uploads/S_25_B_Banque_Internationale_%C3%A0_Luxembourg_S.A._160320.pdf
https://www.cssf.lu/wp-content/uploads/S_25_B_Banque_Internationale_%C3%A0_Luxembourg_S.A._160320.pdf
https://www.bil.com/en/bil-group/pressroom/news/Pages/BIL-reinforced-its-compliance-framework.aspx
https://www.bil.com/en/bil-group/pressroom/news/Pages/BIL-reinforced-its-compliance-framework.aspx
https://www.bil.com/en/bil-group/pressroom/news/Pages/BIL-reinforced-its-compliance-framework.aspx
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Brazilian prosecutors bring charges against 
Maersk executives in Operation Car Wash

Brazilian prosecutors pressed charges
against individuals on 19 August over
an alleged scheme to obtain
confidential market information from
the Brazilian state-owned petroleum
company Petróleo Brasileiro S.A.
(Petrobras) to benefit the Danish
company A.P. Møller – Mærsk A/S
(Maersk). The two individuals accused
are Viggo Andersen, a former Maersk
executive in Brazil, and Wanderley
Saraiva Gandra, Maersk’s commercial
representative in Brazil. The alleged

crimes relate to the period between
2006 and 2014.

Andersen is accused of participating in
a scheme to bribe a Petrobras
executive in exchange for privileged
information that would benefit Maersk,
causing Petrobras losses of at least
$31.7 million. Andersen allegedly
inflated shipping contract prices and
sent the proceeds to Gandra, who
allegedly acted as the scheme’s
financial operator. Gandra then

transferred parts of these proceedings
to former Petrobas executive Paulo
Roberto Costa, who in exchange
provided Maersk with the confidential
information.

In addition to Costa, Petrobras
employee Eduardo Autran is accused of
facilitating these transactions through
the execution of illegal orders.

Paraná Attorney’s Office ...

Brazil arrests two businessmen at Transpetro as 
part of Operation Car Wash

The Brazilian Public Prosecutor’s
Office announced on 19 August the
arrest of businessmen Germán and
José Efromovich, owners of the EISA
Estaleiro Ilha SA shipyard, and the
execution of six search and seizure
warrants as part of Operation Car Wash
(Lava Jato), targeting a corruption
scheme related to ship construction
contracts between the company and
Petrobras Transporte SA (Transpetro).

According to the statement, the
Efromovich brothers paid bribes to
Sérgio Machado, an ex-senator who
headed Transpetro between 2009 and

2013, to secure ship construction
contracts for EISA in 2008. The
investigation revealed that Machado
asked for a bribe equivalent to 2
percent of the value of the contracts,
which was later concealed in an
investment agreement regarding
Ecuador oil fields, operated by a
company he owned.

Under the contract provisions, the
entrepreneur could cancel the deal at
any time by paying a fine of BRL 28
million (£3.7 million), the equivalent of
the solicited bribe.

The investigation also found evidence
of additional irregularities being carried
out in a separate contract with EISA in
2013, when the latter reportedly paid a
bribe of $3.9 million to Machado in the
form of capital gains. An internal inquiry
by Transpetro revealed that this
collaboration with EISA caused more
than BRL 611 million (£82 million) in
losses for the state-owned company.

Brazilian Public Prosecut...

Arrest warrant (in Portug...

http://www.mpf.mp.br/pr/sala-de-imprensa/docs/denuncia_gandra-maersk.pdf
http://www.mpf.mp.br/pr/sala-de-imprensa/docs/denuncia_gandra-maersk.pdf
http://www.mpf.mp.br/pr/sala-de-imprensa/docs/denuncia_gandra-maersk.pdf
http://www.mpf.mp.br/pr/sala-de-imprensa/docs/denuncia_gandra-maersk.pdf
http://www.mpf.mp.br/pr/sala-de-imprensa/noticias-pr/72a-fase-da-lava-jato-investiga-propina-de-mais-de-r-40-milhoes-em-contratos-de-construcao-de-navios-da-transpetro
http://www.mpf.mp.br/pr/sala-de-imprensa/noticias-pr/72a-fase-da-lava-jato-investiga-propina-de-mais-de-r-40-milhoes-em-contratos-de-construcao-de-navios-da-transpetro
http://www.mpf.mp.br/pr/sala-de-imprensa/noticias-pr/72a-fase-da-lava-jato-investiga-propina-de-mais-de-r-40-milhoes-em-contratos-de-construcao-de-navios-da-transpetro
http://www.mpf.mp.br/pr/sala-de-imprensa/docs/decisao_fase_72_efromovich.pdf
http://www.mpf.mp.br/pr/sala-de-imprensa/docs/decisao_fase_72_efromovich.pdf
http://www.mpf.mp.br/pr/sala-de-imprensa/docs/decisao_fase_72_efromovich.pdf
http://www.mpf.mp.br/pr/sala-de-imprensa/docs/decisao_fase_72_efromovich.pdf
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Former Mexican president Peña Nieto 
investigated over corruption allegations

Mexico’s Attorney General Alejandro
Gertz Manero announced on 11 August
the launch of a corruption investigation
into former president Enrique Peña
Nieto, following accusations made by
the former CEO of Mexican
state-owned oil firm Petróleos
Mexicanos (Pemex) Emilio Lozoya
Austin against Peña Nieto and former
finance minister Luis Videgaray.

Lozoya, who was Pemex’s CEO from
2012 to 2016 under Peña Nieto’s
administration, filed a complaint

against the former president and
Videgaray for purportedly ordering him
to divert MXN100 million (over $7.5
million at the time, according to the Wall
Street Journal ) from Brazilian
construction giant Odebrecht SA to
finance Peña Nieto’s 2012 presidential
campaign and bribe government
officials to ensure the passage of an
energy reform bill through parliament.

Lozoya was extradited from Spain in
July to stand trial on corruption
charges. He is accused of taking $10

million in bribes from Odebrecht.
Lozoya’s attorneys claim that he acted
on Peña Nieto’s orders.

Attorney General Manero confirmed
that an investigation has now been
opened into the allegations.

Mexico Attorney General a...

Mexican government press ...

Wall Street Journal artic...

Colombian ex-president placed under house 
arrest amid fraud and witness tampering probe

The Criminal Chamber of the Supreme
Court of Colombia unanimously
ordered on 3 August former president
and current Senator Álvaro Uribe Vélez
to be placed under house arrest
pursuant to Article 309 of the
Colombian Code of Criminal
Procedure, as the investigation into
allegations of witness tampering and
fraud continues.

According to Reuters, the case dates
back to 2012, when then congressman
Uribe accused opposition congressman
Ivan Cepeda of orchestrating a scheme
to illicitly link him to far-right
paramilitary groups through witness
manipulation, which prompted an
investigation into both politicians.

In 2018, the Supreme Court cleared
Cepeda, stating that he had collected
information from former fighters as
part of his work and had not bribed or
pressured former paramilitaries.
However, the investigation into Uribe’s
alleged witness tampering continued.

Local media report that the accusations
center on the purported bribery of
former paramilitary Juan Guillermo
Monsalve by Uribe and his lawyer, Diego
Cadena, in an attempt to interfere with
his testimony. The Supreme Court
ruling also cited Colombian lawmaker
Álvaro Hernán Prada Artunduaga due to
his alleged role as an intermediary in
reaching Monsalve.

The 3 August ruling is the first ever in
Colombia ordering the detention of a
former president. Uribe, who has always
denied the allegations, reacted on
Twitter before the court order was
made public, stating that house arrest
“causes huge sadness to my wife, my
family and to Colombians who still
believe that I have done something
good for my country”.

Supreme Court notice

Álvaro Uribe Vélez tweet

Reuters article

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-c6RjmCtrG8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-c6RjmCtrG8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-c6RjmCtrG8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-c6RjmCtrG8&feature=youtu.be
http://blogs.sct.gob.mx/sintesis-informativa/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/S%C3%8DNTESIS-250720.pdf
http://blogs.sct.gob.mx/sintesis-informativa/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/S%C3%8DNTESIS-250720.pdf
http://blogs.sct.gob.mx/sintesis-informativa/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/S%C3%8DNTESIS-250720.pdf
http://blogs.sct.gob.mx/sintesis-informativa/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/S%C3%8DNTESIS-250720.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ex-mexican-president-enrique-pena-nieto-accused-of-corruption-by-former-state-oil-chief-11597189321
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ex-mexican-president-enrique-pena-nieto-accused-of-corruption-by-former-state-oil-chief-11597189321
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ex-mexican-president-enrique-pena-nieto-accused-of-corruption-by-former-state-oil-chief-11597189321
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ex-mexican-president-enrique-pena-nieto-accused-of-corruption-by-former-state-oil-chief-11597189321
https://cortesuprema.gov.co/corte/index.php/2020/08/04/corte-suprema-ordena-detencion-domiciliaria-del-senador-alvaro-uribe/
https://cortesuprema.gov.co/corte/index.php/2020/08/04/corte-suprema-ordena-detencion-domiciliaria-del-senador-alvaro-uribe/
https://cortesuprema.gov.co/corte/index.php/2020/08/04/corte-suprema-ordena-detencion-domiciliaria-del-senador-alvaro-uribe/
https://twitter.com/AlvaroUribeVel/status/1290712262504779784
https://twitter.com/AlvaroUribeVel/status/1290712262504779784
https://twitter.com/AlvaroUribeVel/status/1290712262504779784
https://twitter.com/AlvaroUribeVel/status/1290712262504779784
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-colombia-politics/colombia-supreme-court-places-former-president-uribe-under-house-arrest-idUSKCN2502HP
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-colombia-politics/colombia-supreme-court-places-former-president-uribe-under-house-arrest-idUSKCN2502HP
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US charges Guatemalan ex-minister with money 
laundering conspiracy

The former Guatemalan minister of
economy, Asisclo Valladares Urruela,
has been charged with conspiracy to
commit money laundering, according
to a 5 August press release from the
US Attorney’s Office in the Southern
District of Florida. It is alleged that
Valladares Urruela helped to launder
nearly $10 million in illegal drug
proceeds and other criminal assets,
through a scheme involving
untraceable cash, which he used to
bribe Guatemalan politicians.

According to the criminal complaint,
Valladares Urruela’s unnamed
co-conspirators purportedly included “a
major drug trafficker, a corrupt
Guatemalan politician and a crooked
Guatemalan bank employee”.

Prosecutors also allege that, between
2014 and 2018, the co-conspirators
operated a money laundering scheme
involving unlawful money exchanges
between parties in different countries
through so-called ‘mirror transactions’,
fraudulent investment opportunities
that yielded false financial gains, as
well as the falsification of documents.

The complaint also states that at least
two Miami companies were allegedly
used by the co-conspirators to move
money to different locations in South
America, to support unlawful activities,
such as narcotics trafficking and some
of the money ended up passing through
bank accounts in the US.

The action was part of the Organized

Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force’s
Operation Black Mass, which aims to
identify, investigate, and prosecute
high-level members of drug trafficking
and money laundering networks.

Valladares Urruela served in the
administration of former president
Jimmy Morales, and is considered a
fugitive in Guatemala, where he is
accused of money laundering and
illegal association. His father, Acisclo
Valladares Molina, is Guatemala’s
ambassador to the United Kingdom.

DOJ press release

Complaint

Puerto House legislator indicted in the US

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 17 August that a jury in
Puerto Rico has handed down an
indictment that includes 13 counts of
theft, bribery, and wire fraud as part of
a three year conspiracy involving a
member of the Puerto Rico House of
Representatives, María Milagros
Chabonier-Laureno and her husband,
Orlando Montes-Rivers, son, Orlando
Gabriel Montes-Charbonier, and an
assistant, Frances Acevedo-Ceballos.

According to the DOJ, the four accused
engaged in a fraudulent kickback

scheme to defraud the country by
gradually inflating Acevedo’s bi-weekly
salary from $800 to $2,900 over the
course of more than two years, with
each of the four allegedly taking a
portion of the funds.

The salary was partially sourced from
federal funds, and all four were charged
with conspiracy to commit theft, bribery,
kickbacks, and honest services wire
fraud, while all but Acevedo were
additionally charged with two counts of
money laundering.

The money laundering charges pertain
to how Charbonier and her family
allegedly distributed the kickbacks from
Acevedo’s inflated salary, utilising the
phone application ATH Movil to move
money in roughly $500 increments,
passing the cash by hand to the
suspects or their associates, or leaving
cash in pre-arranged locations for
Charbonier to collect.

The investigation is ongoing.

DOJ statement

https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdfl/pr/former-guatemalan-official-who-used-drug-trafficking-proceeds-and-other-dirty-cash
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdfl/pr/former-guatemalan-official-who-used-drug-trafficking-proceeds-and-other-dirty-cash
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdfl/pr/former-guatemalan-official-who-used-drug-trafficking-proceeds-and-other-dirty-cash
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdfl/press-release/file/1301411/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/puerto-rico-legislator-indicted-theft-bribery-and-fraud
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/puerto-rico-legislator-indicted-theft-bribery-and-fraud
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Former Citgo employee charged with money 
laundering and bribery in the US

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 6 August that it has
unsealed an indictment against
US-Venezuelan dual national Jose Luis
De Jongh Atencio, a former
procurement officer with Citgo
Petroleum Corporation’s Special
Projects Group, a Petróleos de
Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA)
Houston-based subsidiary, on money
laundering charges.

According to the DOJ, De Jongh
Atencio allegedly accepted $2.5 million

in bribes and other gifts between 2013
and 2019 from businessmen Jose
Manuel Gonzalez Testino and Tulio
Anibal Farias Perez to assist them with
procuring Citgo and PDVSA contracts.
The bribes were allegedly directed to
bank accounts held by shell companies
in Panama and Switzerland. The funds
were then laundered through US bank
accounts and used to purchase real
estate in Texas.

In addition, the DOJ announced charges
against 27 other individuals, 20 of

whom have pleaded guilty, as part of a
larger investigation targeting bribery
acts at PDVSA. In 2019, Gonzales
Testino pleaded guilty to violating the
US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA), while Farias Perez pleaded
guilty in February to conspiracy.

DOJ press release

DOJ press release on Gonz...

Farias Perez indictment (...

Interactive Brokers to pay $38 million to US 
regulators over AML failures

The US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), the Commodities
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)
and the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (FINRA) jointly announced on
10 August that Interactive Brokers LLC
has agreed to pay a total of $38 million
in penalties to settle charges that it
failed to meet anti-money laundering
(AML) requirements.

The broker dealer agreed to pay $11.5
million to the SEC for repeated failures
to file more than 150 Suspicious
Activity Reports (SARs) over a one-year
period for US microcap securities
trades it executed on behalf of its
customers. According to the SEC,

Interactive Brokers failed to recognise
red flags, failed to properly investigate
suspicious activity and failed to file
timely SARs even when suspicious
transactions were flagged by
compliance personnel.

In addition, the CFTC order requires
Interactive Brokers to pay a civil
monetary penalty of $11.5 million and
disgorgement of $706,214 for failing to
supervise employees’ handling of
accounts between June 2014 through
to November 2018 and for its inability
to maintain an adequate AML
programme. The broker dealer will pay
another $15 million to FINRA for
“widespread failures in the firm’s AML

programme, which persisted for more
than five years”, including a failure to
supervise third party deposits into
customer accounts from high-risk
countries and its inability to detect
instances of “Ponzi schemes, market
manipulation schemes and other
misconduct”.

Interactive Brokers consented to the
settlements without admitting to or
denying the findings.

SEC press release

SEC order

CFTC press release and or...

https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdtx/pr/former-venezuelan-official-charged-connection-international-bribery-and-money
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https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/business-executive-pleads-guilty-foreign-bribery-charges-connection-venezuela-bribery-scheme
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/business-executive-pleads-guilty-foreign-bribery-charges-connection-venezuela-bribery-scheme
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/file/1256396/download
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/file/1256396/download
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/file/1256396/download
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/file/1256396/download
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-178
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-178
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-178
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2020/34-89510.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2020/34-89510.pdf
https://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/8218-20
https://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/8218-20
https://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/8218-20
https://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/8218-20
https://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/8218-20
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Goldman Sachs enters $3.9bn settlement with 
Malaysian government over 1MDB scandal

Goldman Sachs announced in a 18
August filing with the US Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) the
formal signing of a $3.9 billion
agreement with the Malaysian
government to settle all the criminal
and regulatory proceedings relating to
the company’s role in the corruption
scandal involving Malaysian sovereign
wealth fund 1Malaysia Development
Berhad (1MDB).

According to the Form 8-K filing, the
deal involves a $2.5 billion cash payout
to the Malaysian government by

Goldman Sachs and a guarantee that
the investment bank will return at least
$1.4 billion in proceeds from assets
linked to 1MDB.

In August last year, Malaysian
prosecutors filed criminal charges
against 17 directors of three Goldman
Sachs subsidiaries following an
investigation into the misappropriation
of billions of dollars from bonds that
the firm underwrote for 1MDB.
According to Malaysia’s Attorney
General, the bond offerings purportedly
included misleading statements that
led to money being illicitly diverted.

As part of the settlement, the Malaysian
government has agreed to drop the
pending criminal charges and to refrain
from bringing additional charges
against the firm, its subsidiaries and
certain current and former directors.
Exceptions apply to former managing
director Tim Leissner, who has pleaded
guilty and settled his case with the US
Securities and Exchange Commission

in December 2019, and former banker
Roger NG, who pleaded not guilty and
has been extradited to the US to face
charges brought by the US Justice
Department (DOJ).

The statement issued by Malaysia’s
Ministry of Finance adds that the
settlement represents an
acknowledgment by Goldman Sachs of
the misconduct of two of its former
employees relating to the 1MDB
scandal and does not affect Malaysia’s
claims against Jho Low and other
parties. The agreement does not
resolve other pending governmental
and regulatory probes involving
Goldman Sachs related to 1MDB,
including a case involving the DOJ.

Goldman Sachs SEC filing

Goldman Sachs announcemen...

Goldman Sachs press relea...

World Bank debars Colombian company

The World Bank Group announced on
19 August the 18-month debarment of
Colombia-based construction company
CASS Constructores S.A.S., following
accusations of fraudulent practices
regarding its involvement in the Bogotá
river flood control project.

CASS Constructores allegedly
misrepresented the composition and
roles within a consortium of three
companies in order to meet the

requirements for World Bank-financed
tenders, which is considered a
fraudulent practice under the World
Bank’s procurement guidelines. The
fraudulent statement reportedly
allowed the consortium to qualify for
the contract award. Notwithstanding
the debarment, the consortium will
continue to execute the contract.

Under the settlement agreement a
reduced debarment period was granted

to the company due to its cooperation
and voluntary remedial actions. In
addition, CASS Constructores agreed to
develop an integrity compliance
programme consistent with the World
Bank Group integrity compliance
guidelines. The action brought against
the Colombian company qualifies for
cross-debarment by other multilateral
development banks.

World Bank press release

https://www.goldmansachs.com/investor-relations/financials/current/8k/8k-08-18-20.pdf
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Ukraine exposes organised crime group involved 
in $42m crypto laundering

The Cyber Police of Ukraine announced
on 18 August that it has exposed a
criminal group which orchestrated a
scheme to launder approximately $42
million in cryptocurrency. Three
individuals have been arrested in
relation to the case.

Binance’s
assistance helped
the agency to more
promptly detect the
illicit financial
transactions

The police department, together with
the Main Investigation Department,
under the procedural guidance of the
Office of the Attorney General, and with
the assistance of crypto exchange
Binance, was able to use algorithms to
analyse and detect transactions
potentially related to financial crime.

According to the Chief of Ukraine's
Cyber Police Department Oleksandr
Hrynchak, Binance’s “methodological
assistance” helped the agency to more
promptly detect financial transactions
that involved illicit funds obtained from
“hacker attacks on international
companies, the spread of malicious
software, theft of funds from the bank

accounts of foreign companies and
individuals”.

Prior to this, the police department
announced on 26 June the discovery of
an organised crime group operating
online exchanges and providing illegal
services to criminals involved in money
laundering and cybercrime.

The group carried out financial
transactions worth $42 million over the
course of two years.

Cyber Police of Ukraine p...

Cyber Police of Ukraine p...

Australian police make arrests over ‘daigou’ 
money laundering scheme

Two alleged money launderers were
arrested in Sydney on 10 August on
suspicion of laundering millions of
dollars of illicit drug proceeds through
an international surrogate shopping
business popular with Chinese
customers, according to a 12 August
statement issued by the Australian
Federal Police (AFP).

The AFP allege that the two men, one of
whom was caught with over $1 million
concealed in cooler bags, are members

of an international money laundering
organisation which moves cash through
a “daigou”, a popular type of shopping
business that transports Australian
products to mainland China. Daigous
involve the use of cash to buy goods
sought-after in China, including baby
formula, cosmetics and luxury clothing
and accessories.

A third Australian was arrested on 10
August for allegedly moving the money,
while the first two have been charged

with violating Criminal Code section
400.3(1) by dealing with criminal
proceeds in excess of $1 million.

According to the AFP statement, the
authorities have not yet determined
whether the daigou operators were
aware that they were moving “dirty
money” on behalf of numerous criminal
enterprises.

Australian Federal Police...

https://www.cyberpolice.gov.ua/news/kiberpolicziya-vykryla-zlochynne-ugrupovannya-yake-cherez-rynok-kryptovalyut-legalizuvalo--miljony-dolariv-zdobutyx-zlochynnym-shlyaxom-7475/
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Bank of Nova Scotia enters DPA with US 
regulators over price manipulation scheme 

On 19 August, Canada-based banking
and financial services firm Bank of
Nova Scotia (Scotiabank) agreed to pay
$60.4 million as part of a deferred
prosecution agreement (DPA) with the
US Department of Justice (DOJ) and
$127.5 million in fines imposed by
separate orders from the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) in
connection with a price manipulation
scheme in the precious metals futures
contracts market.

According to court documents, between
January 2008 and July 2016, four
Scotiabank precious metals traders
based in New York, London and Hong
Kong placed thousands of fraudulent
orders to buy and sell futures contracts
for gold, silver, platinum and palladium,
with the intent to cancel the orders
before execution. One of the traders,
Corey Flaum, pleaded guilty on 25 July
to his role in the scheme, which
involved placing orders with the intent
to cancel them, in order to deceive

other market participants about the
existence of supply and demand, and to
artificially inflate the price of precious
metals futures contracts in his and his
co-conspirators’ favour.

The CFTC’s three orders require
Scotiabank to pay fines for spoofing –
namely for bidding or offering with the
intent to cancel before the trade is
carried out, as well as for making false
statements and for swap related
compliance and supervision violations.
According to the regulator, Scotiabank
was originally fined $800,000 in 2018
for spoofing, however several
statements the company made to the
CFTC during the investigations were
proven to be false, which added $17
million to the final three orders.

As stated in the DPA, the fraudulent
trading caused other market
participants to lose approximately $6.6
million, as well as “significant harm to
the integrity” of key US commodities

markets. In addition, the DOJ
underlined that Scotiabank’s
compliance function “failed to detect or
prevent” the suspicious trades,
although the company had made
considerable investments in its
compliance division. For instance, the
Department found that, between August
2013 and February 2016, three
Scotiabank compliance officers
possessed information related to
unlawful trading by one of the four
traders but failed to prevent further
illegal conduct.

As part of the agreement, Scotiabank
has agreed to the imposition of an
independent compliance monitor for a
period of three years.

Department of Justice pre...

Agreement

Criminal information

DOJ indicts four US citizens for conspiracy to 
sell Iranian petroleum to a Chinese refinery 

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 26 August, that four US
citizens have been indicted for
conspiracy to sell Iranian petrol to a
Chinese refinery from 2019 to 2020, to
evade US sanctions on Iran.

Assistant Attorney General for National
Security John C. Demers and US
Attorney for the Eastern District of

Pennsylvania William M. McSwain
indicted the defendants on charges of
conspiracy, violation of the US
International Emergency Economic
Powers Act (IEEPA) and money
laundering conspiracy.

According to the indictment, from 2019
to 2020, the defendants allegedly
arranged for the purchase of Iranian

petroleum to sell to a Chinese refinery
and planned to launder the proceeds
through Swiss bank accounts, which
they planned to open with Antigua
passports. Their intention was to sell
two shipments of oil per month for a
monthly profit of $28 million.

DOJ press release
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US charges two US citizens and a Pakistani 
national for channelling US dollars to Iran

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 19 August that it has
charged two US citizens and a
Pakistani national for allegedly moving
US currency to Iran on behalf of
Ayatollah Khamenei, in violation of US
sanctions, the Iranian Transactions and
Sanctions Regulations (ITSR) and the
US Treasury Department's licensing
programme for NGOs.

According to the complaint, in
December 2018 and December 2019,
Muzzamil Zaidi, Asim Mutjaba Naqvi
and Ali Chawla conspired to collect in

the US a religious tax known as ‘khums’
and other funds through a purported
campaign to provide humanitarian
assistance in Yemen. The campaign
was organised by pro-Iranian website
‘Islamic Pulse’ allegedly directed by
Chawla. The US currency was collected
and delivered to Iran, sometimes via
Iraq, through 25 recruits and Zaidi’s
relatives who reportedly carried less
than $10,000 to avoid detection.

Prosecutors allege that during his US
stay which started in June, Zaidi has
“exhibited behaviour that is consistent

with having received training from a
foreign government or foreign
intelligence service”, such as the Iranian
government or the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC).

Zaidi and Naqvi were arrested in the US
on 18 August.

US DOJ press release

US DOJ complaint against ...

US DOJ complaint against ...

US dismantles Iranian-Indonesian scheme to 
violate sanctions and export controls

A grand jury in Virginia brought a
19-count indictment against two
Iranian and two Indonesian nationals
accused of operating an illicit
sanctions evasion scheme to ship
restricted aircraft parts to Iran through
an Indonesian entity in violation of US
export laws and US sanctions on Iran,
according to a US Department of
Justice (DOJ) press release published
on 28 August.

The two Iranians charged, Mohsen
Faghihi, procurement agent for Iran

Aircraft Manufacturing Industries
Company, and Sahebali Moulaei,
managing director of an Iranian
procurement company that was not
named by the DOJ, allegedly “used third
countries and front companies to hide
the true end user of their purchases of
aircraft parts from United States
companies”. Indonesian nationals
Arnold and Alfrets Kaunang are alleged
to have ordered aircraft parts from the
US from August 2015 onwards to be
sent to Indonesia and then onwards to
Iran, concealing the ultimate consignee

from US authorities. Moulaei then
allegedly paid the Kaunangs through his
Malaysia-based company.

In addition to nine counts of smuggling
goods from the US, the four were
charged with conspiracy to violate the
International Emergency Economic
Powers Act (IEEPA) and nine counts of
IEEPA violations.

DOJ press release
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Human and drug trafficking network dismantled 
in Lithuania, UK and Ireland

Eurojust announced on 27 August that
coordinated action by Lithuanian, UK
and Irish law enforcement agencies led
to the arrest of 18 suspected members
of an organised crime network,
allegedly involved in drug trafficking,
human trafficking and money
laundering activities.

The organised crime group, comprised
of Lithuanian nationals, allegedly set up
a complex heroin transport and
distribution network in Ireland and
Northern Ireland, exploiting at least 65
victims trafficked from Lithuania to act
as drug dealers and drug mules.
According to Eurojust, the criminals
concealed the origin of their criminal

proceeds by purchasing various
properties and conducting other related
financial transactions.

The operation was first referred to
Eurojust by the Lithuanian authorities in
2017, and a joint investigation team
(JIT) was set up between the Lithuanian
authorities and the Irish Police (An
Garda Síochána) and the British Police
Service of Northern Ireland, with
financial and analytical support from
Eurojust and Europol.

According to Ireland’s Garda Assistant
Commissioner John O’Driscoll,
“investigative tools such as a joint
investigation team, European arrest

warrants, and international letters of
request were used to ensure that
Lithuania, the UK and Ireland can
effectively tackle such criminal activity
as human trafficking, drug trafficking,
and money laundering”.

In addition to the 18 arrests, law
enforcement officers also seized
€700,000 in criminal assets.

Eurojust press release

Eurojust tweet

Video footage of the oper...

US DOJ files complaint to seize cryptocurrency 
accounts used by North Korean hackers

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 27 August that it has
filed a forfeiture complaint to seize 280
cryptocurrency accounts used by North
Korean hackers to launder the
proceeds of crime through Chinese
over-the-counter (OTC) cryptocurrency
traders. The complaint relates to the
theft of $250 million in cryptocurrency
from two virtual currency exchanges by
North Korean hackers.

The DOJ alleges that a hacker tied to
North Korea stole over $272,000 worth

of alternative cryptocurrencies and
tokens from a virtual currency
exchange in July 2019. The funds were
then allegedly laundered through
intermediary addresses and virtual
currency exchanges, which involved the
conversion of the cryptocurrency into
other forms of cryptocurrency – known
as “chain hopping” – to obscure the
transaction history.

The second incident relates to the
alleged hacking of a US based company
in September 2019, which saw the

hacker steal nearly $2.5 million from
the company’s virtual currency wallets,
funds held by the company and
company partners. The funds were then
laundered through over 100 accounts at
a virtual currency exchange.

The US claims that the funds from both
hacks were all laundered by the same
group of Chinese OTC actors.

DOJ press release

Complaint
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US consultant pleads guilty to lobbying of Trump 
administration to halt 1MDB probe

Nickie Mali Lum Davis, a Hawaii
businesswoman and consultant,
pleaded guilty on 31 August to one
count of aiding and abetting violation
of the Foreign Agents Registration Act
in a scheme to facilitate an
unregistered lobbying campaign aimed
at influencing the Trump
administration and the US Department
of Justice (DOJ) to halt investigations
into the 1Malaysia Development
Berhad (1MDB) corruption scandal.

According to a DOJ press release, as
part of her guilty plea Davis admitted
that between March 2017 and January
2018 she worked with a politically
connected fundraiser with close ties to
President Donald Trump to press the
DOJ and other administration officials
to abandon forfeiture claims seeking
the recovery of assets bought with

laundered proceeds linked to 1MDB.
According to prosecutors, she failed to
disclose to the federal government that
the lobbying effort was done on behalf
of “an alleged architect of the 1MDB
scheme”. In addition, the lobby also
concerned the removal and return of a
dissident of the PRC living in the US on
behalf of an unnamed People’s Republic
of China minister. The campaigns were
unsuccessful, however Davies received
at least $3 million in exchange for her
role in the scheme, while the other
fundraiser was paid at least $9 million.

According to the Washington Post citing
sources familiar with the matter, the
DOJ is also expected to charge former
Trump inaugural fundraiser Elliot Broidy,
who is reported to be the “politically
connected fundraiser” described in
Davis’ indictment as having “served as

Deputy Finance Chair of a national
political committee from approximately
April 2016 to April 2018” who then
“maintained access to, and contact
with, high-ranking officials in the
Administration of the President,
including the President”.

George Higginbotham, who at the time
was the Senior Congressional Affairs
Specialist for the DOJ, pleaded guilty to
his role in the scheme on 30 November
2018, which involved making false
statements to financial institutions to
facilitate the transfer of funds to
finance the lobbying campaign.

DOJ press release

Washington Post report (r...

CNN report

UK solicitor suspended for AML breaches 

The UK Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal
decided on 12 August to suspend
Sussex solicitor David Kinch for a
15-month period for repeatedly
breaching his professional obligations
concerning anti-money laundering.

According to the court, between 2015
and 2018, Kinch failed to perform
source of funds checks and customer
and third-party due diligence at the
establishment of new business
relationships, and to monitor performed
transactions, in breach of the Solicitors
Regulation Authority’s (SRA) principles

and code of conduct. Additionally, he
acted improperly and facilitated
potential money laundering acts such
as receiving from third parties and
remitting money to accounts in foreign
jurisdictions for the purchase of bank
guarantees, by using unnecessarily
complicated structures.

The court heard that Kinch decided to
do business with a company
incorporated in Sinaloa, Mexico, a
region prevalent for drug cartels and
drug trafficking, but stated that the
location did not raise any red flags for

him. According to the court, Kinch’s
actions amounted to serious
misconduct with high culpability and
harm as it involved large amounts of
money and took place over a period of
three years.

In addition, Kinch was banned from
practising as a sole practitioner, sole
manager or sole owner of an authorised
or recognised body or as a compliance
officer for legal practice or finance and
administration for three years.

Solicitors Tribunal judgm...
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Indicted British-Nigerian money laundering 
network operator extradited to the US 

British-Nigerian dual national Habeeb
Audu was extradited from the UK to the
US on 28 August to face six
fraud-related charges pertaining to the
operation of multiple schemes dating
back to 2013 involving the theft and
laundering of over $2 million,
according to a US Department of
Justice (DOJ) press release.

Audu was arrested in London on 26
June 2019, and is one of four
individuals to be charged as part of a
conspiracy network that spanned the
US, Canada, Italy, the UK, and the United
Arab Emirates in which the conspirators
allegedly fraudulently gained access to
individual and corporate bank accounts
and conducted illicit and secret
financial transactions. In order to make
the transfers, the conspirators allegedly
gained access to personal information
and utilised voice altering technology to

contact banks, impersonate victims,
and often transferred funds from
savings to checking accounts, falsely
notified banks of international travel to
sidestep suspicious transactions
abroad, and fraudulently ordered
replacement credit cards.

Audu is also alleged to have
participated in a separate series of
business email compromise schemes,
one of which involved tricking a US
restaurant chain in Ohio to transfer
nearly $2 million into one of Audu’s
accounts by convincing the restaurant
chain that the account belonged to one
of their vendors. Additionally, Audu and
his co-conspirators allegedly agreed to
launder funds for a third party that,
unbeknown to them, was an undercover
agent in the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI). Audu is charged
with one count of bank and wire fraud

conspiracy, four counts of money
laundering and conspiracy, an
additional count of conspiracy to
commit wire fraud, and one count of
aggravated identity theft.

One of Audu’s co-conspirators, Abdulai
Kennedy Saaka, pleaded guilty to one
count of money laundering conspiracy
in a US court in January 2020 and was
ordered to forfeit $15,000. Saaka is due
to be sentenced on 15 September. UAE
citizen Alade Kazeem Sodiq’s case is
pending. A fourth conspirator, UK
citizen Dominic Francis Labiran, is still
at large.

DOJ press release

DOJ indictment against Au...

Forfeiture order against ...

US CFTC seeks over $500m from UK national 
allegedly responsible for Bitcoin ponzi scheme

The US Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC) filed a proposed
summary judgment with the US District
Court of the Southern District of New
York on 20 August against Benjamin
Reynolds for over $500 million for
defrauding investors. The CFTC
originally filed a complaint against
Reynolds, who pertained to be a UK
national, with the court in June 2019,
but he failed to respond to summons.

The CFTC accuses Reynolds of
defrauding over 1,000 investors
worldwide out of 22,190 Bitcoin in
2017. Reynolds created a Ponzi scheme
with his company Control-Finance Ltd.

Reynolds allegedly advertised profits
from a crypto-trading scheme that did
not generate returns and paid
withdrawal requests from clients using
investments from other participants.

The scheme was shut down by
authorities in September 2017.

The CFTC’s complaint requests the
restitution of $142.9 million which
Reynolds received from investors, in
addition to $429 million as a civil
monetary penalty.

Case information
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US National Rifle Association faces lawsuits 
over alleged financial mismanagement

New York Attorney General Letitia James filed a lawsuit on 6
August charging US gun rights advocacy group the National
Rifle Association (NRA) and four current and former
executives with financial mismanagement involving the
alleged diversion of over $64 million for personal use.

The AG outlines instances in
which LaPierre, Phillips, Powell,
Frazer, and other NRA
executives and board members
illegally diverted millions of
dollars from the organisation

The complaint alleges that Executive Vice-President Wayne
LaPierre, former treasurer and CFO Wilson ‘Woody’ Phillips,
former chief of staff and Executive Director of General
Operation Joshua Powell, and Corporate Secretary and
General Counsel John Frazer evaded internal controls to
allow themselves, their families, employees and vendors to
benefit through reimbursed expenses, excess compensation,
related party transactions, and side deals.

The Attorney General outlined numerous instances in which
LaPierre, Phillips, Powell, Frazer, and other NRA executives

and board members allegedly illegally diverted millions of
dollars from the organisation. For example, the complaint
alleges that LaPierre visited the Bahamas more than eight
times by private plane using $500,000 in funds intended for
the NRA; Phillips obtained a $1.8 million contract for himself,
purportedly for monthly consulting services to the incoming
treasurer – who confirmed he was not aware of the contract;
Powell’s original $250,000 salary has more than tripled to
$800,000 in just a little over two years into the job; and Frazer
repeatedly certified false or misleading annual statements,
and failed to ensure the NRA’s compliance with laws and
policies governing conflict of interest, whistleblowers, and
financial transactions between 2014 and 2018.

Attorney General James calls for the total dissolution of the
organisation pursuant to several articles of the Not-for-Profit
Corporation Law (N-PCL) which authorise the attorney
general to seek dissolution when illegal conduct, abuse of
power, excessive compensation, conflict of interest, and
personal benefit are involved.

The Attorney General for Washington, DC Karl A. Racine filed
a separate lawsuit against the NRA over “misusing charitable
funds to support wasteful spending by the NRA and its
executives”, which aims to recover donated funds that the
NRA Foundation purportedly wasted.

In a statement on the same day, the NRA announced that it
has filed a counter suit against Attorney General James,
claiming that it is a “premeditated attack aiming to dismantle
and destroy the NRA” and that the organisation is being
targeted for political reasons.

NY Attorney General press release

NY AG summons and complaint

DC Attorney General press release
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Swiss Attorney General charges businessman 
Hans Ziegler with insider trading and bribery

The Swiss Office of the Attorney
General (OAG) filed an indictment on
27 August against businessman Hans
Ziegler and a second suspect for
insider trading, corporate espionage
and accepting bribes.

According to the OAG, while holding the
position of member of a company’s
board between 2013 and 2016, Ziegler
“disclosed trade secrets to the second
accused” on multiple occasions, in
exchange for CHF150,000 (£124,700),
during the sale of a foreign subsidiary
to a foreign buyer. The second
unnamed individual, who acted as an
adviser to the buyer, faces several
counts of insider trading and bribery.

Ziegler was previously ordered in June
2017 by the Swiss Financial Market
Supervisory Authority (FINMA) to pay
CHF1.4 million (£1.16 million) in 2017
for “repeated and systematic” insider
trading. At the time FINMA said it had
found 11 different instances at six firms
in which Ziegler had conducted insider
dealings, using information from within
firms in order to benefit from share
price movements.

The 27 August indictment builds on
FINMA’s findings, alleging that Ziegler
has exploited insider information
concerning commercial transactions
involving securities, while he was a
member of the board of four stock

exchange listed companies and a
senior adviser to two consulting
companies. The scheme led to a CHF2
million (£1.66 million) profit for Ziegler
and two legal entities linked to him.

According to Reuters, Ziegler resigned
from the boards of Swiss industrial
groups OC Oerlikon and Schmolz
Bickenbach, as well as German robot
maker Kuka after the original FINMA
investigation was revealed.

Swiss OAG press release

FINMA sanctions against Z...

Aperio Analysis by Alex Kottke

The Swiss Office of the Attorney General’s recent filing of an indictment against Hans Ziegler is indicative of the organisation’s
desire to translate the investigation of complex financial crime into convictions that serve as cautionary tales. It further
demonstrates the synergy that Switzerland is seeking to ensure between law enforcement and regulatory oversight, given
FINMA’s 2017 fining of Ziegler. Ziegler’s presumed innocence on the criminal charges he faces will remain intact pending the
completion of a full legal process. The indictment has come in the final days of Michael Lauber’s term as Swiss Attorney General,
having himself resigned in the wake of accusations of wrongdoing.

Saipan casino contractor executives indicted in 
US over alleged illegal labour practices

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 4 August that three
executives from Imperial Pacific
International (IPI) and MCC
International Saipan (MCC) have been
indicted on charges, including RICO
conspiracy, harbouring illegal aliens
and money laundering.

The indictment alleges that Liwen Wu,
aka Peter Wu, Jianmin Xu, and Yan Shi
committed criminal acts while holding
executive positions with IPI and MCC.
The defendants are accused of utilising
criminal labour practices during the
construction of the Grand Mariana
Casino Hotel and Resort on Saipan of
the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI).

The defendants allegedly transferred
over $24 million from Hong Kong into
IPI and MCC’s bank accounts in Saipan
to promote their illegal activity.

DOJ press release

Indictment

https://www.admin.ch/gov/en/start/documentation/media-releases.msg-id-80200.html
https://www.admin.ch/gov/en/start/documentation/media-releases.msg-id-80200.html
https://www.admin.ch/gov/en/start/documentation/media-releases.msg-id-80200.html
https://www.admin.ch/gov/en/start/documentation/media-releases.msg-id-80200.html
https://www.finma.ch/en/news/2017/06/20170623-mm-marktverhalten/
https://www.finma.ch/en/news/2017/06/20170623-mm-marktverhalten/
https://www.finma.ch/en/news/2017/06/20170623-mm-marktverhalten/
https://www.finma.ch/en/news/2017/06/20170623-mm-marktverhalten/
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/imperial-pacific-international-and-mcc-international-saipan-executives-indicted-federal
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/imperial-pacific-international-and-mcc-international-saipan-executives-indicted-federal
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/imperial-pacific-international-and-mcc-international-saipan-executives-indicted-federal
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1300911/download
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Interview: Raluca Pruna, Head of the Financial 
Crime Unit in the EU Commission’s DG FISMA

The European Commission adopted an Action Plan in May to improve the implementation, supervision, enforcement and
coordination of the EU’s anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing (AML/CFT) rules over the next 12 months.
Following the close of the European Commission’s public consultation on the Action Plan on 26 August, Aperio Intelligence
spoke to Raluca Pruna, the Head of the Financial Crime Unit within the European Commission’s Directorate General for
Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital Markets Union (DG FISMA). Previously, Romania’s Justice Minister between
2015 and 2017, Raluca has worked in various European Commission directorates since 2007, focusing on the fight against
organised crime, financial crime and the free movement of goods. Between 2005 and 2007, Raluca worked for the EU Council’s
legal department. Between 2000 and 2005 she worked for the European Commission Delegation to Romania, overseeing
Romania’s accession in the field of justice and home affairs. Raluca is also a founding member (1999) and former head of
Transparency International Romania (2005-2008).

Through its Action Plan for a Comprehensive EU Policy on Preventing Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, the European
Commission has put forward a series of measures to address deficiencies in the EU’s AML/CFT framework. What are the most
important measures to close the loopholes across member states?

The Action Plan sets an ambitious AML/CFT policy agenda and provides for several measures aimed at strengthening policy at
Union level. The current rules are often insufficient and ineffective in dealing with the threats posed by the growing cross-border
dimension of money laundering, as well as the threats posed by new technologies. A single reinforced rulebook will limit the
fragmentation of the current legislative landscape by harmonising key areas of AML/CFT legislation, such as the identification of
obliged entities and customer due diligence measures. The challenges brought about by digitalisation require a set of
strengthened rules to address virtual assets and to facilitate the use of IT and AI solutions to tackle cyber fraud. Furthermore, the
establishment of an EU-wide AML supervisory system will help remedy the weaknesses of member state-based supervision,
allowing for a consistent and effective application of AML/CFT rules throughout the EU.

What role do member states play in combatting financial crime?

The fight against money laundering and financial crime requires action on several fronts, and member states continue to play a
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pivotal role. It is crucial that rules are effectively implemented at national level, and that member states apply the risk-based
approach to identify relevant threats and provide a swift and tailored response. Even with a new EU-level supervisor, national
supervisors will remain in charge of most of day-to-day supervision, therefore adequate and effective enforcement of the rules at
member state level is still a priority in the fight against financial crime.

What is, in your view, the best option for ensuring EU-level AML/CFT supervision? Is a dedicated AML authority necessary?

The recent scandals involving EU credit institutions have shed light on the need to address the structural weaknesses of the
current supervisory system, especially the ability to effectively monitor relevant cross-border activities. The structural nature of
the weak links suggests that they can be best addressed by integrating the architecture of the AML/CFT framework with a
dedicated EU AML authority. Such an authority would need clear powers and should be entrusted with supervisory powers, in
addition to monitoring and assessment of the risks across the EU.

"The recent scandals involving EU credit institutions have shed light on
the need to address the structural weaknesses of the current
supervisory system, especially the ability to effectively monitor relevant
cross-border activities"

The Action Plan mentions the need to expand the AML/CFT measures to other sectors. Which sectors should be covered?

A relevant example is the technology sector, which is constantly evolving, which leads to new risks. The scope of the EU
legislation needs to be expanded for example to virtual asset service providers, which have not been covered so far. The list of
obliged entities should also include FinTech companies, both new companies and incumbents, with an obligation to cooperate
with FIUs and to be supervised appropriately. Careful attention will therefore need to be paid to the definition and scope of
FinTech obliged entities. Then, areas such as sports, gambling, freeports and so on, have all emerged as risk areas in recent
years and were identified as such in the Supranational Risk Assessment Report adopted by the Commission in July 2019. The
Commission has been monitoring the developments in new risk areas in order to design the appropriate remedial measures.

What aspects of customer due diligence do you expect to be covered by the new AML regulation, likely to be tabled next year?

On customer due diligence, the requirements should at least be largely subject to EU-wide harmonisation. The new rulebook
should also introduce measures to facilitate the use of digital identification tools to verify customers’ identity, especially for
remote business relationships.

What measures are there in the pipeline to ensure better coordination between the EU and FATF in fighting money laundering?

The Commission is a committed and active founding member of the FATF and plays a central role in the development of its
global standards. In line with the current AML Directives, the future single rulebook will make sure that the EU is aligned with the
standards and enacts them in EU law, while going beyond them in a number of respects, such as transparency on beneficial
ownership. One challenge is that not all EU member states are FATF members, which reiterates the need for the EU to strengthen
its role and coordination at international level. Different ways of further coordinating the EU positions in the FATF are being
explored, as it is essential that the EU speaks with one voice in the international arena. Whatever form the solution to this issue,
particularly when the single rulebook is applicable, it will have to ensure that the specific nature of the Union, as a supranational
body, is better reflected in the FATF framework and that the Union’s own rules can guide the activity of the FATF.

How could technological innovation/AI be used to fight financial and economic crime in the EU?

Digitalisation and new technologies have brought about new threats and challenges from an AML perspective. New software and
IT/AI solutions are needed for the detection of suspicious transactions, especially in the context of cryptocurrencies and
FinTech. Technological innovation is also relevant to the development of solutions to identify customers’ identity remotely. In
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addition, specific technologies such as the Legal Entity Identifier could play a key role in improving transparency in the
identification of parties to financial transactions at international level. Let me also mention that the Commission is working on a
digital finance strategy, of which one part is a legislative proposal on virtual (or crypto-) asset providers. The Commission will
coordinate internally to ensure clean interconnection between the different initiatives, without overlaps or gaps.

Is digital identity onboarding likely to become the norm in Europe?

Digitalisation, online services and remote transactions are already shaping our future and will probably increase in relevance as
time goes by, especially in sectors such as finance and banking. As already mentioned, this has an impact on
know-your-customer (KYC) procedures and is of course accompanied by the need to verify customers’ identity digitally and
remotely. Digital identity onboarding will play a key role, especially in certain sectors that are more exposed to digitalisation.
However, this requires investment by market operators, and smaller entities may encounter barriers of a different nature that
could make it burdensome to adopt the proper tools and software to effectively carry out digital ID onboarding.

Romania is subject to an infringement procedure regarding its delays in implementing the Fifth Anti-Money Laundering
Directive (5MLD). What are the key measures Romania should take to ensure compliance with the EU’s AML framework?

The Action Plan states that rigorous implementation of AML/CFT rules by member states is key for the overall policy at Union
level. The Commission is therefore closely monitoring the transposition of the Fourth and Fifth Anti-Money Laundering Directives
by all member states. To date, Romania has notified the complete transposition of both Directives after infringement
proceedings were launched. The Commission’s assessment is ongoing and will look at all measures, notified or not, and their
effect on the complete transposition of 4MLD and 5MLD into Romanian law. In this respect it is worth noting that a study
assessing the effective implementation of 4MLD in all member states, including Romania, is also ongoing.

"Especially in a context where market dynamics change rapidly, it is key
for financial and non-financial institutions to gain a deep understanding
and awareness of the specific ML/TF risks related to their sector of
reference"

What is the biggest weakness in the EU’s fight against financial crime?

It is clear from our studies of recent money laundering cases that two key weaknesses are: (1) the level of resources committed
to AML investigations, which includes authorities sometimes being understaffed, and (2) communication between the relevant
authorities, especially regarding cross-border cases. We have an integrated market and the AML/CFT regime at Union level is
only as strong as its weakest link. An EU-level supervisor with significant resources and the competence to host a
communications network between national supervisors, is a very important step towards remedying those weaknesses. At the
same time, the single rulebook will facilitate enforcement by harmonising a core set of applicable rules.

What is the financial crime threat landscape likely to look like as the global economy begins to recover from the pandemic?

The Covid-19 pandemic has led to unprecedented global challenges, also in relation to financial crime threats. During the
pandemic, there has been an increase in crimes such as fraud (especially online), counterfeiting, cybercrime, misdirection or
exploitation of government funds or international financial assistance, thereby creating new sources of proceeds for illicit actors.
This is linked to new trends and changes in the financial behaviour of citizens and operators, often unfamiliar with online
platforms and procedures. As these trends are likely to affect the economic and financial landscape in the long term, the above
threats will probably remain and become more systematic. In this context, it is important that the risk-based approach is
strengthened and that technological solutions to tackle these types of financial crime are developed.

What can financial institutions and non-financial institutions do better in the fight against financial crime? Are the AML/CFT
obligations on private sector institutions likely to get more onerous?
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Especially in a context where market dynamics change rapidly, it is key for financial and non-financial institutions to gain a deep
understanding and awareness of the specific ML/TF risks related to their sector of reference. Dedicated and periodic training for
all relevant employees is important to keep obliged entities up to date on sector-specific trends and to make sure that suspicious
transactions are being detected. A cost-benefit analysis is currently part of the Commission’s assessment with regard to the new
legislative AML/CFT package. However, it is worth underlying that the new single rulebook responds to the need to harmonise
the rules and reduce fragmentation at EU level, which will bring about significant advantages in terms of certainty and
compliance efforts for entities operating cross-border.

How has the business of financial crime changed during your career?

When I started my career in European institutions, more than 20 years ago in the EC Delegation in Romania, the second AML
Directive was still under negotiation. The landscape has changed significantly since then. The legislation at Union level has
evolved to reflect the new challenges and to equip an ever-integrated Union with the most appropriate tools to fight money
laundering and terrorist financing with the purpose of protecting the integrity of the financial system and the proper functioning
of the internal market. This is likely to always be a work in progress, as the means to fight financial crime needs to evolve
alongside the new threat typologies.

"The Covid-19 pandemic has led to unprecedented global challenges,
also in relation to financial crime threats"

What would you like the EU to have achieved in the next five years in regards to financial crime prevention?

Fighting money laundering and terrorist financing is a major political priority of this Commission. Executive President
Dombrovskis pointed out the need to put an end to dirty money infiltrating our financial system and to bolster the defences to
fight money laundering and terrorist financing. The Action Plan provides the policy map to achieve this aim. Full implementation
of the measures provided for in the Action Plan, including adoption by the co-legislators of the AML/CFT legislative package,
would provide the Union and its member states with a very solid AML/CFT regime. This will be a major achievement.
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REPORTS AND SPEECHES

UK publishes report on AML/CFT supervisory 
activities for 2018-19

The UK’s HM Treasury published on 6
August its annual report on anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorist
financing (AML/CFT) supervision of
businesses within the scope of the
Money Laundering Regulations (MLRs),
which includes self-reported data
about activity undertaken between 6
April 2018 to 5 April 2019 across the
UK’s AML/CFT regime.

The report provides details about the
performance of the three statutory
AML/CTF supervisors, namely the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), HM
Revenue and Customs (HMRC) and the
Gambling Commission, as well as the
22 legal and accountancy professional
body supervisors (PBSs).

According to the report, the Treasury
will continue to work in close
partnership with supervisors and the
Office for Professional Body Anti-Money
Laundering Supervision (OPBAS) to
enhance the proportionality and
effectiveness of the AML/CFT regime.

Key findings

During 2018-19, the designated
AML/CTF supervisors carried out
6,201 desk-based reviews (DBRs)
and visits of approximately 85,437
businesses, a slight increase
compared to 2017

Around 0.6 percent of the FCA’s
supervised population, 6 percent of
HMRC’s supervised entities, 31
percent of the Gambling
Commission’s supervised firms and
11 percent of the total entities
covered by PBSs were subject to
either a DBR or an onsite visit during
the reporting period

22 percent of FCA-regulated firms
and 26 percent of HMRC-regulated
firms subject to supervisory activity
were found to be non-compliant
with the regulations

The amount of enforcement action
carried out by supervisors has

decreased, with the total number of
fines dropping to 376 from 791

The total value of fines imposed by
regulators increased from £8.9
million in 2017-18 to £121.8 million
in 2018-19

The FCA issued three fines for
AML/CTF misconduct totalling
£103.1 million, including a £102
million penalty against Standard
Chartered Bank in April 2018

The FCA currently has 65 AML
investigations open and made five
referrals to law enforcement over
ML/TF related matters in 2018-19

HMRC secured two convictions and
made 13 referrals to law
enforcement, while the Gambling
Commission issued five penalties
and settlements of £17 million

The Gambling Commission made
108 referrals to law enforcement for
ML/TF related matters in 2018-19,
compared to 231 in 2017-18

In 2018-19, 12 out of the 22 legal
and accountancy PBSs issued 237
fines, amounting to £499,051 in
total, a significant increase
compared to the previous year

UK government press relea...

UK Treasury supervision r...

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing-supervision-report-20182019
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing-supervision-report-20182019
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing-supervision-report-20182019
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing-supervision-report-20182019
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907002/Supervision_report_18-19_final.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907002/Supervision_report_18-19_final.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907002/Supervision_report_18-19_final.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907002/Supervision_report_18-19_final.pdf
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Study by University College London ranks 
‘deepfakes’ as the top AI-enabled crime threat

The Dawes Centre for Future Crime at
University College London (UCL)
published a study on 4 August on the
potential criminal applications of
artificial intelligence (AI) and related

technologies. The new research
identifies 20 ways AI could be used to
facilitate crime over the next 15 years,
ranking fake audio or video content as
“the most worrying” of the AI-enabled
crime threats.

The study, which was conducted with
the assistance of 31 AI experts, found
that multimedia content that has been
altered using AI to make the subject
appear to be doing or saying something
they have not actually said or done –
also known as ‘deepfakes’ – represents
the biggest concern, particularly
considering the level of difficulty in

identifying and preventing such scams.
Deepfakes could potentially be used to
discredit public figures or impersonate
family members to extort funds.

Other threats include spear phishing,
using driverless cars as weapons,
large-scale blackmail, disrupting
AI-controlled systems and distributing
AI-authored fake news.

UCL press release

UCL research paper

Interpol report highlights cybercriminal shift in 
focus to major corporations during pandemic

Interpol published on 4 August a report
on the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic on cybercrime, noting that
cybercriminals have shifted their focus
from individuals and small businesses
to major corporations, governments
and critical infrastructure to maximise
their financial gains.

The key cyber threats are online fraud
and phishing (59 percent of the total
number of cyberattacks reported by
member states), especially business
email compromise, malware and
ransomware attacks malicious
domains, fake news and data
harvesting malware. To counter these
threats, Interpol urges member states
to enhance police collaboration and

cybercrime investigative capabilities,
develop national cybercrime strategies,
and strengthen public-private
partnerships to share intelligence, and
offer technical assistance.

Key findings

The most used Covid-19 phishing
themes include emails allegedly
from national or global health
authorities, fake payment requests
and reimbursements, fraudulent
offers of vaccines and medical
supplies, Covid-19 tracking apps,
investment and stock offers, and
charity and donation requests

At the end of March, 116,357

Covid-19 related newly registered
domains were detected, out of
which 2,022 were identified as
malicious and 40,261 as ‘high-risk’

In June Interpol’s dedicated
taskforce identified and analysed
200,000 malicious domains
affecting more than 80 member
countries

Misinformation is usually shared
through social media or via text
messages announcing “too good to
be true” offers such as free food,
special benefits, or large discounts

Interpol press release an...

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/2020/aug/deepfakes-ranked-most-serious-ai-crime-threat
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/2020/aug/deepfakes-ranked-most-serious-ai-crime-threat
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/2020/aug/deepfakes-ranked-most-serious-ai-crime-threat
https://crimesciencejournal.biomedcentral.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s40163-020-00123-8
https://crimesciencejournal.biomedcentral.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s40163-020-00123-8
https://crimesciencejournal.biomedcentral.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s40163-020-00123-8
https://www.interpol.int/News-and-Events/News/2020/INTERPOL-report-shows-alarming-rate-of-cyberattacks-during-COVID-19
https://www.interpol.int/News-and-Events/News/2020/INTERPOL-report-shows-alarming-rate-of-cyberattacks-during-COVID-19
https://www.interpol.int/News-and-Events/News/2020/INTERPOL-report-shows-alarming-rate-of-cyberattacks-during-COVID-19
https://www.interpol.int/News-and-Events/News/2020/INTERPOL-report-shows-alarming-rate-of-cyberattacks-during-COVID-19
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ECB issues sixth report on card fraud

The European Central Bank (ECB)
published on 14 August its sixth report
on card fraud, which details
developments in card payment fraud
between 2014 and 2018, based on data
collected from card payment schemes
active in the euro area with a
breakdown per Single Euro Payments
Area (SEPA) country.

The overall increase
in fraud was caused
mainly by the
increase in
card-not-present
fraud

The report presents findings on the
total level of card fraud; an analysis of
card fraud developments and trends
according to different card functions;
an analysis of card fraud depending on
whether the card is present or not; a
comparison between fraud figures for
domestic transactions with
cross-border figures both within and
outside SEPA; and the geographical
distribution of card fraud.

According to the report, the upward
trend in card fraud observed within
SEPA between 2012 and 2015 declined
until 2017 but increased again in 2018
in both absolute terms (by 13 percent to
€1.8 billion) and relative terms, for
example as a share of the total value of
transactions (by 0.002 percentage
points to 0.037 percent).

The overall increase in fraud was
caused mainly by the increase in
card-not-present (CNP) fraud (by 17.7
percent to €1.43 billion) – payments
made via the internet, mail or phone –
which reportedly accounts for 79
percent of all fraud losses on cards
issued inside SEPA.

On the other hand, the lower rate of
card-present fraud in 2018 compared to
2017 was the result of a decrease in
counterfeit and lost-and-stolen card
fraud, as well as an increase in the
adoption of chip-and-pin transactions at
ATMs outside of Europe.

Other key findings

Even though the rate of card fraud
decreased in 2018 due to a
decrease in fraudulent cross-border
transactions outside SEPA, because
magnetic stripe usage in countries
outside SEPA may not be
completely avoidable, card
schemes and issuers are
encouraged to adopt further
measures (geo-blocking and
educating customers) to prevent
counterfeit fraud

Although issuers and card schemes
managed to reduce fraud in some

countries with relatively high fraud
rates, such as Denmark, they
experienced rises in other markets,
such as Ireland, France, Malta and
the United Kingdom. In addition,
some countries with low fraud, such
as Romania and Slovakia,
experienced a further reduction in
fraud, while others, such as Poland,
experienced major growth

Levels of fraud were lower in the
euro area than in SEPA as a whole
as SEPA residents benefit from
more secure payment cards, with
fewer fraud losses reported on
cards issued inside SEPA

Both payments service providers
and card payment scheme
operators have developed a range
of fraud prevention and detection
security processes and tools,
including card tokenisation, as well
as offering new payment features
on portable devices

European regulators, such as the
European Commission, the
European Banking Authority and the
ECB have strengthened the security
requirements for electronic
payments through the revised
Payment Services Directive (PSD2)
and the regulatory technical
standards for strong customer
authentication and common and
secure open standards of
communication

ECB report

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/cardfraud/ecb.cardfraudreport202008~521edb602b.en.pdf
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/cardfraud/ecb.cardfraudreport202008~521edb602b.en.pdf
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UK SRA publishes report and warning about 
fraudulent investment schemes

The UK Solicitors Regulation Authority
(SRA) published the results of a
thematic review into dubious
investment schemes on 17 August,
which details its analysis of 40
problematic investment schemes and
the associated lessons learned and red
flags. The SRA is warning solicitors
about the risks and need to be vigilant
when advising clients on investment
schemes, primarily in the areas of
developments led by the buyer,
fractional developments, alternative
investments such as fine wines or
precious metals, and complex financial
products such as loans or shares.

The SRA has updated its warning notice
to reflect some of the issues identified
in the thematic review, including the risk
that fraudsters are always changing
such “investment” schemes to avoid
features that have been highlighted as a
cause of concern in previous warnings.

The review highlights the following
concerns: (1) investment schemes have
evolved from high-yield financial
arrangements or prime bank instrument
fraud, into what appear to be more
recognisable legal transactions such as
the purchase of land; (2) sellers are
changing the structure of schemes
periodically to avoid detection; and (3)
schemes are being labelled as, for
example, mini-bonds, but are in fact
speculative investments promising a
high return and buyers’ money is not
being used in the way claimed.

The 40 cases included in the report
mainly involved schemes with losses
nearing or exceeding £1 million and
included red flags such as high
deposits paid before the exchange,
particularly in instalments; complex and
unfair terms; sellers requesting
namechecks on firms in marketing
materials; sellers requesting that firms
hold onto buyer funds in client

accounts; and buyers in different
countries than the investment location.

In more than three quarters of the 40
cases analysed, the SRA found
examples of solicitors’ independence
and their ability to act fairly potentially
being compromised by pre-existing
relationships they had with scheme
promoters. “This over familiarity
meaning they failed to conduct
sufficient due diligence or scrutiny on
behalf of buyers,” states the SRA report.

Solicitors should look out for

Legal fees generated when not
necessary or for no legal work

Using client accounts to transfer
non-legal work-related funds

Risky schemes presented as
routine, such as pitching dubious
schemes as land investments

Speculative investments promising
high returns but packaged
differently, particularly when
purchaser money is used in ways
contrary to the seller’s pitch

SRA press release

SRA update warning notice

SRA investment report

https://www.sra.org.uk/sra/news/press/investment-schemes-thematic-review-warning-notice-2020/
https://www.sra.org.uk/sra/news/press/investment-schemes-thematic-review-warning-notice-2020/
https://www.sra.org.uk/sra/news/press/investment-schemes-thematic-review-warning-notice-2020/
https://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/guidance/warning-notices/investment-schemes-including-conveyancing--warning-notice/
https://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/guidance/warning-notices/investment-schemes-including-conveyancing--warning-notice/
https://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/guidance/warning-notices/investment-schemes-including-conveyancing--warning-notice/
https://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/guidance/warning-notices/investment-schemes-including-conveyancing--warning-notice/
https://www.sra.org.uk/sra/how-we-work/reports/investment-schemes-that-are-potentially-dubious/
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UK FCA speech on capital market regulation 
during the Covid-19 pandemic

The UK Financial Conduct Authority’s
(FCA) Executive Director of
Enforcement and Market Oversight
Mark Steward delivered a speech on 3
August at the ShareSoc webinar on
building market and investor
confidence. The speech covered,
amongst other things, the
consequences of market abuse and
outlined the temporary measures
introduced by the FCA to mitigate
Covid-19 related difficulties faced by
capital markets.

Highlighting the importance of the
quality of market information and how
regulation operates to correct the
distortions caused by false or
misleading information, Steward used

the example of Redcentric plc, which
was publicly censured by the FCA for
committing market abuse between
November 2015 and November 2016.
Principally, the company materially
misstated its net debt and cash
position, which resulted in an artificial
inflation of the market price. The FCA
decided to publicly censure the
company instead of imposing a fine in
order to avoid negatively impacting
investors and the business – which
provides essential services necessary
to the fight against Covid-19.

In terms of the FCA’s secondary market
surveillance, which is used to identify
suspected market abuse, insider
dealing and market manipulation,

Steward noted that the FCA analysed
approximately 10 billion transaction
reports and over 150 million order
reports every day through its market
data processor in order to identify
suspicious activity and decide which
transactions needed to be investigated.

Lastly, Steward listed some of the
temporary measures adopted by the
FCA intended to temper the impact of
the Covid-19 crisis, which includes
providing companies with additional
time to file audited financial
statements.

FCA transcript

FCA publicly censures Red...

NFU Mutual reports spike in cost of rural crime

The UK’s National Farmers Union
Mutual Insurance Society (NFU
Mutual), published on 4 August its rural
crime report for 2020, which finds that

the cost of rural crime has reached an
eight year high of £54.3 million.

NFU Mutual states that the sharp
increase was driven mainly by
organised criminal gangs targeting
agricultural vehicles, quad/ATVs, GPS
equipment, livestock, and Land Rover
Defenders.

Rural crime rose in every region and
nation within the UK, with the biggest
percentage increase taking place in
Scotland – 44 percent, although the
cost of rural crime in Scotland remained

below the UK average – £2.3 million.

According to rural affairs specialist at
NFU Mutual Rebecca Davidson, the
lockdown caused by the Covid-19
pandemic resulted in an “initial
reduction in thefts overall”, however she
warns that as the economic impact of
the pandemic deepens, “criminal
activity could escalate”.

NFU Mutual press release

NFU rural crime infograph...
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Interpol issues report on online crime in Africa 

An Interpol report published on 14
August highlights the rise of online
organised crime on the African
continent, finding that digitalisation
has transformed every aspect of major
crime in Africa and represents a
serious rising threat. Significantly, the
cost of cyber fraud has increased
substantially over the past several
years, doubling in at least one country
between 2017 and 2018.

Interpol’s report caps the three-year
Project ENACT, which examined
transnational organised crime in Africa,
identifying emerging threats, and
recommending law enforcement policy
initiatives and legislative action to
better combat rising crime. Cybercrime
is amongst the fastest growing types of
crime in Africa, with online activity used

increasingly to aid arms trafficking,
child sexual exploitation, illegal wildlife
trafficking and precious metal trade,
and human trafficking. Furthermore,
Interpol states in the report that “it is
likely that crime elements from Kenya,
Nigeria and South Africa are engaged in
dark web activities”.

The report finds that organised crime
groups in North Africa increasingly rely
on social media in order to carry out
human trafficking operations, noting
that following one rescue of human
trafficking victims in Niger, 180 out of
the 232 rescued victims were recruited
online, lured into trafficking with
promises of job opportunities. In
addition to human trafficking via social
media, the report warns that organised
crime groups, including those

committing financial crimes such as
business email compromise and wire
fraud, are using social media to
organise logistics, launder money,
exchange best practice information
between cybercriminals, as well as
luring potential victims.

Interpol also details the relative lack of
legislative action on the continent to
fight online crime, with only 14 of the 55
African Union (AU) member states
signing the 2014 Convention on
Cybersecurity and Personal Data
Protection as of January, and only
seven ratifying it.

Interpol report

Interpol article

IMF publishes Denmark country report on cross-
border AML supervision

The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
published on 12 August a report on
Denmark’s cross-border anti-money
laundering and combatting the
financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)
supervision in the context of the
Financial Sector Assessment
Programme. The report finds that the
Danish Financial Supervisory Authority
(DFSA) has reached ‘impressive
momentum’ since June 2019.

The report notes that the Danish
authorities made significant progress
by conducting or participating in three
multinational on-site inspections of
banks; developing a new institutional

risk assessment model; issuing an
on-site inspection manual; boosting the
DFSA’s monitoring and enforcement
powers; establishing additional
reporting requirements for the private
sector, and strengthening the penalties
system for AML/CFT violations.

In addition, the increased awareness of
ML/TF risks after the Danske Bank
scandal prompted an increase in
suspicious transaction reporting (STR)
sent to the Money Laundering
Secretariat, which forwarded 3,648
unique reports to the State Prosecutor
for Serious Economic and International
Crime, Police and Tax Agency.

The report recommends that the DFSA
increases its international and
domestic cooperation to better identify
and mitigate cross-border ML/TF risks
in the banking sector and pursues
bilateral memoranda of understanding
with foreign counterparts outside the
EU and EEA. Domestically, efforts
should focus on reaching better
institutional communication on the
analysis of STRs and deploying the new
ML/TF institutional risk assessment
model by early 2021.

IMF report
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UN counter-terrorism official presents report on 
ISIL, highlighting recent activities 

The Head of the UN Office of
Counter-Terrorism Vladimir Voronkov
presented the UN Security Council
(UNSC) on 24 August with the eleventh
report on the impact of the Islamic
State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL,
Da’esh) on international peace and
security, which highlights a surge in
ISIL activity in Iraq and Syria facilitated
by the Covid-19 pandemic.

Voronkov explained in his speech
during a UNSC videoconference
briefing, that the Covid-19 crisis has
raised several strategic and practical
challenges for counter-terrorism,
particularly increasing the global threat
posed by ISIL and other terrorist groups
which “seek to exploit the far-reaching

disruption and negative socio-economic
and political impacts of the pandemic”.

Findings from the report include

The pandemic has raised additional
concerns regarding the potential
use of cybercrime to raise and
move funds and the misuse of
virtual assets by terrorists. Member
states have begun introducing new
regulatory frameworks to include
virtual asset providers as reporting
entities in their AML/CFT legislation

The UN assessed ISIL’s financial
reserves to total approximately
$100 million, with the group
continuing to fundraise through

different methods, including
kidnapping for ransom, private
donations and extortion, as well as
crowd-sourced online fundraising

While the threat of terrorism
appears to have temporarily
decreased in non-conflict zones, the
pandemic could compound the
threat in fragile and
conflict-affected states, especially
in remote areas and border regions

UN press release

UNSC report

Voronkov speech

Russia must better prevent corruption by 
parliamentarians and judges, advises GRECO

The Council of Europe’s Group of
States against Corruption (GRECO)
published on 18 August its fourth
evaluation round compliance report on
Russia, noting that progress has been
achieved in implementing 18 out of 22
recommendations on preventing
corruption by members of parliament,
judges and prosecutors.

The report underlines that more work is
needed to ensure compliance with the
Council of Europe standards, in
particular by adopting codes of ethics
covering conflict of interest situations
for members of the State Duma and the
Federation Council as soon as possible,

enhancing the transparency of the
legislative process and strengthening
the independence of the judiciary.

In addition, GRECO recalls the
importance of facilitating broad media
access to the legislative process in
Parliament to guarantee access to
information by the larger public and to
stimulate public consultation.

The report advises that Russian
authorities should ensure effective
control of declarations of revenue and
interests of members of parliament,
including by verifying their sources of
revenue; adopt objective criteria for

appointing and promoting judges and
prosecutors and for assigning cases;
limit the immunity of judges to their
participation in the administration of
justice; and carry out independent,
accountable and transparent
disciplinary proceedings against
prosecutors.

GRECO expects Russia to submit
additional information regarding the
implementation of its
recommendations by 30 June 2021.

GRECO press release

GRECO compliance report
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Moneyval publishes follow-up report on Lithuania

The Council of Europe’s Committee of
Experts on the Evaluation of
Anti-Money Laundering Measures and
the Financing of Terrorism (Moneyval)
published on 24 August its first
follow-up report on Lithuania, which
outlines the country’s progress in
addressing the deficiencies identified
in its mutual evaluation report (MER) of
December 2018.

The report notes that overall Lithuania
has made progress in addressing the

deficiencies identified, achieving full
compliance with eight of the 40 FATF
Recommendations. However, the
country has yet to address minor
deficiencies in the implementation of
24 FATF Recommendations and more
substantial deficiencies concerning the
remaining eight.

Analysing the implementation of new
international requirements for virtual
assets (VA), Moneyval found that
Lithuania has not taken sufficient

measures with respect to VAs and
virtual asset service providers (VASPs),
therefore it has been downgraded from
‘largely compliant’ to ‘partially
compliant’.

Lithuania will remain subject to the
enhanced follow-up process.

Moneyval follow-up report

Council of Europe press r...

US GAO report states FinCEN should enhance 
geographic targeting orders

The US Government Accountability
Office (GAO) published on 13 August a
review of the US Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network’s (FinCEN) real
estate geographic targeting orders
(GTO), which recommends the
development of guidance for oversight,
outreach and evaluation of GTOs. The
report finds that FinCEN lacks
adequate procedures to effectively and
efficiently implement GTOs.

FinCEN issues GTOs because
additional reporting and recordkeeping
were deemed necessary to prevent
money laundering in residential real
estate. GTOs requires title insurers to
report information on certain all-cash
purchases of homes and other
residential real estate by legal entities
which are prone to abuse in specific
areas such as New York City and
Miami-Dade County, Florida.

In contrast with other GTOs, real estate
GTOs were initiated by FinCEN itself,
which required the agency to “take the
lead in implementing and evaluating the
GTO”, however the GAO states that
FinCEN lacks appropriately detailed
documented procedures to help direct
the implementation and evaluation,
“contributing to oversight, outreach, and
evaluation weaknesses”.

The GAO’s review found that FinCEN
only began examining its first title
insurer for compliance over three years
after issuing the real estate GTO and
did not assess whether insurers were
filing all required reports. In addition,
while initially coordinating with certain
law enforcement agencies, FinCEN
failed to implement a systematic
approach for outreach to all potentially
relevant agencies until more than two
years after issuing the GTOs.

The GAO emphasised that FinCEN
should strengthen procedures for
self-initiated GTOs in order to
implement and manage them as an
AML tool more effectively; provide
additional guidance for self-initiated
GTOs particularly on covered
businesses, obtaining feedback from
appropriate law enforcement agencies,
and evaluating the GTOs to determine
the appropriate course of action.
FinCEN should also complete an
evaluation of GTOs to determine
whether it should address money
laundering risks in residential real
estate through a more permanent
regulatory tool, such as a rulemaking.

GAO press release

Report highlights

Full report
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Europol publishes report on involvement of 
organised crime groups in sports corruption 

Europol published on 5 August a
situation report on the involvement of
organised crime groups (OCGs) in
sports corruption. The report aims to
raise awareness about the link
between match-fixing and organised
crime, describing relevant modi
operandi and the most active OCGs.

The report examines the international
criminal groups involved, their
characteristics and structure, and the
related money laundering activities. The
report also provides insight into the
most targeted sports by criminal
networks, namely football and tennis.

Key points

The global annual proceeds from
betting-related match-fixing is
estimated at €120 million

Online platforms are increasingly
used by OCGs for betting-related
match-fixing, as such money
laundering occurs through the
exploitation of regulated betting
operators, alternatively OCGs may
take ownership of those operators

Extensive networks of betting mules
are used by OCGs to place large
numbers of bets with low cash
amounts on multiple lower category
tennis matches simultaneously,
creating a multitude of online
betting accounts using both real
and fake or stolen identities

Europol’s intelligence indicates that
the widespread use of cash
couriers, money services
businesses and emerging e-wallet

payment service providers are used
to transfer the proceeds of crime
linked to sports corruption and to
fuel online betting accounts

Football remains the most targeted
sport by international OCGs, and the
detection of tennis match-fixing
schemes has increased

OCGs have also been exploiting the
changing circumstances caused by
the Covid-19 pandemic, to continue
their activities. In some European
countries, law enforcement has
recorded so-called ‘ghost matches’,
where fixers falsely advertise sports
competitions to bookmakers,
punters and the public that do not
take place – mainly on social
media, blogs or fake websites

Europol press release

Europol report

Moneyval follow-up report on Czech Republic

The Council of Europe’s Committee of
Experts on the Evaluation of
Anti-Money Laundering Measures and
the Financing of Terrorism (Moneyval)
published on 26 August its first
follow-up report on the Czech
Republic, which examines the
measures taken to address the
deficiencies identified in its mutual
evaluation report (MER) adopted in
December 2018.

The report notes that, to date, the
country is compliant with five of the 40
FATF Recommendations. Minor
deficiencies in the implementation of
24 Recommendations and more
substantial deficiencies regarding the
remaining 11 Recommendations, have
yet to be addressed.

In particular, Moneyval notes that the
Czech Republic has not made sufficient

efforts to improve its strategy
concerning financial sanctions related
to terrorism and mechanisms to track
the movement of cash across borders.

Moneyval follow-up report

Council of Europe press r...
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FIFA publishes first disciplinary and ethics review

FIFA published on 27 August its first
disciplinary and ethics review, aimed at
increasing transparency and ensuring
full disclosure of fundamental
activities within the organisation.

The report provides analysis and
statistics of over 800 cases examined
over the last season, 703 of which refer
to the Disciplinary Committee, which is
in charge of football competition
matters, the protection of minors,
third-party ownership, match-fixing
cases, anti-doping measures and the
enforcement of judicial body decisions.
In addition, the report details statistics
on the types of cases handled by the
Ethics Committee, the sanctions
imposed, and the unethical methods
and practices discovered.

On the same day, FIFA also released a
report on anti-doping, examining the
organisation’s efforts to enforce
anti-doping measures in its
competitions during the 2019/2020
season, detailing the outcomes of tests
undertaken at these competitions. In

particular, at the FIFA Women’s World
Cup 2019 in France 440 percent more
tests were conducted compared to the
same competition held in 2015.

FIFA’s Chief Legal and Compliance
Officer, Emilio García, underlined that
“following the launch of legal.fifa.com
and the FIFA Football Law Annual
Review in the last two years, these new
reports and the ones that will follow in
the months to come are aimed at
positioning FIFA at the forefront of
international federations regarding the
transparency of its legal proceedings
and internal mechanisms.”

Key findings of the disciplinary
and ethics review

The Adjudicatory Chamber of the
Ethics Committee passed 59
decisions, which saw the Chamber
sanction the accused party in 56 of
the cases. The 56 sanctioned
persons were found to have
breached 32 different articles of the

FIFA Code of Ethics, some of them
committing up to five different
infringements

Among the provisions breached by
sanctioned parties, bribery and
corruption occurred 39 times,
misappropriation and misuse of
funds – 18 times, offering and
accepting gifts or other benefits –
11 times, conflicts of interest – 10
times, and abuse of position –
seven times

Between 1 July 2019 and 8 June
2020, eight individuals were banned
from taking part in any football
related activity for match-fixing, for
periods ranging from 10 years to a
lifetime ban

FIFA press release

Disciplinary and ethics r...

Anti-doping report
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UKFIU demands reporters highlight most recent 
financial transactions in their SARs

The UK Financial Intelligence Unit
(UKFIU) stated during a virtual event on
modern slavery and human trafficking
(MSHT) held on 26 August that
tackling the illicit financial benefits of
modern slavery is a key priority for the
National Crime Agency (NCA).

According to NCA National Advisor Sian
Turner, the trafficking of young females
from Eastern Europe to be exploited in
the UK remains a low risk and high
profit activity. The UKFIU estimates that
yearly illicit profits from MSHT amount

to £4 billion and the overall cost to the
UK reaches £37 billion.

Denise Napper of the UKFIU Suspicious
Activity Report (SAR) Enquiries and
Action Team noted that SARs remain a
crucial tool in helping investigate
modern slavery cases. Between
January and 30 June 2019, UKFIU
received 6,259 MSHT-related SARs, with
530 submitted in the month of June.

To help law enforcement intervene
promptly in cases of suspected modern

slavery, UKFIU reviews and fast-tracks a
certain number of SARs every month
based on a detailed list of criteria. For
this purpose, reporters are advised to
include in their reporting the most
recent financial transactions and
assess how urgent the UK agencies’
response needs to be.

UKFIU event announcements

Webinar recording

Apple bought employee uniforms sourced from 
Xinjiang factories, according to watchdog report

US advocacy group Campaign for
Accountability (CFA) revealed on 10
August that Apple reportedly bought
uniforms from Hong Kong-based
textile manufacturer Esquel Group,
made of cotton grown and milled by
Esquel’s subsidiary in Xinjiang, China,
which was added to the US Commerce
Department’s Entity List in July over
their forced labour practices.

As part of its Tech Transparency
Project, CFA’s analysis of shipping
records claims to show that Esquel
shipped 54 cartons of shirts to Apple
Retail in California in June 2020 and
found evidence of previous dealings
between the two companies. In
addition, Appel was listed as a “major
customer” on Esquel’s website until
recently when the reference was
removed.

In a statement to the Guardian on 10
August, Apple said “Esquel is not a
direct supplier to Apple but our
suppliers do use cotton from their
facilities in Guangzhou and Vietnam.
We have confirmed no Apple supplier
sources cotton from Xinjiang and there
are no plans for future sourcing of
cotton from the region.” However, the
media outlet makes claims that there is
no cotton farming in Guangzhou and
that Esquel does not appear to farm
cotton in Vietnam.

Esquel subsidiary Changji Esquel
Textile Co Ltd was added to US
Commerce Department’s Entity List on
20 July over its “practice of forced
labour involving members of Muslim
minority groups” in Xinjiang. On 31 July,
the US Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) announced

sanctions against the Xinjiang
Production and Construction Corps,
Esquel’s partner in the region.

A report by the Australian Strategic
Policy Initiative (ASPI), first released in
February and updated on 13 August,
details the alleged use of forced Uighur
labour by China-based Apple
tech-component supplier Nanchang
O-Film Tec and identifies around 80
Chinese and international companies
benefiting from the use of Uighur
workers outside Xinjiang through
potentially abusive transfer practices.

Campaign for Accountabili...

Campaign for Accountabili...

Guardian story

https://twitter.com/NCA_UKFIU/status/1296686554228940800
https://twitter.com/NCA_UKFIU/status/1296686554228940800
https://twitter.com/NCA_UKFIU/status/1296686554228940800
https://register.gotowebinar.com/recording/3065946801943290627
https://register.gotowebinar.com/recording/3065946801943290627
https://campaignforaccountability.org/ttp-investigation-apples-employee-uniforms-tied-to-forced-labor-in-xinjiang/
https://campaignforaccountability.org/ttp-investigation-apples-employee-uniforms-tied-to-forced-labor-in-xinjiang/
https://campaignforaccountability.org/ttp-investigation-apples-employee-uniforms-tied-to-forced-labor-in-xinjiang/
https://www.techtransparencyproject.org/articles/apples-employee-uniforms-tied-forced-labor-xinjiang
https://www.techtransparencyproject.org/articles/apples-employee-uniforms-tied-forced-labor-xinjiang
https://www.techtransparencyproject.org/articles/apples-employee-uniforms-tied-forced-labor-xinjiang
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/aug/10/apple-imported-clothes-from-xinjiang-firm-facing-us-forced-labour-sanctions
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/aug/10/apple-imported-clothes-from-xinjiang-firm-facing-us-forced-labour-sanctions
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FFIS report on the impact of public-private 
partnerships on fighting financial crime

The Future of Financial Intelligence
Sharing (FFIS) programme, which leads
research into public-private financial
information-sharing partnerships,
published a survey report on 18
August, which reveals an increase in
public-private partnerships to combat
financial crime.

Carried out between April and June
2020, the survey describes 23 national
and transnational partnerships and
their impact on different types of
financial crime, from the illegal wildlife
trade to counter-terrorist financing.

The survey also explores relevant
responses to the threats posed by the
Covid-19 pandemic.

Nick J Maxwell, head of the FFIS
research programme and author of the
report, states in the executive summary:
“Between 2015 and 2020, the concept
of intensive cooperation between public
agencies and private financial
institutions to detect crime has moved
from being an outlying innovation, to
being a mainstream component of how
liberal democracies identify and disrupt
financial crime.” As of June 2020,
countries who have a public-private
partnership make up 41 percent of
world GDP.

The report provides a global overview
of the partnerships; a review of their
impact; the current scale of such
partnerships and key areas for future

growth; and an annex which details the
partnerships active in individual
countries.

Despite the
promising impact of
public-private
partnerships, they
remain small in
scale

Key findings from the report

Partnerships have demonstrated
benefits including: an increase in
the number of suspicious activity
reports addressing threats
prioritised by the partnerships,
including terrorist financing and tax
evasion; more timely and relevant
reporting in response to
investigations; improved law
enforcement outcomes

The UK, Hong Kong and Australia
offer some of the most detailed
quantitative data. For example, by
June 2020, the UK’s Joint Money
Laundering Intelligence Taskforce
(JMLIT) had secured £56 million in
asset seizures or restraints and
contributed to 210 arrests. From
May 2017 to June 2020, in Hong
Kong, investigations led to

HKD$646.8 million of assets being
frozen, restrained or confiscated

A new “OTELLO COVID-19 Fusion
Cell”, led by the UK’s National
Economic Crime Centre and
co-sponsored by the private sector,
has been established to bring
together industry experts. The aim
of the cell is to rapidly share
information on financial crime
threats related to Covid-19

Despite the promising impact of
partnerships, they remain small in
scale. There is limited public sector
resourcing and partnerships are
currently constructed as voluntary
and additional to the principal
obligations arising from national
anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorist financing regimes

Issues raised in the report relevant
to the future growth of partnerships
include: opportunities to enhance
the impact of partnership strategic
intelligence products, the capacity
for membership growth and IT
security considerations, and the link
between public-private partnerships
and private-private information
sharing

Summary of report

Full report

https://www.future-fis.com/thought-leadership-in-partnership-development.html
https://www.future-fis.com/thought-leadership-in-partnership-development.html
https://www.future-fis.com/thought-leadership-in-partnership-development.html
https://www.future-fis.com/uploads/3/7/9/4/3794525/five_years_of_growth_of_public-private_partnerships_to_fight_financial_crime_-_18_aug_2020.pdf
https://www.future-fis.com/uploads/3/7/9/4/3794525/five_years_of_growth_of_public-private_partnerships_to_fight_financial_crime_-_18_aug_2020.pdf
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Moneyval publishes follow-up report on Ukraine

The Council of Europe’s Committee of
Experts on the Evaluation of
Anti-Money Laundering Measures and
the Financing of Terrorism (Moneyval)
published on 28 August its second
enhanced follow-up report reviewing
Ukraine’s efforts to improve its
anti-money laundering and countering
the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)
measures since the adoption of its
mutual evaluation report (MER) in
December 2017.

The report notes that Ukraine has
improved the criminal law provisions
applicable to terrorism financing (TF)
and increased sanctions for financial
institutions and other entities for
non-compliance with the AML/CFT

legislation, areas in which it was
re-rated as ‘largely compliant’. However
more progress is needed to criminalise
all TF-related offences and increase the
level of fines for criminal and
administrative breaches.

Moneyval recommends Ukraine
continues its efforts to address the
remaining deficiencies, introduce a
specific requirement for financial
institutions to undertake AML/CFT risk
assessments prior to the launch of new
products and improve the
implementation of AML/CFT reporting.

Despite the progress in publishing the
targeted sanctions lists and asset
freezing obligations, no specific

mechanism to communicate changes
to the Iran-related lists is in place.

In addition, Ukrainian authorities are yet
to provide guidance to reporting entities
on complying with international
sanctions. Moneyval notes that the
application of freezing obligations
remains limited, as there is no explicit
obligation for natural persons and
entities, except for reporting entities, to
refrain from making funds or assets
available for the benefit of designated
persons and entities.

Moneyval press release

Moneyval follow-up report

German FIU annual report records increase in 
suspicious transaction reports

Germany’s Financial Intelligence Unit
(FIU) announced in its annual report for
2019, published on 18 August, that
suspicious transaction reports
concerning potential money laundering
and terrorist financing increased by
114,914 in 2019, a 49 percent increase
compared to the previous year.

Key points from the report

The increase in the number of
cases extends to the financial and
non-financial sectors, as well as to
the authorities and other obliged
entities. Around 98 percent of all
cases originated from the financial
sector, of which 35,000 more
suspicious transaction reports were

received in 2019 than in the
previous year

A slight upward trend in the number
of suspicious transaction reports
relating to cryptocurrencies –
around 760 cases included
“abnormalities in connection with
cryptocurrencies”. The report also
notes a trend in the forwarding of
funds to trading platforms abroad
to exchange the funds for crypto
values that are then transferred

Head of the FIU Christof Schulte
commented that “the increasing
number of reports in connection
with cryptocurrencies” will see the
FIU investigating more

“transactions that were carried out
using new payment technologies”

The report states that 15-30 percent
of all proceeds from criminal
activities are invested in real estate,
highlighting the market’s particular
vulnerability to money laundering

Suspicious transaction reports
received from the non-financial
sector increased, but still only
account for 1.3 percent of the total
reports. Gambling operators are
primarily responsible for the
increase in reports from the
non-financial sector

FIU report

https://www.coe.int/en/web/portal/-/moneyval-publishes-new-follow-up-report-on-ukraine
https://www.coe.int/en/web/portal/-/moneyval-publishes-new-follow-up-report-on-ukraine
https://www.coe.int/en/web/portal/-/moneyval-publishes-new-follow-up-report-on-ukraine
https://rm.coe.int/moneyval-2020-9-sr-2nd-enhanced-fur-ua/16809ef777
https://rm.coe.int/moneyval-2020-9-sr-2nd-enhanced-fur-ua/16809ef777
https://rm.coe.int/moneyval-2020-9-sr-2nd-enhanced-fur-ua/16809ef777
https://www.zoll.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/DE/Bargeld/2020/z87_fiu_jahresbericht.html?nn=290366
https://www.zoll.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/DE/Bargeld/2020/z87_fiu_jahresbericht.html?nn=290366
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Zimbabwe Central Bank identifies deficiencies 
across four mobile payment platforms

The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ)
announced in its mid-term monetary
policy statement published on 21
August, measures to addresses
‘critical’ weaknesses in mobile
banking. A forensic audit revealed
failings in the systems of four mobile
payment operators: Ecocash,
OneMoney, Telecash and Mycash.

The deficiencies identified included
non-adherence with
know-your-customer principles, which
resulted in the creation of mobile

money accounts using fictitious or
unverified identification; weak
anti-money laundering controls; and
instances of collusion between mobile
money operator employees and
customers to delay or illegally bypass
account freezing orders.

The policy statement details the
measures to address the deficiencies,
which will be implemented with
immediate effect. The reforms include:
a ban on individuals holding more than
one mobile money wallet; and a ban on

mobile money agents in the country
and agents’ use of mobile money
wallets. Agent wallets were found to be
serving illegitimate purposes and were
being used primarily for illegal foreign
exchange transactions.

In addition to this, the RBZ and
Zimbabwe’s Financial Intelligence Unit
will develop measures to ensure that
mobile payment operators are
complying with the legislation. The RBZ
will also take disciplinary measures
against delinquent mobile money
operators and culpable individuals for
serious breaches.

The ban follows a 27 June statement by
the Zimbabwean government
announcing the suspension of mobile
money agents from processing mobile
financial transactions. The government
had accused mobile money agents of
producing a quasi-currency that further
weakened the Zimbabwean dollar.

RBZ monetary policy state...

Aperio Analysis by Simon Jennings

Zimbabwe is not the only African country where mobile money operators have come under scrutiny in recent months. The central
banks in Kenya and Nigeria have also taken steps to further regulate such activities. A growing number of people in sub-Saharan
Africa rely on mobile money which is faster and more convenient than conventional banking. However, in Zimbabwe the service
is seen as a lifeline given the shortages of cash on account of the country’s economic crisis and the clampdown has not been
well received. Following the RBZ’s restrictions on mobile money transactions inflation has continued to rise dramatically, with
increased prices for goods and services hitting Zimbabweans. The RBZ is facing calls to increase the ZWL 5,000 limit on
transactions as it barely covers essential goods. Business owners have also been badly impacted as they have been unable to
settle bills or pay wages.

https://www.rbz.co.zw/documents/mps/2020/MPS--MID-TERM.pdf
https://www.rbz.co.zw/documents/mps/2020/MPS--MID-TERM.pdf
https://www.rbz.co.zw/documents/mps/2020/MPS--MID-TERM.pdf
https://www.rbz.co.zw/documents/mps/2020/MPS--MID-TERM.pdf
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Panel for sustainable ocean economy report on 
organised crime in the fisheries sector

The High Level Panel for a Sustainable
Ocean Economy published a report on
18 August exploring organised crime in
the fisheries sector. Criminal activity in
the sector is wide ranging and includes
fraud, corruption, tax crime, money
laundering, crime in the labour market,
security offences, drug trafficking,

human trafficking, fuel smuggling, and
fisheries offences. These crimes are
also frequently transnational and occur
throughout the fisheries value chain.

The report identifies a number of
challenges in addressing organised
crime in the sector, including low
national prioritisation at political and
operational levels, a lack of
coordination between government
departments and agencies nationally,
regionally, and transnationally,
inadequate criminal procedure
frameworks, a lack of clarity on
jurisdiction and at-sea surveillance, and
lapses in law enforcement agency,
criminal justice capacity, and inaccurate
vessel information.

To comprehensively address organised
crime in the fisheries sector, the report
recommends that states build a
common understanding of the problem
globally and develop practical tools to
strengthen law enforcement capacity
by strengthening national inter-agency
cooperation, effective cross-border law
enforcement cooperation, and
implement legislation to criminalise
fisheries offences and human rights
abuses committed on vessels.

High Level Panel press re...

High Level Panel report

Report on abuse of offshore insurance products

The US Government Accountability
Office (GAO) released on 31 August a
report on the use of offshore insurance
products in abusive tax schemes,
focusing on how micro-captive
insurance and variable life insurance
policies are used to hide assets or
improperly reduce tax liabilities.

According to the report, offshore
insurance products are more vulnerable
to tax evasion because insurance is not
defined in statute, making it more
difficult for authorities to qualify
genuine insurance for federal tax
purposes. Additionally, taxpayers
choose to abuse offshore insurance
products due to the complexity of

conducting actions against these
schemes, with bank secrecy laws
posing additional burdens when
conducting enforcement actions
against offshore insurance structures.

Offshore micro-captive insurance
products are made by small insurance
companies owned by the businesses
they insure. These structures are
reportedly abused by the corporate
taxpayer improperly claiming
deductions for payments.

According to Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) data, thousands of transactions
involving these structures were
processed between November 2016

and December 2019, most of which
were determined to be abusive.

Offshore variable life insurance
products are insurance policies with
investment components over which the
insured has certain control. In these
cases, the insured usually does not file
the appropriate tax forms or
information returns and does not pay
the applicable taxes. Notwithstanding
the irregularities, the IRS acknowledges
that there are many legitimate uses of
offshore products, which offer
important benefits to taxpayers.

GAO press release

https://oceanpanel.org/blue-papers/organised-crime-associated-fisheries
https://oceanpanel.org/blue-papers/organised-crime-associated-fisheries
https://oceanpanel.org/blue-papers/organised-crime-associated-fisheries
https://oceanpanel.org/blue-papers/organised-crime-associated-fisheries
https://oceanpanel.org/blue-papers/organised-crime-associated-fisheries
https://oceanpanel.org/sites/default/files/2020-08/Organised%20Crime%20in%20the%20Fisheries%20Sector%20Full%20Paper%20Final.pdf
https://oceanpanel.org/sites/default/files/2020-08/Organised%20Crime%20in%20the%20Fisheries%20Sector%20Full%20Paper%20Final.pdf
https://oceanpanel.org/sites/default/files/2020-08/Organised%20Crime%20in%20the%20Fisheries%20Sector%20Full%20Paper%20Final.pdf
https://oceanpanel.org/sites/default/files/2020-08/Organised%20Crime%20in%20the%20Fisheries%20Sector%20Full%20Paper%20Final.pdf
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-20-589 
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-20-589 
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-20-589 
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The Sentry claims Congolese bank was used by 
North Korean sanctions evaders

A report published by US-based
anti-corruption group The Sentry on 19
August claims that two North Korean
businessmen used the Congolese unit
of Cameroon’s Afriland First Bank
Group to open at least one US
dollar-denominated bank account and
move funds globally, in violation of US
and UN sanctions on North Korea.

According to the report, Pak Hwa Song
and Hwang Kil Su established Congo
Aconde, a construction services firm, in
2018 and installed two statues in the
Congolese city of Kamina. The
company’s Afriland bank account was
then used to transfer funds via the Paris
branch of BMCE Bank International,
headquartered in London, the
correspondent bank designated to
process US dollar and euro transactions
for Congo Aconde.

The Sentry claims that Congo Aconde
may have been paid by the Congolese
government for its statue building
services, which would violate the UN
ban on member states publicly
financing prohibited activities linked to
North Korea. In addition, the provision
of banking services to Congo Aconde

appears to violate the UN and EU
sanctions regimes on North Korea, as
well as the US prohibitions on foreign
financial institutions engaging in North
Korea-related transactions involving the
US banking system.

The Sentry recommends that the US
Treasury Department and the World
Bank help Congolese banks to
implement anti-money
laundering/countering the financing of
terrorism (AML/CFT) standards and
urges the Congo to ensure transparent
tenders for all government contracts. In
addition, the EU should add the Congo
to its list of high-risk third countries to
allow for enhanced monitoring and
provide technical assistance to enforce
UN sanctions. Global multinational
banks are reminded to carry out
enhanced due diligence (EDD) on the
transactions of certain banks operating
in the Congo and implement robust
sanctions screening.

During a 3 September online event to
discuss the report held by the Atlantic
Council, counter-proliferation finance
analyst Darya Dolzikova stated that “the
gaps in implementing proliferation

financing or sanctions evasions
measures point to other gaps, like
difficulties in recognising ultimate
beneficial owners, which has
implications for corruption, terrorism
financing and ML” and recommended
that the Congolese government
specifically provide regulations on
proliferation financing outside the
ML/TF context.

Former Congolese banker and activist
Floribert Anzuluni also pointed out
vulnerabilities in the Congolese banking
system including its politicisation, the
lack of AML training, the difficulties in
performing know-your-customer (KYC)
procedures due to the lack of national
IDs and technical tools, and the
absence of a centralised database.
Adding to this, given the fact that it is
under the supervision of the Ministry of
Finance, the local financial intelligence
unit (FIU) purportedly has limited
powers in identifying ML/TF threats.

The Sentry press release

The Sentry report

Atlantic Council event re...

https://thesentry.org/2020/08/19/4451/breaking-north-korea-exploits-bank-congo-bust-global-sanctions/
https://thesentry.org/2020/08/19/4451/breaking-north-korea-exploits-bank-congo-bust-global-sanctions/
https://thesentry.org/2020/08/19/4451/breaking-north-korea-exploits-bank-congo-bust-global-sanctions/
https://thesentry.org/2020/08/19/4451/breaking-north-korea-exploits-bank-congo-bust-global-sanctions/
https://cdn.thesentry.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/OvertAffairs-TheSentry-August2020.pdf
https://cdn.thesentry.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/OvertAffairs-TheSentry-August2020.pdf
https://cdn.thesentry.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/OvertAffairs-TheSentry-August2020.pdf
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/event/sanctions-busting-in-the-drc/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/event/sanctions-busting-in-the-drc/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/event/sanctions-busting-in-the-drc/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/event/sanctions-busting-in-the-drc/
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NGO and PayPal publish joint study on digital 
payments fraud in India

Indian NGO Data Security Council of
India (DSCI) and PayPal Payments Pvt
Ltd released a joint study on 26 August
on fraud and risk management in
digital payments, which anticipates
significant growth in e-commerce and
digital payments in India. The study
includes the key types of e-commerce
fraud and attempts to anticipate future
forms of fraud.

According to the study, e-commerce
fraud can be separated into three
categories of buyer side fraud,
merchant side fraud, and cyber security
fraud, while future fraud possibilities
could rely on spoofing current fraud
prevention and detection mechanisms,

as well as exploitation of supply chain
vulnerabilities or risk transfer controls.

The challenges to tackling digital
payments fraud include the increasing
sophistication of cyberattacks, the need
for cross-industry collaboration, the fact
that stakeholders often consider
security a cost overhead and not an
essential investment, the limitations
imposed by privacy and data protection
laws, and the organised character of
this type of fraud.

The study recommends that the
payments industry performs regular
internal and external audits and to
perform active threat monitoring on its

IT infrastructure. Stakeholders should
also garner a security and privacy-first
culture with commensurate
investments in cybersecurity, security
and privacy by design principles at the
time of product development, and
consider implementing private/public
bug bounty programmes to encourage
the developer community to find
security exploits or vulnerabilities in
their infrastructure.

DSCI press release

PayPal press release

DSCI study

UN digital financing task force report highlights 
financial crime concerns 

The UN Secretary General’s Task Force
on Digital Financing of the Sustainable
Development Goals released on 26
August its report on ‘People’s Money:
Harnessing Digitalization to Finance a
Sustainable Future’, noting that
digitalisation offers an opportunity to
improve tax collection, make public
financial management more
transparent, and fight organised crime.

Key points from the report

Digitalisation might introduce new
routes for embezzlement and fraud,
provide ways to hide illicit financial
flows, and amplify current

consumer protection risks such as
the improper or unauthorised use of
data by financial service providers,
and deceptive sales and marketing
techniques

Cybersecurity remains the most
important systemic risk for digital
financial services, with a 54 percent
increase in cyber-attacks in 2019 as
compared with 2018

Ensuring robust ID systems is
critical to preventing fraud

Specific attention should be given
to data management and data

governance to help mitigate fraud
and money laundering via digital
marketplaces, cryptocurrency
exchanges, crowdfunding
platforms, and fake transactions on
ecommerce sites, peer-to-peer
marketplaces, and online gambling
platforms

Greater transparency in the use of
funds through open budgets and
contracts would reduce corruption

UN report

UN Secretary General rema...

https://www.dsci.in/content/fraud-and-risk-management-in-digital-payments
https://www.dsci.in/content/fraud-and-risk-management-in-digital-payments
https://www.dsci.in/content/fraud-and-risk-management-in-digital-payments
https://newsroom.in.paypal-corp.com/Fraud-Risk-Management-in-Digital-Payments
https://newsroom.in.paypal-corp.com/Fraud-Risk-Management-in-Digital-Payments
https://newsroom.in.paypal-corp.com/Fraud-Risk-Management-in-Digital-Payments
https://www.dsci.in/sites/default/files/documents/resource_centre/Fraud%20%26%20Risk%20Management%20in%20Digital%20Payments.pdf
https://www.dsci.in/sites/default/files/documents/resource_centre/Fraud%20%26%20Risk%20Management%20in%20Digital%20Payments.pdf
https://new.digitalfinancingtaskforce.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/DF-Task-Force-Full-Report-Aug-2020-1.pdf
https://new.digitalfinancingtaskforce.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/DF-Task-Force-Full-Report-Aug-2020-1.pdf
https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/speeches/2020-08-26/remarks-launch-of-report-task-force-digital-financing-of-sdgs 
https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/speeches/2020-08-26/remarks-launch-of-report-task-force-digital-financing-of-sdgs 
https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/speeches/2020-08-26/remarks-launch-of-report-task-force-digital-financing-of-sdgs 
https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/speeches/2020-08-26/remarks-launch-of-report-task-force-digital-financing-of-sdgs 
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Illicit financial flows a major threat in Albania, 
Kosovo and Macedonia, finds NGO report

The Global Initiative against Transnational Organised Crime
published on 27 August a report on illicit financial flows
(IFFs) in Albania, Kosovo and Macedonia, which highlights
that corruption, drug trafficking, human smuggling and illicit
trade remain principal sources of money laundering.

The scale of IFFs in Albania,
Kosovo and Macedonia is
significant, representing up to 40
percent of the economy in all
three jurisdictions

According to the report, the scale of IFFs in Albania, Kosovo
and Macedonia is significant, being enabled by these
countries’ integration and their large informal economies,
which represent up to 40 percent of the economy in all three
jurisdictions.

Despite some progress in their anti-money laundering and
counter the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) frameworks,
substantial progress is needed, and corruption remains
chronic at all levels of society.

Key points

Corruption is the principal source of money laundering in
North Macedonia and Kosovo and the second largest
source of IFFs In Albania after narcotics trafficking. The

report also finds that public procurement contracts are
the prime source of corrupt earnings in the region

IFFs are moved across the Western Balkans through four
main channels: cash transfers, trade mis-invoicing,
money laundering and capital accounts

Illicit profits are generally laundered through construction
and real estate sectors, which remain largely cash-based,
and equally affect contractors, real estate agents,
notaries, lawyers and bankers

Other money laundering channels include the tourism and
retail sectors, gambling and trade, while under-invoicing
of goods and services remains a common practice in the
three countries

Most of the illicit profits are transferred out of the region
to tax havens and secrecy jurisdictions, such as Bermuda,
the Bahamas, Belize, the Seychelles, Saint Vincent and
the Grenadines, Panama, the British Virgin Islands and the
US state of Delaware

The number of suspicious transaction reports (STRs)
have increased in all countries, in particular in Albania
and Kosovo, but money laundering-related convictions
remain low across the region

Despite the prevalence of cash payments imposing
significant limitations on the AML/CFT measures and the
integrity of the financial system, the prevention of cash
smuggling is a low priority for law enforcement

Political financing remains an area of vulnerability in the
region due to the lack of effective regulation and poor
oversight, and evidence suggests that the three
governments tend to reduce transparency

Global Initiative press release

Global Initiative report

https://globalinitiative.net/iffs-balkans-webinar/
https://globalinitiative.net/iffs-balkans-webinar/
https://globalinitiative.net/iffs-balkans-webinar/
https://globalinitiative.net/iffs-balkans-webinar/
https://globalinitiative.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Illicit-Financial-Flows-in-Albania-Kosovo-and-North-Macedonia-Key-drivers-and-current-trends.pdf
https://globalinitiative.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Illicit-Financial-Flows-in-Albania-Kosovo-and-North-Macedonia-Key-drivers-and-current-trends.pdf
https://globalinitiative.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Illicit-Financial-Flows-in-Albania-Kosovo-and-North-Macedonia-Key-drivers-and-current-trends.pdf
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Interpol report shows “alarming increase” in 
plastic waste crime

Interpol released a strategic analysis report on 27 August
examining emerging trends in plastic waste crime since
January 2018, highlighting an alarming increase in the illicit
plastic waste trade. The report finds that most illicit plastic
waste is being sent to South and Southeast Asia through
multiple transit nations, and urged a tailored global police
response, raising heightened concerns that organised
criminal groups are increasingly involved. The report, which
draws from criminal intelligence sources in 40 countries,
notes a rise in the use of counterfeit documents and
fraudulent waste registrations associated with increasing
illicit landfills and rubbish fires in Asia as well as Europe.

Organised crime groups are
increasingly operating behind
the shield of legitimate waste
management businesses in
destination countries

January 2018 marks a critical starting point for the report’s
analysis, as it was the first month in which China no longer
accepted the import of foreign plastic waste, with the result
being that the portion (45 percent) of global waste previously
exported to China has since been re-routed elsewhere, largely
to other parts of South and Southeast Asia, as well as in

Eastern and Central Europe, disrupting those countries’ own
recycling efforts.

In addition to new destinations for illegal waste movement,
Interpol's report notes a rise in the illicit treatment of plastic
waste, namely through untreated waste being dumped in
illegal landfills, illegal recycling facilities operating with less
efficiency and without regulations, and an increase in
environmentally dangerous waste fires, both intentional and
accidental.

Key conclusions and emerging criminal trends

Plastic waste is increasingly intentionally mislabeled to
pass customs checks

Contaminated waste is increasingly concealed in
containers along with clean plastic waste as declared in
shipping documents

Organised criminal groups are increasingly operating
behind the shield of legitimate waste management
businesses in destination countries, and Interpol
anticipates this involvement will increase and spread
across multiple areas of waste management, including
the collection, transportation, sorting, disposal, recycling,
and monitoring stages

The “Plastic Amendments” in the Basel Convention will
enter into effect in 2021 to better regulate the waste that
enters destination countries with express consent

The report details the nefarious ramifications of criminal
involvement in waste management, citing the death of
the mayor of the French town of Signes in August 2019,
who was killed attempting to halt illegal dumping

Interpol report

https://www.interpol.int/News-and-Events/News/2020/INTERPOL-report-alerts-to-sharp-rise-in-plastic-waste-crime
https://www.interpol.int/News-and-Events/News/2020/INTERPOL-report-alerts-to-sharp-rise-in-plastic-waste-crime
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GUIDANCE AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

US government triggers sanctions ‘snapback’ 
against Iran despite large opposition 

US President Donald Trump announced
on 19 August that the US has formally
begun the process to restore all
previously suspended UN sanctions on
Iran, in line with the ‘snapback’
mechanism under UN Security Council
(UNSC) resolution 2231 (2015), as a
result of the UN’s failure to adopt an
extension to the Iran conventional
arms embargo on 14 August.

US State Secretary
Mike Pompeo said
that the restored
sanctions will
“reimpose
accountability for
other forms of
Iranian malign
activity”

According to the US State Department,
a range of UN sanctions, including the

arms embargo and the requirement that
Iran suspends all enrichment-related
activities, will be restored 30 days after
the US initiation of the so-called
‘snapback mechanism’ on 20 August.

In a press briefing, US State Secretary
Mike Pompeo said that the restored
sanctions will “reimpose accountability
for other forms of Iranian malign
activity”, including ballistic missile
testing and enrichment of nuclear
material that could be used for
developing a nuclear weapons
programme.

In response to the announcement, EU
High Representative for Foreign Affairs
Josep Borrell stated on 20 August that
since the presidential memorandum of
8 May 2018 according to which the US
withdrew from the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA),
the country has no longer been a
participating state for the purposes of
possible sanctions snapback in line
with UNSC resolution 2231.

In a concurrent joint statement, the UK,
France and Germany (E3) announced
that the US action is ‘incompatible’ with
their efforts to preserve the JCPOA and
noted that Iran’s non-compliance should
be addressed through dialogue,
including through the Joint
Commission and use of the Dispute
Resolution Mechanism.

The E3 statement urged Iran “to reverse
all measures inconsistent with its
nuclear commitments and return to full

compliance without delay” and called
on all UNSC members “to refrain from
any action that would only deepen
divisions in the Security Council or that
would have serious adverse
consequences on its work”.

On 21 August, Reuters reported that 13
out of 15 UNSC members sent
individual letters to the UN
Secretary-General expressing
opposition to the US request. The
Dominican Republic, the only country
which voted in favour of the US
resolution on extending the arms
embargo on 14 August, is yet to state
its position on the sanctions snapback.

The UNSC announced on 14 August
that it failed to adopt a draft resolution
on the extension of the Iran
conventional weapons embargo set to
expire on 23 October, in line with
resolution 2231 (2015) endorsing the
JCPOA on Iran's nuclear programme.
UNSC members failed to adopt the text
tabled by the US, which would have
ensured that parts of Annex B to
resolution 2231 on the Iran arms
embargo continued to apply until
decided otherwise. The resolution was
rejected with two votes against, two in
favour and 11 abstentions.

White House press briefin...

US State Department press...

US State Secretary press ...

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-press-briefing-august-19-2020/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-press-briefing-august-19-2020/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-press-briefing-august-19-2020/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-press-briefing-august-19-2020/
https://www.state.gov/secretary-pompeo-travels-to-the-united-nations/
https://www.state.gov/secretary-pompeo-travels-to-the-united-nations/
https://www.state.gov/secretary-pompeo-travels-to-the-united-nations/
https://www.state.gov/secretary-pompeo-travels-to-the-united-nations/
https://www.state.gov/secretary-michael-r-pompeo-at-a-press-availability-11/
https://www.state.gov/secretary-michael-r-pompeo-at-a-press-availability-11/
https://www.state.gov/secretary-michael-r-pompeo-at-a-press-availability-11/
https://www.state.gov/secretary-michael-r-pompeo-at-a-press-availability-11/
https://www.state.gov/secretary-michael-r-pompeo-at-a-press-availability-11/
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UN Security Council discusses links between 
terrorism and financial crime 

The UN Security Council (UNSC)
discussed on 6 August the conclusions
of the UN Secretary-General’s report
from 29 July on actions taken by
member states to address the links
between terrorism and organised and
financial crime, including terrorism
financing and money laundering.

UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
Executive Director Ghada Waly pointed
out that cooperative responses to
terrorism are needed more than ever as
criminals seek to exploit vulnerabilities
created by the lockdown and shifting
travel patterns.

The UK Chargé d’Affaires to the UN
Jonathan Allen urged member states to
tackle common drivers such as
economic hardship, support vulnerable
communities in fragile states and
increase cooperation to prevent illicit
financial flows and the misuse of online
spaces for terrorism-related activities.

Key takeaways from the report

Some countries have imposed
specific due diligence duties on art
dealers and auction houses to
address the links between
trafficking in cultural property or
artefacts and terrorism

Many states have used the World
Bank methodology to carry out
assessments in line with Financial
Action Task Force (FATF)
Recommendation 1 and have
created national ML/TF action
plans and strategies

The UNODC has raised awareness
of the potential abuse of non-profit
organisations for TF and has
developed red flag indicators for
suspicious transactions related to
drug trafficking

Further action is necessary to

implement UNSC resolutions to
investigate all instances of
trafficking in persons and the
related financial flows

States are encouraged to
criminalise offences related to the
illicit exploitation of natural
resources, drugs, small arms,
explosives, military and dual-use
materials

States should develop national
financial action plans and establish
inter-agency coordination groups to
facilitate the timely exchange of
financial intelligence and TF risk
assessments

UNSC briefing on organise...

UN press release

UN Secretary-General repo...

Wolfsberg Group source of wealth/funds FAQs

The Wolfsberg Group published on 7
August a set of frequently asked
questions (FAQs) on how financial
institutions (FIs) should undertake
source of wealth (SOW) and source of
funds (SOF) checks on relevant private
banking/wealth management
customers to better manage the risk of
money laundering and financial crime
across the sector.

The document takes into consideration
controls and procedures in the

Wolfsberg Group’s AML principles for
private banking. In line with regulatory
expectations, FIs should adopt a
risk-based approach with respect to the
amount of information collected for
SOW/SOF purposes, depending on the
type of customer, the specific
circumstances and the risk rating.

The FAQs provide detail on when and
how SOW and SOF should be
conducted, the types of information to
be included, the forms corroboration

can take to obtain additional
information from independent and
publicly available third party sources, as
well as carrying out SOW/SOF due
diligence for high net-worth individuals
outside of the private banking segment.

Wolfsberg Group press rel...

FAQs

AML principles for privat...

https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14273.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14273.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14273.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14273.doc.htm
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/08/1069672
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/08/1069672
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/08/1069672
https://undocs.org/S/2020/754
https://undocs.org/S/2020/754
https://undocs.org/S/2020/754
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/articles/publication-source-wealth-and-source-funds-private-bankingwealth-management-faqs
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/articles/publication-source-wealth-and-source-funds-private-bankingwealth-management-faqs
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/articles/publication-source-wealth-and-source-funds-private-bankingwealth-management-faqs
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/articles/publication-source-wealth-and-source-funds-private-bankingwealth-management-faqs
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/Wolfsberg%20SoW%20and%20SoF%20FAQs%20August%202020%20%28FFP%29_1.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/10.%20Wolfsberg-Private-Banking-Prinicples-May-2012.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/10.%20Wolfsberg-Private-Banking-Prinicples-May-2012.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/10.%20Wolfsberg-Private-Banking-Prinicples-May-2012.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/10.%20Wolfsberg-Private-Banking-Prinicples-May-2012.pdf
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FinCEN issues FAQs on customer due diligence

The US Treasury Department’s
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN) issued on 3 August its
responses to three frequently asked
questions (FAQs) pertaining to
customer due diligence (CDD)
requirements for covered financial
institutions. The FAQs clarify the
requirements related to obtaining
customer information, creating a
customer risk profile, and ongoing
monitoring of the customer
relationship.

Regarding the collection of information
on customers and customers’
customers, FinCEN states that the CDD
requirements do not mandate collecting
CDD information beyond beneficial

ownership information, basic risk
profile information, and other
information needed to conduct
monitoring. Additionally, institutions are
not required to perform media searches
or screen news articles on all
customers, nor are they required to
collect customer information “from a
financial institution’s clients when the
financial institution is a customer of a
covered financial institution”.

The FAQ notes that covered financial
institutions are not required to utilise
any specific method of categorisation,
nor must they label government-listed
products or types of customers as
high-risk automatically. However,
institutions should have a system in

place and an understanding of the
money laundering, terrorist financing,
and other financial crime risks
associated with their customers.

Lastly, FinCEN states that there is no
categorical requirement for financial
institutions to update customer
information on a set schedule, as such
updates should be based on risk
assessments and occur through regular
monitoring. Whenever information
about a customer is considered
relevant to reassessing the risk, then
customer information should be
updated.

FinCEN FAQs

US federal agencies issue statement on how to 
apply due diligence requirements to PEPs

The US Federal Reserve Board, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC), the Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN), the
National Credit Union Administration
(NCUA) and the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)
issued on 21 August a joint statement
on Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) due
diligence requirements for customers
who may be considered politically
exposed persons (PEPs).

The statement explains that “there is no
supervisory expectation for banks to
have unique, additional due diligence
steps for customers who are

considered PEPs”, which should be
commensurate with the risk level posed
by the PEP relationship. Although these
individuals may present a higher risk of
involvement in money laundering,
corruption and other illicit activity, not
all PEPs are automatically higher risk.

The agencies note that their joint
statement does not alter existing
BSA/anti-money laundering (AML)
regulatory requirements nor does it
require banks to cease existing risk
management practices if they are
considered effective. The statement
outlines a series of factors to be
considered by banks when assessing a

PEP’s risk profile, such as the nature
and volume of their transactions, the
type of products and services used,
jurisdictions associated with the
customer’s activity and domicile, the
customer’s authority or influence over
government activities and officials,
access to significant government
assets or funds, and the overall nature
of the customer relationship.

FinCEN press release

Joint statement

Federal Reserve press rel...

https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/2020-08/FinCEN%20Guidance%20CDD%20508%20FINAL_2.pdf
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/2020-08/FinCEN%20Guidance%20CDD%20508%20FINAL_2.pdf
https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/agencies-issue-statement-bank-secrecy-act-due-diligence-requirements-customers
https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/agencies-issue-statement-bank-secrecy-act-due-diligence-requirements-customers
https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/agencies-issue-statement-bank-secrecy-act-due-diligence-requirements-customers
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/shared/PEP%20Interagency%20Statement_FINAL%20508.pdf
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/shared/PEP%20Interagency%20Statement_FINAL%20508.pdf
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20200821a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20200821a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20200821a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20200821a.htm
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US agencies issue joint statement on BSA/AML 
compliance programme

US federal banking regulators issued
on 13 August a statement updating
their enforcement guidance on Bank
Secrecy Act/anti-money laundering
(BSA/AML) requirements, which
clarifies the circumstances in which an
agency will issue a cease and desist
order or use other supervisory actions.

The statement was issued by the US
Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System, the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the
National Credit Union Administration
(NCUA) and the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC). The
statement updates and supersedes the
2017 interagency statement on
enforcement of BSA/AML
requirements.

The interagency statement outlines the
key components of a BSA/AML
compliance programme under each
agency’s regulations and describes the
situations in which an agency may use
its discretion to issue formal or
informal enforcement actions to
address certain violations of BSA/AML
requirements, such as customer due
diligence, beneficial ownership, foreign
correspondent banking, suspicious
activity reporting and currency
transaction reporting. Violations that

are determined by the agency to be
isolated or technical may not result in
enforcement action.

Concurrently, the US Treasury’s
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN) issued a separate notice and
request for comment on a proposed
renewal, without change, of currently
approved information collections found
in existing BSA regulations requiring
financial institutions to develop and
implement customer identification
programmes. Written comments must
be submitted by 13 October.

Interagency statement

FinCEN notice and request...

Federal Reserve press rel...

FinCEN statement on BSA enforcement

The US Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (FinCEN) issued on 18 August
a statement setting out its approach to
enforcing the rules within the Bank
Secrecy Act (BSA). The statement
provides an overview of the evidence
the agency analyses to determine the
appropriate enforcement response to
violations.

Factors when determining an
enforcement action

The nature, duration and

seriousness of the violations, the
pervasiveness of the wrongdoing
and management’s role in it

The impact or harm of the
violations on FinCEN’s mission to
safeguard the financial system from
illicit use and money laundering

A history of similar violations or
misconduct by the company

Any financial gain or benefit from, or
attributable to, the violations

The timely and voluntary disclosure
of the violations, the prompt
adoption of remedial actions and
effective cooperation with FinCEN
and other agencies

Whether another agency took
enforcement action over related
activity by the same company

FinCEN press release

FinCEN statement

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg20200813a1.pdf
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg20200813a1.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-13/pdf/2020-17694.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-13/pdf/2020-17694.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-13/pdf/2020-17694.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-13/pdf/2020-17694.pdf
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20200813a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20200813a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20200813a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20200813a.htm
https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/fincen-statement-enforcement-bank-secrecy-act
https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/fincen-statement-enforcement-bank-secrecy-act
https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/fincen-statement-enforcement-bank-secrecy-act
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/shared/FinCEN%20Enforcement%20Statement_FINAL%20508.pdf
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/shared/FinCEN%20Enforcement%20Statement_FINAL%20508.pdf
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FinCEN repeals Banco Delta Asia measures

The US Treasury’s Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
published on 10 August a withdrawal of
finding and a final rule repealing its
regulations concerning special
measures against Macao-based Banco
Delta Asia SARL (BDA), which was
identified in 2005 as a financial
institution of primary money
laundering (ML) concern over its
business with North Korea, pursuant to
the US Patriot Act.

According to the final rule, FinCEN will
reassess whether BDA is currently a
financial institution of primary ML
concern before the final decision is
made to remove it from the blacklist.

On 14 August 2007, FinCEN finalised its
rule against BDA, which barred the bank

from accessing the US financial system,
either directly or indirectly, and
prohibited US financial institutions from
opening or maintaining correspondent
accounts for or on behalf of BDA.

In September 2019, FinCEN denied
BDA’s November 2010 petition to
remove sanctions and concluded that
“BDA’s AML compliance efforts
remained inadequate to address the
risks identified in the notice of finding
and final rule”.

As part of the litigation started by BDA
in 2013, FinCEN agreed to reassess the
possibility of withdrawing the final rule.
Following the repeal of the final rule,
FinCEN will undertake a new
rulemaking effort (including the
publication of a new notice of proposed

rulemaking) if it determines that the
imposition of any special measures
may be warranted. Any such proposed
rule will allow for 30 days of comment
and a final rule will be published 60
days following the close of the
comment period.

Delta Asia Financial Group Chairman
Stanley Au said in a statement released
on 11 August that FinCEN’s
announcement is the result of “15 years
of unrelenting effort” and is an
important step forward.

FinCEN withdrawal of noti...

FinCEN repeal of special ...

Delta Asia Financial Grou...

US DOJ issues FCPA advisory opinion letter

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
issued a Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA) opinion letter on 14 August in
response to a request by an
unidentified multinational investment
advisory firm headquartered in the US.
The letter indicates that the DOJ would
not currently bring an FCPA
enforcement action against the firm,
which had sought to confirm that a
prospective payment conformed with
the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA.

In 2019, the US firm purchased a
portfolio of assets from a foreign
investment bank’s subsidiary with the
assistance of a different subsidiary of
the same bank. Following the purchase,
the subsidiary which had provided

assistance sought a fee of $237,500
from the US firm as compensation.
Since a majority of the shares of the
foreign investment bank are indirectly
owned by a foreign government, the US
firm sought to check the legality of the
prospective payment.

The request was submitted on 5
November 2019 and the final response
received on 14 August 2020. Use of this
opinion procedure is rare, however the
DOJ has indicated a willingness to
utilise this procedure.

No action was necessary for
three reasons

The prospective payment was to a

subsidiary company as opposed to
an individual

There was no reason to expect that
the money would be diverted to an
individual, and the subsidiary had
indicated that the payment would
only be used for corporate purposes

The subsidiary provided the US firm
with legitimate services while
assisting the purchase and the sum
was deemed commensurate with
the services provided

FCPA opinion release

FCPA opinion procedure

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-10/pdf/2020-17144.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-10/pdf/2020-17144.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-10/pdf/2020-17144.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-10/pdf/2020-17144.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-10/pdf/2020-17143.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-10/pdf/2020-17143.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-10/pdf/2020-17143.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-10/pdf/2020-17143.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-10/pdf/2020-17143.pdf
http://delta-asia.com/images/Newwebsite/Newsrelease2/11-Aug-2020_Mr-Stanley-Au_Chairman-of-Delta-Asia-Financial-Group_Forgive-and-Forget_R.pdf
http://delta-asia.com/images/Newwebsite/Newsrelease2/11-Aug-2020_Mr-Stanley-Au_Chairman-of-Delta-Asia-Financial-Group_Forgive-and-Forget_R.pdf
http://delta-asia.com/images/Newwebsite/Newsrelease2/11-Aug-2020_Mr-Stanley-Au_Chairman-of-Delta-Asia-Financial-Group_Forgive-and-Forget_R.pdf
http://delta-asia.com/images/Newwebsite/Newsrelease2/11-Aug-2020_Mr-Stanley-Au_Chairman-of-Delta-Asia-Financial-Group_Forgive-and-Forget_R.pdf
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/file/1304941/download
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/file/1304941/download
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/file/1304941/download
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2012/11/14/frgncrpt.pdf
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2012/11/14/frgncrpt.pdf
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2012/11/14/frgncrpt.pdf
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EU ministers agree on need for sanctions on 
Belarus; discuss E. Mediterranean and Lebanon

In an emergency meeting on 14
August, EU Foreign Affairs Ministers
agreed on the need to impose
sanctions on those responsible for the
alleged presidential vote fraud and the
violent crackdown on peaceful
demonstrators in Belarus.

The EU Council will start work
immediately on additional listings
within the existing sanctions framework
for Belarus, adopted in 2004 and due to
expire in February 2021. Most of the
targeted measures were suspended in

2015 and lifted on 25 February 2016,
after the release of political prisoners
by the Lukashenko regime.

European Commission President Ursula
von der Leyen stated on Twitter that
additional sanctions should be imposed
on “those who violated democratic
values or abused human rights in
Belarus”.

In addition, EU ministers discussed the
recent tensions in the Eastern
Mediterranean, on which the EU has
expressed its full solidarity with Greece
and Cyprus. Ministers recalled ongoing
efforts to facilitate re-engagement with
Turkey and mentioned that the EU High
Representative will “prepare options on
further appropriate measures in case
tensions do not abate”.

On Lebanon, EU ministers noted that
robust monitoring of the disbursement
of EU financial assistance after the

Beirut blast should be established to
ensure aid is transferred directly to
those in need. The EU representatives
called on the Lebanese authorities to
ensure an independent investigation of
the explosion, to reach a deal with the
International Monetary Fund to address
the economic crisis, and to improve
good governance, accountability and
transparency.

In a follow-up statement to the EU
Council on 17 August, EU High
Representative Josep Borrell confirmed
that the EU is working on new listings
for sanctions against those responsible
for violence, repression of protests and
the falsification of the election results.

EU Council press release

Foreign Affairs Ministers...

EU Commission President T...

EU will “shortly” impose sanctions on Belarus 

European Council President Charles
Michel announced on 19 August that
the EU heads of state and government
have decided that they will “shortly”
impose sanctions “on a substantial
number of individuals responsible for
violence, repression, and election
fraud” in Belarus.

Members of the European Council
decided not to recognise the results of
the presidential elections in Belarus and
called on the authorities to end

violence, release all those detained and
investigate all the alleged abuses.

In addition, the EU leaders reiterated
previous conclusions on Turkey’s illegal
drilling activities in the Eastern
Mediterranean, in relation to which “all
options will be on the table”.

The EU states also called for the
restoration of the rule of law in Mali and
an immediate release of all prisoners.

In a press conference on the Council
outcomes, European Commission
President Ursula von der Leyen said
that the list of people who will be
subject to sanctions “should be
adopted as soon as possible”.

European Council conclusi...

European Council outcomes

European Council videocon...

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/fac/2020/08/14/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/fac/2020/08/14/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/fac/2020/08/14/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/fac/2020/08/14/
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage_en/84103/Video%20conference%20of%20Foreign%20Affairs%20Ministers:%20Main%20outcomes
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage_en/84103/Video%20conference%20of%20Foreign%20Affairs%20Ministers:%20Main%20outcomes
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage_en/84103/Video%20conference%20of%20Foreign%20Affairs%20Ministers:%20Main%20outcomes
https://twitter.com/vonderleyen/status/1294198913377824768
https://twitter.com/vonderleyen/status/1294198913377824768
https://twitter.com/vonderleyen/status/1294198913377824768
https://twitter.com/vonderleyen/status/1294198913377824768
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2020/08/19/conclusions-by-the-president-of-the-european-council-following-the-video-conference-of-the-members-of-the-european-council-on-19-august-2020/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2020/08/19/conclusions-by-the-president-of-the-european-council-following-the-video-conference-of-the-members-of-the-european-council-on-19-august-2020/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2020/08/19/conclusions-by-the-president-of-the-european-council-following-the-video-conference-of-the-members-of-the-european-council-on-19-august-2020/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/european-council/2020/08/19/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/european-council/2020/08/19/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/european-council/2020/08/19/
https://newsroom.consilium.europa.eu/events/20200819-video-conference-of-the-members-of-the-european-council-august-2020
https://newsroom.consilium.europa.eu/events/20200819-video-conference-of-the-members-of-the-european-council-august-2020
https://newsroom.consilium.europa.eu/events/20200819-video-conference-of-the-members-of-the-european-council-august-2020
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EU to impose sanctions against Turkey over 
Mediterranean drilling

The EU High Representative for
Foreign Affairs Josep Borrell
announced on 28 August that EU
Foreign Affairs Ministers agreed during
their informal meeting to ask the
Council’s working groups to speed up
work on a list of sanctions against
Turkey over illegal drilling in the
Mediterranean.

The sanctions list currently includes
individuals, but it might be expanded to
cover ships and other prohibitions in

relation to European ports, technology
and supplies, according to Borrell.

Trade and sectoral sanctions “in the
fields in which the Turkish economy is
more interrelated with the European
economy” are also being considered,
Borrell added. In the absence of
progress in engaging with Turkey, a list
of further restrictive measures could be
discussed at the European Council on
24-25 September.

On Belarus, Borrell added that the list of
sanctioned individuals currently
includes almost 20 entries but is likely
to escalate further. The EU’s decision to
impose restrictive measures on Belarus
officials “will depend on how things
develop in Belarus and on the attitude
of the regime”, the EU official stated.

EU High Representative st...

Informal EU Foreign Affai...

OFAC issues new Sudan programme and Darfur 
sanctions guidance

The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) announced on
11 August the issuance of new Sudan
programme and Darfur sanctions
guidance and a frequently asked
question (FAQ), and the removal of 11
Sudan-related FAQs.

The guidance clarifies that the national
emergency declared with respect to the
government of Sudan via Executive
Order (EO) 13067 of 3 November 1997
remains in effect, as expanded by
subsequent EOs to include the violence
in Sudan’s Darfur region. In addition to
this, OFAC reiterated that Sudan
remains on the State Sponsors of
Terrorism List (SST List).

In addition, OFAC has amended three
FAQs pertaining to the application of
the Trade Sanctions Reform and Export
Enhancement Act to Sudan and five
general and compliance FAQs to reflect
that Sudan has not been a
comprehensively sanctioned country
since October 2017.

Prohibitions and licensing requirements
still applying to Sudan include:

Export controls for certain items
(commodities, software, and
technology) on the Commerce
Control List (CCL)

Licensing requirements for
humanitarian transactions of

agricultural commodities, medicine
or medical devices pursuant to the
Trade Sanctions Reform and Export
Enhancement Act of 2000 (TSRA)

Prohibitions on US persons
engaging in transfers from the
government of Sudan that would
constitute a donation to a US
person, pursuant to the Terrorism
List Governments Sanctions
Regulations (TLGSR)

OFAC notice

OFAC guidance

Sudan-related FAQ 836

https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/84516/informal-meeting-eu-foreign-ministers-gymnich-remarks-hrvp-josep-borrell-press-conference_en
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/84516/informal-meeting-eu-foreign-ministers-gymnich-remarks-hrvp-josep-borrell-press-conference_en
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/84516/informal-meeting-eu-foreign-ministers-gymnich-remarks-hrvp-josep-borrell-press-conference_en
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/84516/informal-meeting-eu-foreign-ministers-gymnich-remarks-hrvp-josep-borrell-press-conference_en
https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/video/I-194214
https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/video/I-194214
https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/video/I-194214
https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/video/I-194214
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/sudan-and-darfur-sanctions
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/sudan-and-darfur-sanctions
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/sudan_guidance_20200811.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/sudan_guidance_20200811.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx#836
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx#836
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx#836
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Germany announces action plan on combatting 
accounting fraud in light of Wirecard scandal

The German Ministry of Finance
updated on 26 August its list of
answers to parliamentary group and
committee questions on the fraud
scandal involving Wirecard AG,
according to which the government is
working on a draft action plan to
combat financial statements fraud and
to strengthen control over capital and
financial markets.

According to Finance Minister Olaf
Scholz, the Wirecard case has given
rise to questions about whether the
existing EU regulations are effective
enough, indicating proposed
amendments by the German
authorities.

As part of the EU’s Digital Finance
Package, the government intends to
include a legislative proposal on digital
operational resilience which will include
extended audit and access rights of

national supervisory authorities to
outsourcing companies in the
technology industry. Scholz also
announced that existing exemptions on
payment transactions for technical
service providers will be reviewed as
part of the 2021 evaluation of the
Payment Services Directive.

According to the response provided to
the Die Linke parliamentary group on 4
August, the German Financial
Intelligence Unit BaFin received several
suspicious transaction reports in
relation to Wirecard AG and Wirecard
Bank between 30 January 2019 and 14
July 2020. BaFin launched a number of
investigations into possible market
manipulation in 2019, following
allegations about accounting
irregularities by Wirecard subsidiaries in
Singapore, and required the German
Audit Office for Accounting in February
2019 and June 2020 to audit the

company’s financial statements.

Several opposition parties are planning
to ask for an independent Bundestag
committee on the Wirecard scandal,
after several members of parliament
expressed dissatisfaction with how the
government communicated during the
hearings, according to an article
published by Bloomberg on 1
September. Florian Toncar, member of
the Free Democrats parliamentary
group, said he would submit a request
for such a committee and expressed
concern over the closing of a related
money laundering case by the Munich
Prosecutor’s Office in 2019.

Parliamentary Q&A on Wire...

Q&A on Wirecard and Minis...

Bloomberg article (1 Sept...

UK’s HMRC issues risk assessment guidance for 
trust and company service providers 

The UK’s HM Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) published guidance on 17
August on the national money
laundering and terrorist financing risk
assessment concerning trust and
company service providers (TCSP)
pursuant to the Money Laundering
Regulations 17(9).

The 2017 national risk assessment
established that TCSPs pose a
relatively high risk, which increases

when provided with other financial, legal
or accountancy services. HMRC’s
guidance is aimed at assisting
HMRC-supervised TCSPs understand
and appraise the risk posed by each
customer or class of customer and
reflect such risks in their assessment.

HMRC emphasises that TCSPs must
identify who their customer and
beneficial owner is, and determine the
appropriate levels of due diligence.

The guidance is aimed at TCSPs such
as company formation agents, director
services, company secretarial services,
shareholder service providers, virtual
office providers, and trust service
providers. HMRC’s guidance includes a
table of risk characteristics and
comments for each TCSP.

HMRC guidance

National risk assessment ...

https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Standardartikel/Themen/Internationales_Finanzmarkt/2020-07-30-fragen-und-antworten-zum-fall-wirecard.html
https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Standardartikel/Themen/Internationales_Finanzmarkt/2020-07-30-fragen-und-antworten-zum-fall-wirecard.html
https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Standardartikel/Themen/Internationales_Finanzmarkt/2020-07-30-fragen-und-antworten-zum-fall-wirecard.html
https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Standardartikel/Themen/Internationales_Finanzmarkt/2020-07-30-fragen-und-antworten-zum-fall-wirecard.html
https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Standardartikel/Themen/Internationales_Finanzmarkt/2020-08-26-fragen-und-antworten-zum-fall-wirecard-parlamentarische-fraktionen.html
https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Standardartikel/Themen/Internationales_Finanzmarkt/2020-08-26-fragen-und-antworten-zum-fall-wirecard-parlamentarische-fraktionen.html
https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Standardartikel/Themen/Internationales_Finanzmarkt/2020-08-26-fragen-und-antworten-zum-fall-wirecard-parlamentarische-fraktionen.html
https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Standardartikel/Themen/Internationales_Finanzmarkt/2020-08-26-fragen-und-antworten-zum-fall-wirecard-parlamentarische-fraktionen.html
https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Standardartikel/Themen/Internationales_Finanzmarkt/2020-08-26-fragen-und-antworten-zum-fall-wirecard-parlamentarische-fraktionen.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-09-01/wirecard-probe-set-to-put-finance-watchdogs-under-the-spotlight
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-09-01/wirecard-probe-set-to-put-finance-watchdogs-under-the-spotlight
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-09-01/wirecard-probe-set-to-put-finance-watchdogs-under-the-spotlight
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-09-01/wirecard-probe-set-to-put-finance-watchdogs-under-the-spotlight
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/understanding-risks-and-taking-action-for-trust-or-company-service-providers/understanding-risks-and-taking-action-for-trust-or-company-service-providers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/understanding-risks-and-taking-action-for-trust-or-company-service-providers/understanding-risks-and-taking-action-for-trust-or-company-service-providers
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/655198/National_risk_assessment_of_money_laundering_and_terrorist_financing_2017_pdf_web.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/655198/National_risk_assessment_of_money_laundering_and_terrorist_financing_2017_pdf_web.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/655198/National_risk_assessment_of_money_laundering_and_terrorist_financing_2017_pdf_web.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/655198/National_risk_assessment_of_money_laundering_and_terrorist_financing_2017_pdf_web.pdf
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UK HM Treasury approves revised Joint Money 
Laundering Steering Group guidance

The UK’s Joint Money Laundering
Steering Group (JMLSG) announced on
18 August that it has received HM
Treasury’s ministerial approval for its
amended guidance on pooled client
accounts (PCA), cryptoasset exchange
providers and custodian wallet
providers, and other revisions.

The new guidance, originally published
on 27 July, took into account comments
received to JMLSG’s February
consultation and the changes made to
the UK’s anti-money laundering and

counter terrorist financing (AML/CFT)
regime through the Money Laundering
Regulations (MLRs) 2017. In addition to
this, in June, the JMLSG made other
amendments to its guidance on the
AML/CFT risk-based approach,
customer due diligence, staff
awareness and training, record keeping,
e-money and equivalent markets.

The guidance updates include

A new Sector 22 on cryptoasset
exchange providers and custodian

wallet providers in Part II

A new Annex 5-V Pooled Client
Accounts (PCA) to Part I

Other amendments to Parts I and II
in line with the MLRs 2017

JMLSG press release

JMLSG Guidance – Annex 5-...

JMLSG Guidance – Sector 2...

Wolfsberg Group publish further guidance on 
developing an effective AML/CTF programme

The Wolfsberg Group published further
guidance for financial institutions on
12 August on developing an effective
AML/CTF programme, building on a
previous statement published in
December 2019.

The Wolfsberg Group intends to publish
additional materials on each of the five
steps described below to assist
financial institutions in developing their
AML/CTF programmes.

Financial institutions should

Assess risk in defined priority areas:
identify the risks associated with
priority financial crime areas in the
jurisdictions relevant to the financial
institution, the applicability of those

risks to the institution and any
potential changes over time. A
priorities focused approach is
particularly effective when
government agencies define a set
of national priorities for AML/CFT

Implement/enhance controls: once
an institution has confirmed the
risks in its priority areas, it should
assess its controls against those
risks, which may result in the
enhancement of current controls or
the implementation of new controls
to mitigate those risks

Prioritise resources: institutions
should use a risk-based approach to
reallocate time and resources to
higher-risk areas, harnessing

technology where proven to be
effective

Engage with law enforcement:
institutions should engage with law
enforcement to understand the
trends and emerging threats from a
more strategic perspective and
participation in public-private
partnerships is strongly encouraged

Demonstrate AML/CTF programme
effectiveness: articulate the
effectiveness of their programmes
to senior executives/supervisors

Wolfsberg Group press rel...

Wolfsberg Group statement

https://jmlsg.org.uk/latest-news/ministerial-approval-of-jmlsg-guidance-3/
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UK Export Control Joint Unit removes Hong 
Kong from a series of general export licences

The UK Export Control Joint Unit
published on 4 August a notice to
exporters, announcing Hong Kong’s
removal as a permitted destination
from 20 open general export licences
(OGELs), one open general
transhipment licence (OGTL) and one
open general trade control licence.

These OGELs cover a wide range of
sectors, including military and dual-use
items, information security items,
chemicals and others. In addition, the

notice to exporters 2020/13 revokes
OGEL (dual-use items: Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region) and
OGTL (dual-use goods: Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region), both
issued on 14 June 2012, as Hong Kong
was the only permitted destination.

As a result of these changes, exporters
will no longer be allowed to use OGELs
for exports to Hong Kong and should
apply for standard individual licences
(SIELs) instead. The revisions were

made to bring the licences in line with
the restrictions on China and follows
the issuance of a notice to exporters
2020/12 of 22 July on extending the
China arms embargo to Hong Kong.

UK government press relea...

ECJU notice to exporters ...

ECJU notice to exporters ...

Hong Kong financial authorities issue advisories 
following imposition of US sanctions 

Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures
Commission (SFC) and Monetary
Authority (HKMA) both released 8
August statements responding to the
sanctions imposed by the United
States on 7 August targeting Hong
Kong and Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) leaders.

The SFC advises intermediaries to
conduct thorough risk assessments
regarding the legal, business and
commercial implications resulting from
US sanctions, while adding that the SFC
“would expect any response to the
sanctions to be necessary, fair, and

have regard to the best interests of their
clients” and market integrity.

HKMA’s notice, which is addressed to
all authorised institutions’ chief
executives, notes Hong Kong’s
adherence to internationally mandated
sanctions, including those mandated by
the United Nations Security Council
(UNSC), but claims that unilateral
sanctions by foreign governments
“have no legal status in Hong Kong”.
HKMA further encourages authorised
institutions to “have particular regard to
the treat customers fairly principles”
when assessing whether to provide

services to entities or individuals
designated through unilateral action.

The US sanctions imposed on 7 August
target 11 individuals in Hong Kong and
mainland China, all of whom are
members of senior Hong Kong or CCP
leadership, including the island’s chief
executive, Carrie Lam.

HKMA statement

SFC statement

US Treasury designations
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UK campaigning group flags up potential fraud 
in PPE contract for unusable face masks

The UK not-for-profit organisation the
Good Law Project revealed on 6 August
that the UK government awarded a
£252 million personal protective
equipment (PPE) contract to
little-known private equity firm Ayanda
Capital Limited, raising questions
about potential fraud related to the
public tendering process.

According to the NGO, the contract
awarded by the Department of Health
and Social Care on 29 April breached
the Public Contracts Regulations 2015
rules on advertising and competition. In
addition, the deal seems to have been
brokered by Andrew Mills, a senior
board advisor to Ayanda since March
who also worked for the government
since 2018 as an advisor to the
Department for International Trade.
According to its website, Ayanda

Capital focuses on “currency trading,
offshore property, private equity and
trade financing” and is controlled by a
holding company registered in
Mauritius.

Legal documents also purportedly
reveal that in his capacity as director of
a company called Prospermill Ltd, Mills
told the government that he has
secured exclusive rights to the full
production capacity of a Chinese PPE
factory to produce masks and advised
that the contract was signed with
Ayanda due to the company’s
“international banking infrastructure
that could be used to effect the
necessary payments overseas”.

In response to judicial review
proceedings issued by the Good Law
Project, the government confirmed that

about 50 million FFP2 masks
purchased from Ayanda Capital and
worth between £156 million and £177
million would not be used by the
National Health Service (NHS) as they
do not meet the required standards and
“there was concern as to whether they
[…] provided an adequate fixing.” A
government spokesperson told the
Financial Times that “there is a robust
process in place to ensure orders are of
high quality and meet strict safety
standards, with the necessary due
diligence undertaken on all government
contracts,” according to a report
published on 6 August.

Good Law Project investig...

Good Law Project inquiry ...

Financial Times article

UK TaxWatch urges probe into disguised 
remuneration tax avoidance scheme promoters

UK think tank TaxWatch published a
letter on 19 August calling on the
Economic Crime Unit of the City of
London Police to launch a fraud
investigation into companies that
promote and market disguised
remuneration tax avoidance schemes.

A March briefing by TaxWatch on
disguised remuneration schemes and
the loan charge describes them as a
form of tax avoidance designed to

defraud the Treasury and users, who
may be “fraudulently persuaded to join
such schemes”. Payments arising from
employment are made in some form
other than cash or to a person who is
not the employee and are not declared
as income in the tax returns of the
employee or contractor, therefore
income tax is not paid.

According to TaxWatch Director George
Turner, even though the “legal position

on the taxation of disguised
remuneration schemes is crystal clear”,
recent media reports and research has
found that professionals continue to
market such schemes as being
compliant with tax law.

TaxWatch press release

Letter

TaxWatch brief
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UK Gambling Commission issues statement on 
risks associated with unregulated events

The UK’s Gambling Commission
published a statement on 10 August
reminding licensed operators to have
strong systems in place to manage the

risks associated with unregulated
matches that fall outside the
jurisdiction of Sports Governing
Bodies. The statement follows reports
from operators about suspicious
betting activity concerning events
taking place outside of Great Britain.

The Gambling Commission’s notice
states that media reports suggest that
these events may have been set up for
betting purposes and that the events
may not have taken place. The
Commission warned that such events
pose a high risk of corruption and

match-fixing and stated that licensees
are expected to act with integrity and
responsibility, and maintain proper
systems and controls to ensure safe
and fair gambling.

Operators are expected to conduct
thorough due diligence checks on the
markets they offer and gambling
offerings should not be made on events
where there are integrity concerns.

UK Gambling Commission no...

Ireland to return forfeited assets to Nigeria

Ireland and Nigeria signed on 13
August a memorandum of
understanding for the return of €5.49
million in forfeited assets to Nigeria,
which were misappropriated by the late
general Sani Abacha, the former
Nigerian president, and frozen in a
bank account in Ireland by the Criminal
Assets Bureau (CAB) in October 2014.

The order of seizure was challenged by
Nigeria in 2019 and the High Court of
Ireland decided that the stolen assets
recovered from the Abacha family
should be transferred to Nigeria.

According to the Nigerian Minister of
Justice Abubakar Malami San, the
funds will be used to sustain
infrastructure projects under the
supervision of the Nigeria Social
Investment Authority (NSIA) and civil
society organisations.

This action is part of an international
operation in which over $1 billion was
frozen worldwide. In May, over $311
million was transferred to Ireland from
the US and the Bailiwick of Jersey,
following a 2014 US court judgment
forfeiting $500 million in the proceeds

of corruption committed by the Abacha
regime. According to the US
Department of Justice (DOJ),
authorities were also seeking to enforce
a forfeiture order against approximately
$30 million located in the UK, $144
million held in French bank accounts
and over $177 million in additional
laundered funds held in trusts.

Nigerian Ministry of Just...

Irish Ministry for Justic...

US DOJ press release (3 F...
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South African government publishes Covid-19 
contract list amid corruption allegations

The South African Department of the
National Treasury published a
complete list on 26 August of all
government contracts involving the
national response to the Covid-19
crisis following allegations and a
public investigation into possible
corruption and favoritism involving
personal protective equipment (PPE)
procurement and other public tenders.

South Africa’s Public Protector, an
independent state institution tasked
with investigating corruption,
announced on 3 August that it had
launched a probe into irregularities
found in provincial government tenders
for PPE in three provinces, according to
Reuters. South African President Cyril
Ramaphosa’s office announced the next
day that it had established a ministerial
investigative commission to probe the
allegations, which involve PPE
procurement for hospital staff as well
as alleged corruption involving a
quarantine site.

Ramaphosa stated on 4 August that his
administration would “finally deal with
the entrenched patronage networks
that enable government employees to
bid for state contracts through their
friends and relatives”, acknowledging

the corruption allegations. Ramaphosa
called the publication of the
government contracts on the treasury
website an unprecedented act of
transparency, according to a 27 August
report by the Organized Crime and
Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP).

According to South Africa’s News 24,
the president also referenced Covid-19
corruption in a 16 August national
address, noting that the pandemic has
"brought out some of the worst
tendencies in our society” and that he
would update the country on further
steps to address corruption.

Three days after the president’s
national address, Reuters reported that
South Africa’s Special Investigating Unit
(SIU) Chief Andy Mothibi told a
parliamentary committee that the SIU
was investigating 658 potential corrupt
tender cases totaling $297 million. One
of those investigations reportedly
involves multi-million rand PPE tenders
that were awarded to the sons of Thuso
Motaung, a celebrity and senior
employee of the Free State Premier Sisi
Ntombela, despite their company only
being registered since November 2019,
according to reporting by South Africa’s
ENCA. Godfrey Mahlatsi, head of the
Free State Treasury, told ENCA that
Motaung’s father did not influence the
government contracts and that the
treasury welcomed any investigation.

Of the $290 million worth of contracts
under investigation, more than half
involve a single South African province,
Gauteng. In one such instance,
Ramaphosa’s spokesperson took a
leave of absence in early August after

media reports emerged that her
husband had won a $7.6 million
Gauteng provincial government
contract for PPE, according to
Bloomberg, while a health official in
Gauteng has also taken a leave of
absence.

According to the 3 August Reuters
article, South Africa’s Democratic
Alliance, the leading opposition party,
has called for a parliamentary debate
on the topic, which it has dubbed a
“feeding frenzy” by members of
Ramaphosa’s party, the ruling African
National Congress (ANC).

On 31 August, Reuters reported that the
ANC had determined, and President
Ramaphosa announced, that party
officials who have been charged with
corruption will be forced to resign.
Normal procurement rules for medical
equipment, including PPE, were
suspended at the outset of the Covid-19
pandemic.

In light of the corruption allegations,
which US Ambassador to South Africa
Lana Marks called “disappointing”,
according to South Africa’s Eyewitness
News ¸ the ambassador announced on
14 August that US Covid-related aid to
South Africa would be delivered directly
to beneficiaries to avoid corrupt
entanglements.

South African government ...

OCCRP report

Bloomberg article
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Beneficial ownership register of Trinidad and 
Tobago extractive companies launched

The Trinidad and Tobago Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative
(TTEITI) announced on 14 August the
launch of a beneficial ownership
register for oil, gas and mining
companies, to help combat tax
evasion, terrorist financing, and money
laundering.

So far, 31 companies within the oil,
mining and gas sector have disclosed
beneficial owner information. A
beneficial owner is defined as
somebody who directly/indirectly owns

the company, or controls at least 10
percent of shares/total votes. The
TTEITI’s register follows the Companies
(Amendment) Act 2019 which made it
mandatory for all companies to declare
their beneficial ownership information
in order to combat financial crime.

In an effort towards full disclosure, the
TTEITI requires companies to share
information on any politically exposed
person associated with the reporting
companies, notably state enterprises,
including foreign and local political

figures and extends to their immediate
family members and close associates.

TTEITI reports that up to $1 trillion is
siphoned out of developing countries in
lost tax revenues through shell
companies that hide their beneficial
owners every year.

TTEITI press release

TTEITI beneficial ownersh...

International Support Group for Lebanon issues 
statement urging anti-corruption efforts

The International Support Group for
Lebanon (ISG) released a 30 August
joint statement expressing its
solidarity with the Lebanese people
after the 4 August Beirut explosion.
ISG also called for the formation of an
effective and credible government
which would continue efforts to tackle
corruption and tax evasion, including
through the adoption and
implementation of a national
anti-corruption strategy and other
judicial reforms.

According to the ISG, the government
should focus on implementing reforms
that will stablilise the economy and
restore credibility to the financial,
energy and other key sectors, and to

state-owned enterprises and
government procurement laws.
Furthermore, the reconstruction of
Beirut should be launched with a view
to enabling the efficient and transparent
distribution of aid to the affected
population, as well as aid required in
the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic.

The UN Resident Coordinator and
Humanitarian Coordinator for Lebanon,
Najat Rochdi, announced on 20 August
that the UN Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) has
commenced disbursement of $8.5
million worth aid from the Lebanon
Humanitarian Fund (LHF). On 7 August,
UN humanitarian chief Mark Lowcock
announced the allocation of $6 million

by the UN Central Emergency Response
Fund (CERF).

The ISG was launched in September
2013 by the UN Secretary General and
former president Michel Suleiman and
includes the UN along with the
governments of China, France,
Germany, Italy, the Russian Federation,
the UK, US, EU and the Arab League. It
was created to mobilise support and
assistance for Lebanon's stability,
sovereignty, and state institutions.

ISG statement

Office of the UN Special ...

OCHA brief (7 August)
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MAS publishes findings of its inspection of 
enterprise-wide risk assessment on AML/CFT

The Monetary Authority of Singapore
(MAS) published an information paper
on 3 August detailing the findings from
thematic inspections carried out in
2020 into enterprise-wide risk
assessment (EWRA) on anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorism
financing (AML/CFT). MAS encourages
all relevant financial institutions to
reference and incorporate the lessons
learned into their EWRA frameworks,
noting that some inspected banks still
have room for improvement.

Amongst senior management, MAS
found that many lack adequate
understanding of the institution’s EWRA
methodology, with many banks
following mechanical templates and
system-generated ratings results. This

sometimes resulted in insufficient
deliberation, including lack of “robust
discussions on the EWRA at the
management level” and a failure to
document accountability, and an
oversight of errors and omissions.
Within the ratings methodology itself,
MAS found some metric flaws as well
as methodologies that understate the
risk level due to a heavy bias towards
benign ratings, recommending that
banks re-calibrate their methodology
when flaws are identified.

MAS notes that some banks relied too
heavily on qualitative analysis, with not
enough quantitative analysis used to
determine a risk rating. In terms of
identifying and following up on areas of
improvement, the paper advises banks

to develop and follow through on
structured processes to identify areas
for improvement and track
improvement, providing updates to
management on progress.

Lastly, MAS found that some banks it
inspected did not have the right
procedures in place to track the
issuance of guidance papers, such as
those published by MAS or the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF), and
recommended that processes are put in
place to ensure such papers are
circulated to bank staff.

MAS press release

MAS information paper

EU partially suspends Cambodia’s trade 
preferences over human rights abuses 

The European Commission (EC)
announced on 12 August the entering
into force of the partial withdrawal of
the tariff preferences granted to
Cambodia under the EU’s Everything
but Arms (EBA) trade scheme. This
decision was announced on 12
February 2019 as a result of the human
rights abuses and political repression
by Cambodian authorities.

According to the press release, the
withdrawal affects certain garment and
footwear products, travel goods and
sugar, and amounts to one fifth of
Cambodia’s yearly exports to the EU.

Acknowledging the severe impact of
the Covid-19 pandemic on Cambodia’s
economy, the EC underlines that the
measure is necessary to ensure respect
for human rights, in particular in “the
areas of freedom of expression and
civil and political rights, as well as land
disputes and labour rights in the
context of the ongoing reforms”.

EU Commissioner for Trade Phil Hogan
said that full access to the EU market
for Cambodian products could be
restored provided substantial
improvements were made.

The EBA arrangement was created
under Regulation EU 978/2012, offering
states included in the UN’s Least
Developed Country (LDC) category duty
free access to the EU market for all
products except arms. To benefit from
the EU’s preferential treatment,
countries are expected to ratify and
implement international conventions on
human and labour rights, environmental
protection and good governance.

EC press release

EC press release (12 Febr...
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Counter ISIS Finance Group holds thirteenth 
working group meeting

The US Department of the Treasury
announced on 28 August that the
Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS released
a joint statement following the group’s
29 July Counter ISIS Finance Group
(CIFG) meeting to discuss continued
counter the financing of terrorism
(CFT) efforts to prevent ISIS from
gaining funds.

The CIFG, which is jointly led by Italy,
Saudi Arabia, and the US, stated that in
light of ISIS’ territorial defeat, the
terrorist group “remains determined to
regroup and inflict violence against
Coalition partners and local populations
wherever its cells and networks exist
around the world”, but noted that CIFG
continues to deny financial avenues to

the group despite the challenges
presented by the Covid-19 pandemic.

One multilateral example cited in the
CIFG joint statement is the July
designation of six ISIS financing targets
by the seven nation Terrorist Financing
Targeting Center (TFTC) based in
Riyadh. According to a State
Department release describing the
designations, the actions targeted a
group that falsely identified itself as a
charity, the Nejaat Social Welfare
Organization in Afghanistan, along with
several money service businesses,
al-Haram Exchange, the Tawasul
Company, and al-Khalidi Exchange, that
funnelled hundreds of thousands of
dollars to ISIS leaders. Also designated

was the Afghan charity’s director Sayed
Habib Ahmad Khan and ISIS finance
facilitator Abd-al-Rahman Ali Husayn
al-Ahmad al-Rawi.

The CIFG warned that ISIS remains
“determined to adapt its fundraising
and financial facilitations” and stated
that their next coalition meeting is
tentatively scheduled to take place in
the autumn. Since 2017, the coalition
has reportedly raided approximately 30
ISIS-held financial centers and over 25
cash storage sites.

US Treasury press release

Global Coalition’s CFT we...

Aperio Analysis by Tom Ready

There are signs that ISIS is regrouping strongly in Iraq and Syria following its loss of territory in 2017, and the need to cut off the
organisation’s global financial networks is as pressing as ever. The UN’s counter-terrorism chief, Vladimir Voronkov, estimates
that there are over 10,000 Islamic State fighters still active in the region, while thousands more have migrated to join the group’s
various affiliates across the world – including in West Africa. Many will take with them knowledge of how to structure and exploit
informal financial networks, particularly when core financial channels are disrupted. International efforts to stymie the flow of
money will need to focus not only on the facilitation networks, but on the wealthy private donors who sit behind them.

European Court of Auditors to evaluate EU 
action to combat grand corruption in Ukraine

The European Court of Auditors (ECA)
announced on 27 August that it will
evaluate the effectiveness of EU action
against grand corruption in Ukraine,
including whether measures designed
by the European Commission to
combat the problem are suitable.

Since 2014, the EU has committed €15
billion to support Ukraine, which is part
of the EU’s policy initiative the Eastern
Partnership.

The EU considers that the high level of
corruption in Ukraine and the influence

of oligarchy prevents the country’s
economic development and integration
with the EU. The audit is due to be
completed by mid-2021.

ECA press release
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US criticises HSBC for maintaining accounts of 
individuals sanctioned over Hong Kong

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
issued a statement on 26 August
criticising British multinational bank
HSBC for reportedly maintaining bank
accounts for Chinese individuals
subject to US sanctions that have been

designated for denying liberties to
Hong Kong nationals, whilst “shutting
accounts for those seeking freedom”.

According to the statement, HSBC
prevented the Hong Kong-based
executives at pro-democracy publisher
Next Media from accessing their money
and claims that a few months ago
HSBC’s Asia-Pacific CEO Peter Wong
signed a petition in favour of Beijing’s
move to impose national security
legislation on Hong Kong.

Pompeo urged ‘free’ nations to fight
“the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP)
coercive bullying tactics” and ensure

“that corporate interests are not
suborned by the CCP to aid its political
repression”. He added that the United
States stands ready to help the British
government and companies “stand for
freedom”.

The statement follows a previous
declaration by the State Secretary, in
which he accused Beijing of continuing
to use HSBC’s business in China “as
political leverage against London”.

US State Secretary statem...

US State Secretary statem...

US BIS denies export privileges for Indonesian 
entities and individuals over Mahan Air scheme

The US Commerce Department’s
Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)
announced on 20 August that it has
issued a Temporary Denial Order (TDO)
suspending export privileges for three
Indonesian companies and three
individuals for operating an
international procurement scheme to
illegally obtain and repair US-origin
goods for Iran’s Mahan Air, in violation
of US sanctions and the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR).

The TDO denies the export privileges of
PT MS Aero Support (PTMS), PT
Antasena Kreasi (PTAK), PT Kandiyasa
Energi Utama (PTKEU), PTMS executive

Sunarko Kuntjoro, as well as his brother
Satrio Wihargo Sasmito and son Triadi
Senna Kuntjoro, who knowingly
acquired US-origin aircraft parts on
behalf of Mahan Air and its executive
Mustafa Oveici between 2011 and
December 2019.

According to BIS, Sunarko Kuntjoro
used the companies to avoid BIS
scrutiny by routing exports through
Indonesia and other third countries,
including Singapore, Hong Kong and
Thailand, before reaching the Iranian
airline. In addition, Kuntjoro removed all
references to Mahan Air or Iran on the
shipments and made false statements

to BIS about the end-users.

The TDO is issued for a renewable
180-day period. Mahan Air has been on
BIS's Denied Persons List since March
2008 and Oveici was placed on the BIS
Entity List in December 2013. Mahan
Air was designated by the Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) in
October 2011 pursuant to Executive
Order (EO) 13224, for providing support
to the Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps - Qods Force (IRGC-QF).

BIS press release

BIS order

https://www.state.gov/on-chinas-continued-coercion-of-the-united-kingdom/
https://www.state.gov/on-chinas-continued-coercion-of-the-united-kingdom/
https://www.state.gov/on-chinas-continued-coercion-of-the-united-kingdom/
https://www.state.gov/on-chinas-continued-coercion-of-the-united-kingdom/
https://www.state.gov/on-chinas-attempted-coercion-of-the-united-kingdom/
https://www.state.gov/on-chinas-attempted-coercion-of-the-united-kingdom/
https://www.state.gov/on-chinas-attempted-coercion-of-the-united-kingdom/
https://www.state.gov/on-chinas-attempted-coercion-of-the-united-kingdom/
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/about-bis/newsroom/press-releases/2595-iran/file
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/about-bis/newsroom/press-releases/2595-iran/file
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/about-bis/newsroom/press-releases/2595-iran/file
https://efoia.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/export-violations/export-violations-2020/1272-e2628/file
https://efoia.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/export-violations/export-violations-2020/1272-e2628/file
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OFAC delists Honduran money launderer and 
associated companies 

The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
announced on 25 August that it has delisted Honduran
money launderer Jaime Rolando Rosenthal Oliva and five
associated companies, designated pursuant to the Foreign
Narcotics Kingpin Designation Act.

As part of US efforts against the Honduras-based Rosenthal
Money Laundering Organisation (MLO), Banco Continental
S.A., Empacadora Continental S.A. de C.V., Inversiones
Continental (Panama), S.A. de C.V., Inversiones Continental
S.A. de C.V., and Inverciones Continental, U.S.A. Corp (IC
USA) were all designated for their role in international
narcotics trafficking. According to OFAC, these entities
provided money laundering and other services to Central
American drug trafficking organisations and material support
to previously designated drug traffickers through Banco
Continental and Empacadora Continental, their two primary
money laundering conduits.

In light of the successful disruption of the Rosenthal MLO
and its ability to launder drug proceeds by the US and
Honduran law enforcement, OFAC has determined that the
basis for designation of these entities no longer applies and
they are no longer owned or controlled by the MLO. Jaime
Rosenthal was delisted as a result of his death in 2019.

Following OFAC’s decision, all property and interests in
property, which had been blocked solely as a result of these
designations, are unblocked and all otherwise lawful
transactions involving US persons and these entities and
individuals are no longer prohibited.

OFAC press release

OFAC identifying information

Federal Register notice

US gaming software company discloses 
possible US sanctions and export violations 

US based gaming platform Unity Software Inc disclosed in a
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filing on 24
August that it unknowingly provided products and services
to some customers in apparent violation of US export
controls and sanctions laws.

Unity Software reportedly self-disclosed the violations to the
US Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) and
the Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and
Security (BIS) in August.

The filing notes that the gaming platform is subject to US
export controls, the developer being able to export its

products and underlying technology only with the required
export authorisations.

According to the filing, customers outside of the US
generated 76 percent of the company’s revenue in the first six
months of the year. The disclosures were made as part of
Unity Software’s SEC filing for an initial public offering (IPO)
for the New York Stock Exchange, led by Goldman Sachs
Group Inc and Credit Suisse Group AG. The company had two
billion monthly active users and 1.5 million creators using its
platform as of 30 June.

SEC filing

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1106
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1106
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1106
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20200825
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20200825
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20200825
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-28/pdf/2020-19025.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-28/pdf/2020-19025.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-08-28/pdf/2020-19025.pdf
https://sec.report/Document/0001193125-20-227862/
https://sec.report/Document/0001193125-20-227862/
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FLIR Systems investigated by US agencies for 
alleged export controls violations

US-based thermal imaging company FLIR Systems Inc
disclosed in a 6 August Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) filing that the US Department of Justice
(DOJ), the Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and
Security (BIS), and the Directorate of Defence Trade
Controls (DDTC) are currently reviewing potential export
controls violations with regards to “certain export
classifications obtained through the commodity jurisdiction
process”, which the company self-disclosed in 2017.

In April 2018, DDTC concluded a $30 million agreement with
FLIR to resolve alleged violations of the Arms Export Control
Act (AECA) and the International Traffic in Arms Regulations
(ITAR) in connection with the unauthorised export of
technical data and defence services to dual and third country
nationals from certain company facilities, the failure to
properly use/manage export licences and authorisations, and
the failure to maintain specific records involving certain
payments under 22 CFR Part 130 of ITAR.

According to the agreement, FLIR’s alleged unauthorised

exports also included the re-transfer of ITAR-controlled
technical data and the provision of defence services to dual
national employees of Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, and Cuba to which
the US restricts exports of defence articles and services.

In May 2017, FLIR submitted an initial notification to DDTC
concerning the potential violations related to certain export
classifications obtained through the commodity jurisdiction
process, as well as a voluntary self-disclosure regarding the
same matter with BIS, which is still being reviewed by DDTC,
BIS and the DOJ.

In its SEC filing, FLIR announced that the company is in
discussions with the DOJ to resolve the matter.

SEC filing

Department of State press release (25 April 2...

Agreement (22 April 2018)

Harmonic Inc subject to OFAC scrutiny over 
subsidiary’s transactions involving Iran

US video technology manufacturer Harmonic Inc revealed in
a Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filing on 4
August that it has been asked to provide information to the
US Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) about
its French subsidiary’s transactions involving Iran.

In an administrative subpoena issued in March, OFAC asked
for details about transactions conducted by French company

Thomson Video Networks, acquired by Harmonic in 2016.
According to the company's SEC filing, foreign subsidiaries of
US companies could engage in transactions with Iran under
certain conditions, pursuant to regulations that remained in
place until 2018.

Harmonic SEC filing

https://globalinvestigationsreview.com//digital_assets/8805d824-d80e-4bd5-ab82-c9ed240a5c33/FLIR---10-Q-FY20-Q2---08.06.20.pdf
https://globalinvestigationsreview.com//digital_assets/8805d824-d80e-4bd5-ab82-c9ed240a5c33/FLIR---10-Q-FY20-Q2---08.06.20.pdf
https://www.state.gov/u-s-department-of-state-concludes-30-million-settlement-of-alleged-export-violations-by-flir-systems-inc/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-department-of-state-concludes-30-million-settlement-of-alleged-export-violations-by-flir-systems-inc/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-department-of-state-concludes-30-million-settlement-of-alleged-export-violations-by-flir-systems-inc/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-department-of-state-concludes-30-million-settlement-of-alleged-export-violations-by-flir-systems-inc/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-department-of-state-concludes-30-million-settlement-of-alleged-export-violations-by-flir-systems-inc/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-department-of-state-concludes-30-million-settlement-of-alleged-export-violations-by-flir-systems-inc/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-department-of-state-concludes-30-million-settlement-of-alleged-export-violations-by-flir-systems-inc/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-department-of-state-concludes-30-million-settlement-of-alleged-export-violations-by-flir-systems-inc/
https://www.pmddtc.state.gov/sys_attachment.do?sysparm_referring_url=tear_off&view=true&sys_id=1c78debfdb2d1b4044f9ff621f961988
https://www.pmddtc.state.gov/sys_attachment.do?sysparm_referring_url=tear_off&view=true&sys_id=1c78debfdb2d1b4044f9ff621f961988
https://www.pmddtc.state.gov/sys_attachment.do?sysparm_referring_url=tear_off&view=true&sys_id=1c78debfdb2d1b4044f9ff621f961988
https://www.pmddtc.state.gov/sys_attachment.do?sysparm_referring_url=tear_off&view=true&sys_id=1c78debfdb2d1b4044f9ff621f961988
http://investor.harmonicinc.com/static-files/50bd2c15-41d7-447b-a998-fb228074aa6c
http://investor.harmonicinc.com/static-files/50bd2c15-41d7-447b-a998-fb228074aa6c
http://investor.harmonicinc.com/static-files/50bd2c15-41d7-447b-a998-fb228074aa6c
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Curtiss-Wright potential sanctions violations

The US-based manufacturing company
Curtiss-Wright Corp revealed in a
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) filing on 19 August that it may
have violated US sanctions on Russia
by failing to notice that a blacklisted
entity had taken ownership of two of its
long-standing customers.

On 29 January, the company
self-disclosed its potential violations of
the Ukraine-related Sanctions
Regulations and Executive Order 13662
of 20 March 2014 blocking property of

additional persons contributing to the
situation in Ukraine.

An investigation by external counsel
into the possible violations found that
the two unnamed customers were not
initially captured by the Russian
sanctions imposed following the
country’s annexation of Crimea.
“Change of ownership resulted in
beneficial ownership sanctions now
capturing” the two long-term
customers, the SEC filing notes.

After the two customers were acquired
by the sanctioned entity in 2019, a
company administrator amended the
credit terms of invoices for products
already shipped to ensure
Curtiss-Wright’s banks allowed the
payments. The counsel classified the
violation as a low to medium infraction
that may result in a fine, given that the
employee acted without management
consent and has been dismissed.

SEC filing

Barclays reports an increase in financial scams 
during coronavirus lockdown

Barclays plc revealed on 19 August
that reported financial fraud against UK
customers increased by 66 percent
during January and July compared to
the last six months of 2019, with the
spike in investment-related scams

during the Covid-19 lockdown
maintaining the upward trend.

Recent research shows that investment
scams are currently at 49 percent, the
highest level ever reported by the
financial institution, and around 1.4
times higher than in June. According to
Barclays, the delayed spike in this type
of fraud is a result of people needing
more time to realise they have been
deceived, which usually happens when
the confirmation of their investment
does not arrive.

The value of scams increased by 7
percent over the last month and by 62

percent from May to July, reflecting the
increased spending levels by
consumers in recent months.

Looking ahead, Barclays advises its
customers to remain wary of scams
related to investments, travel and social
media, and warns that cryptocurrency
scams are expected to become more
frequent as fraudsters become more
sophisticated in their tactics. According
to the press release, this type of scam
is “one of the most challenging for
banks to regulate”.

Barclays press release

http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000026324/2cb1c0fe-e482-4465-8152-7b5f35e6fb7d.pdf
http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000026324/2cb1c0fe-e482-4465-8152-7b5f35e6fb7d.pdf
https://home.barclays/news/press-releases/2020/08/scammers-take-advantage-of-covid-19--cashing-in-on-nations--unce/
https://home.barclays/news/press-releases/2020/08/scammers-take-advantage-of-covid-19--cashing-in-on-nations--unce/
https://home.barclays/news/press-releases/2020/08/scammers-take-advantage-of-covid-19--cashing-in-on-nations--unce/
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LEGISLATION

UN renews Mali sanctions regime and panel of 
experts’ mandate

The UN Security Council (UNSC)
adopted resolution 2541 (2020) on 31
August, extending the existing
sanctions regime on Mali for another
year, including travel bans and asset
freezes on those hindering progress on
implementing the Agreement of Peace
and Reconciliation in Mali. The UN
resolution also extends the mandate of
the panel of experts on Mali until 30
September 2021.

The UNSC first imposed the sanctions
measures for an initial period of one
year in September 2017 through
resolution 2374 (2017) and they have
been renewed on an annual basis since
then. Resolution 2541 (2020)
underlines that the sanctions shall
apply to individuals and entities as
designated by the Sanctions Committee
established under paragraphs 8 and 9
of the resolution 2374 (2017) sanctions
list until their removal from the list.

The 18 August coup
d’etat involved the
arrest of Mali’s
President Ibrahim
Boubacar Keïta, the
Prime Minister
Boubou Cissé, and
several members of
the government by
a group of
mutineers

Resolution 2541 (2020) strongly
condemns the Kati mutiny in Mali and
expresses strong support for the
mediation efforts of the Economic
Community of West African States
(ECOWAS), adding that the Council is
ready to “discuss this matter […] in light
of the potential implications of these
recent developments on the
implementation of the Agreement”.

The 18 August coup d’etat involved the
arrest of Mali’s President Ibrahim
Boubacar Keïta, the Prime Minister
Boubou Cissé, and several members of
the government by a group of
mutineers.

The resolution followed the submission
of the final report by the UN panel of
experts on Mali on 13 August, which
found breaches of the peace agreement
and subsequent agreements
concerning the accelerated
disarmament, demobilisation and
reintegration process, particularly by
the former chief of staff of the Mali
army, General Keba Sangaré. In its
report, the panel also emphasised the
importance of designations targeting
the “suppliers of drugs”.

In addition, the report highlighted that
the artisanal gold boom noted in Mali’s
Kidal region and the Gourma area has
helped the implementation of the peace
agreement by absorbing former
combatants and keeping youth from
joining armed groups.

Resolution 2541 (2020) requests that
the panel of experts provide a midterm
report by 28 February 2021, and a final
report by 15 August 2021 updating the
UNSC on the effectiveness of the
sanctions regime.

UNSC press release

UNSC resolution 2541 (202...

UNSC press statement on M...

https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14291.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14291.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14291.doc.htm
https://minusma.unmissions.org/sites/default/files/200831_mali_sanctions_adopted_res._e.pdf
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https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14279.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14279.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14279.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14279.doc.htm
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US continues national emergency with respect 
to export control regulations

US President Donald Trump announced
on 13 August the continuation of the
national emergency with respect to
export control regulations. The
national emergency was declared
pursuant to Executive Order (EO)
13222 on 17 August 2001 and
amended by EO 13637 on the
administration of reformed export
controls on 8 March 2013.

The White House notice explains that
the decision to continue the restrictions
was driven by the same reasons for
adopting EO 13222, namely the
“unusual and extraordinary threat to the
national security, foreign policy, and
economy of the United States” related
to the “unrestricted access of foreign
parties to US goods and technology and
the existence of certain boycott

practices of foreign nations”, in light of
the expiration of the Export
Administration Act of 1979.

White House notice

White House letter to the...

Federal Register entry

US president signs executive orders to prohibit 
transactions with TikTok and WeChat

US President Donald Trump issued two
new executive orders on 6 August
targeting Chinese-owned mobile
applications TikTok and WeChat,
owned ByteDance Ltd and Tencent
Holdings Ltd, respectively. The new
executive orders, which come into
effect on 20 September 2020, declare
that the applications threaten US
national security, foreign policy, and
the economy.

The executive orders prohibit any
transaction by US entities or individuals
with TikTok’s parent company and with
Tencent Holdings when the
transactions pertain to WeChat.

The two executive orders amend
executive order (EO) 13873, which
authorises the prohibition of certain
transactions involving information and
communication technology and
services that involve foreign

adversaries or otherwise pose a risk to
national security.

In his declaration, Trump noted that
TikTok has been downloaded over 175
million times in the US and
“automatically captures vast swaths of
information from its users”, potentially
providing Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) access to the personal
information of millions of Americans,
with the possibility to blackmail and
track federal employees and commit
corporate espionage.

Trump also cited purported censorship
by TikTok of content deemed sensitive
by the CCP, including issues pertaining
to Hong Kong or Uyghur minorities in
China, as well as the threat of TikTok
spreading CCP-related disinformation
campaigns, such as Covid-19
conspiracies.

Regarding WeChat, Trump cited the
mobile app’s ability to track and record
information on Chinese citizens in the
US “who may be enjoying the benefits
of a free society for the first time in
their lives”. Trump also cited CCP
censorship on WeChat and referenced
preceding restrictions on the app by
Australia and India.

According to a 12 August article by
Forbes, the US government has begun
exploring removing TikTok from US app
stores, while the Chinese government
intends to raise the issue of preserving
TikTok and WeChat in upcoming
US-Chinese trade talks.

Executive Order on TikTok

Executive Order on WeChat

Presidential letter to Co...

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/text-notice-continuation-national-emergency-respect-export-control-regulations/
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US BIS expands licensing requirements that are 
applicable to Entity List parties

The US Commerce Department’s
Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)
published on 17 August a final rule
which clarifies that the supplemental
Entity List licence requirements apply
where the listed party has any role in
the transaction, either as a purchaser,
intermediate, ultimate consignee or
end-user as defined in the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR).

According to BIS, the amendments to
the Entity List requirements align with

other end-user controls under the EAR
which set forth restrictions applicable
to exports, re-exports, and in-country
transfers of items to ease the
compliance burden on exporters,
re-exporters and transferors of
EAR-regulated items.

In addition, the final rule aligns with the
additional restrictions imposed by the
amended foreign-produced direct
product (FPDP), introduced by BIS
through a concurrent Huawei-related

final rule. As a result, the new
restrictions apply to any Huawei
affiliates on the Entity List that are a
party to the transaction, in their
capacity as a purchaser, intermediate
consignee, ultimate consignee or
end-user.

US Commerce Department pr...

BIS final rule on Entity ...

BIS final rule on Huawei

Pakistan enforces UN sanctions against the 
Taliban, ISIL and Al-Qaida

Pakistan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs
issued two Statutory Regulatory Orders
(SROs) on 18 August to enforced
United Nations Security Council
sanctions against individuals and
entities on the UN Taliban and ISIL and
Al-Qaida sanctions lists.

The Foreign Ministry stated that the
SROs are issued periodically in order for
Pakistan to meet its international
obligations. The sanctions involve
assets freezes, travel bans and an arms
embargo. The sanctions target Taliban
leaders such as Taliban chief peace

negotiator Abdul Ghani Baradar and
members of the Haqqani family.

Many of the individuals have lived in
Pakistan since the 1980s and have
businesses and property in Pakistan.

Associated Press reported that the
timing of the orders, issued as the
Taliban conducts US-led peace talks in
Afghanistan, could be a way to pressure
the group to begin intra-Afghan
negotiations. This would be the next
stage in the peace deal signed with the
US in February 2020.

The SROs are also considered to be
part of Pakistan’s attempts to be
removed from the Financial Action Task
Force’s (FATF) grey list, which features
countries with a high-risk of money
laundering and terrorism financing that
have committed to making the
necessary changes.

Pakistan government press...

UNSC sanctions list

Associated Press article
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https://scsanctions.un.org/fop/fop?xml=htdocs/resources/xml/en/consolidated.xml&xslt=htdocs/resources/xsl/en/consolidated.xsl
https://apnews.com/af35125db20f2017fe7f06e625806965
https://apnews.com/af35125db20f2017fe7f06e625806965
https://apnews.com/af35125db20f2017fe7f06e625806965
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Albania introduces beneficial ownership register

Albania’s President Ilir Meta signed
into law a bill introducing a register of
beneficial ownership on 10 August,
which requires entities to provide
beneficial ownership information to a
centralised registry. The law enters
into force 15 days after its publication
in the Official Gazette, which occurred
on 13 August.

According to the legal text, direct and
indirect ownership refers to ownership
held or controlled by an individual of 25
percent or more of the shares, quotas
or ownership interests in a reporting
entity. The new legal framework also
designates as competent state
authorities the General Directorate for

the Prevention of Money Laundering
(GDPML), the Bank of Albania, the
General Directorate of Taxes, the
Financial Supervision Authority, the
General Directorate of State Police, the
public prosecutor's office, and the
Special Structure Against Corruption
and Organized Crime (SPAK).

The register will be administered by the
National Business Centre (NBC) and the
required information is to be filed by
reporting entities within 30 days from
the date of registration of an entity, in
the case of initial registration of
beneficial owners, or within 30 days
from the date of a factual change.
Some of the data will be publicly

accessible, and the full data set will be
available to state authorities and
persons authorised to represent the
reporting entity. The law also includes
penalties for the failure to register.

The new law follows recommendations
put forward by Moneyval, which
identified transparency deficiencies in
the country.

Official Journal of the R...

Moneyval fifth round mutu...

Moneyval first enhanced f...

Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia jointly announce 
sanctions against 30 Belarus officials

The Lithuanian Interior Ministry
announced in a press release on 31
August the imposition of travel bans on
30 Belarusian nationals by the
governments of Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia. The individuals, which
includes Belarusian President
Alexander Lukashenko, have been
blacklisted for their alleged role in
violating international electoral
standards and contributing to the
repression of civil society and
opposing democratic processes.

Those designated include members of
Lukashenko’s administration, such as
interior minister Yuri Karayev, head of

the State Security Committee Valery
Vakulchik, chairman of the Investigative
Committee Ivan Noskevich and all
members of the Central Election
Commission.

The Lithuanian Interior Ministry stated
that the list could be supplemented at a
later date. Lithuanian President Gitanas
Nausėda confirmed that Estonia and
Latvia would prepare a similar list.

Belarusian President Alexander
Lukashenko was re-elected for his sixth
consecutive term following elections on
9 August, which were widely accused of
being fraudulent. Large-scale protests

have occurred in the country since then,
as well as human rights concerns over
the repression of the protests.

The European Union’s High
Representative for Foreign Affairs
Josep Borrell confirmed on 28 August
that the EU is currently preparing to
designate a list of Belarusian officials
responsible for the violations, which
has been extended from an initial list of
12 to 20 individuals.

Lithuanian Ministry of th...

EU press release

https://qbz.gov.al/eli/fz/2020/149/4a837817-b94a-4218-a611-893fc37cec4e;q=no%20112%2F2020
https://qbz.gov.al/eli/fz/2020/149/4a837817-b94a-4218-a611-893fc37cec4e;q=no%20112%2F2020
https://qbz.gov.al/eli/fz/2020/149/4a837817-b94a-4218-a611-893fc37cec4e;q=no%20112%2F2020
https://qbz.gov.al/eli/fz/2020/149/4a837817-b94a-4218-a611-893fc37cec4e;q=no%20112%2F2020
https://qbz.gov.al/eli/fz/2020/149/4a837817-b94a-4218-a611-893fc37cec4e;q=no%20112%2F2020
https://rm.coe.int/committee-of-experts-on-the-evaluation-of-anti-money-laundering-measur/1680931f70
https://rm.coe.int/committee-of-experts-on-the-evaluation-of-anti-money-laundering-measur/1680931f70
https://rm.coe.int/committee-of-experts-on-the-evaluation-of-anti-money-laundering-measur/1680931f70
https://rm.coe.int/committee-of-experts-on-the-evaluation-of-anti-money-laundering-measur/1680931f70
https://rm.coe.int/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing-measures-albania/16809988c0
https://rm.coe.int/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing-measures-albania/16809988c0
https://rm.coe.int/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing-measures-albania/16809988c0
https://rm.coe.int/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing-measures-albania/16809988c0
https://vrm.lrv.lt/lt/naujienos/vrm-pasirasytas-nacionaliniu-sankciju-sarasas
https://vrm.lrv.lt/lt/naujienos/vrm-pasirasytas-nacionaliniu-sankciju-sarasas
https://vrm.lrv.lt/lt/naujienos/vrm-pasirasytas-nacionaliniu-sankciju-sarasas
https://vrm.lrv.lt/lt/naujienos/vrm-pasirasytas-nacionaliniu-sankciju-sarasas
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage_en/84516/Informal%20meeting%20of%20EU%20Foreign%20Ministers%20(Gymnich):%20Remarks%20by%20HR/VP%20Josep%20Borrell%20at%20the%20press%20conference
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage_en/84516/Informal%20meeting%20of%20EU%20Foreign%20Ministers%20(Gymnich):%20Remarks%20by%20HR/VP%20Josep%20Borrell%20at%20the%20press%20conference
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage_en/84516/Informal%20meeting%20of%20EU%20Foreign%20Ministers%20(Gymnich):%20Remarks%20by%20HR/VP%20Josep%20Borrell%20at%20the%20press%20conference
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Belarus approves draft AML/CFT Treaty of the 
Commonwealth of Independent States

Belarusian President Alexander
Lukashenko signed Decree No.325 on
31 August to approve the draft
Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS) Treaty on combatting money
laundering, financing of terrorism and
financing of proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction.

The aim of the Treaty is to coordinate
the activity of CIS states in combatting
financial crime, replacing the acting
agreement on AML/CFT from 2007.

Key points from the Treaty
include

Listing the major areas of
cooperation between the states
which are needed to successfully
implement the agreement, such as
harmonisation of legislation,
provision of legal assistance, for

example on the confiscation of
proceeds of crime, and the
exchange of information

Ensuring each state allocates a
financial intelligence unit (FIU) and
competent authorities, and sends
this list to the depositary

Documents sent in accordance with
the Treaty and which are considered
official documents in one state will
have legal force in other states and
will not require legalisation, unless
they contradict the legislation of
that state

Ensuring states adopt regulations to
oblige entities and individuals to
combat financial crime through
customer due diligence,
documenting information about
clients and beneficial owners, and

submitting information on
transactions to FIUs

The competent authorities of one
member state are able to refuse a
request of another if that request is
contrary to national interests or
international obligations

Each state will take legislative
measures to enable the authorities
to return confiscated goods on the
basis of a request. However, the
requested state can deduct
reasonable expenses incurred and
may agree to share recovered funds
on a case-by-case basis

EAG press release

Draft CIS Treaty

Irish Cabinet approves bill to transpose 5MLD

The Cabinet of Ireland approved the
Criminal Justice (Money Laundering
and Terrorist Financing) (Amendment)
Bill 2020 on 10 August, which will
transpose Europe's Fifth Anti-Money
Laundering Directive (5MLD) into
national law.

In May, the European Commission sent
Ireland a formal notice for having only
partially transposed 5MLD by the 10
January 2020 deadline. In addition to
this, on 16 July, the Court of Justice of
the European Union (CJEU) ordered

Ireland to pay €2 million to the
European Commission for failing to
fully transpose the Fourth Anti-Money
Laundering Directive (4MLD) by the set
deadline.

Key provisions of the Bill include

Bringing a number of new
‘designated bodies’ under the
existing legislation, including virtual
currency providers and associated
wallet providers for virtual
currencies, in addition to dealers

and intermediaries in the art
industry

Improving the safeguards for
financial transactions to and from
high-risk third countries and new
limits on the use of anonymous
prepaid cards

Enhancing the customer due
diligence (CDD) requirements

Government press release

https://eurasiangroup.org/en/draft-treaty-of-cis-states-on-combatting-money-laundering-terrorist-financing-and-proliferation-of-mass-destruction-weapons-approved-in-belarus
https://eurasiangroup.org/en/draft-treaty-of-cis-states-on-combatting-money-laundering-terrorist-financing-and-proliferation-of-mass-destruction-weapons-approved-in-belarus
https://eurasiangroup.org/en/draft-treaty-of-cis-states-on-combatting-money-laundering-terrorist-financing-and-proliferation-of-mass-destruction-weapons-approved-in-belarus
http://government.ru/docs/all/127867/
http://government.ru/docs/all/127867/
http://government.ru/docs/all/127867/
https://merrionstreet.ie/en/News-Room/Releases/Cabinet_Approves_publication_of_the_Criminal_Justice_Money_Laundering_and_Terrorist_Financing_Amendment_Bill_2020.html
https://merrionstreet.ie/en/News-Room/Releases/Cabinet_Approves_publication_of_the_Criminal_Justice_Money_Laundering_and_Terrorist_Financing_Amendment_Bill_2020.html
https://merrionstreet.ie/en/News-Room/Releases/Cabinet_Approves_publication_of_the_Criminal_Justice_Money_Laundering_and_Terrorist_Financing_Amendment_Bill_2020.html
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CONSULTATIONS

UK FCA proposes extending financial crime 
reporting to cryptoasset exchange providers

The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) published on 24
August a consultation paper (CP) on extending the scope of
the annual financial crime reporting obligation to include
firms that carry on regulated activities that potentially pose
a higher money laundering (ML) risk, based on their
regulated activities and the nature of their customers.

Through the issuance of CP 20/17, the FCA proposes to
extend the existing Handbook SUP 16.23 Annual Financial
Crime Report (REP-CRIM) requirements, under which 2,500 of
the 23,000 firms supervised under the Money Laundering,
Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the
Payer) Regulations 2017 (MLRs) submit annual information.

The FCA proposes the following firms should provide
REP-CRIM details irrespective of their total annual revenue:

All Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA)
authorised firms within the scope of the MLRs that hold
client money or assets, or that carry on an activity which
poses a higher ML risk

All payments institutions except for payment institutions
that only carry out money remittance; account
information services and/or payment initiation services;
or EEA-authorised payment institutions which are
permitted to provide payment services in the UK only
under the freedom to provide services

All electronic money institutions

All multilateral trading facilities (MTFs)

All organised trading facilities (OTFs)

All cryptoasset exchange providers and custodian wallet
providers

In addition, firms arranging or advising on investments (when
not holding client money or safeguarding client assets),
those advising on pensions transfers and out-puts or
undertaking credit-related regulated activity will be required
to report only where their total annual revenue exceeds £5
million. The FCA also proposes to remove from the scope of
REP-CRIM home finance mediation activities and making
arrangements with a view to transactions in investments.

Responses to CP 20/17 must be submitted by 23 November.
Based on the feedback received, the FCA plans to publish a
policy statement, including any final rules, by Q1 2021.

FCA notice

FCA consultation paper 20/17

CP 20/17 response form

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp20-17-extension-annual-financial-crime-reporting-obligation
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp20-17-extension-annual-financial-crime-reporting-obligation
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp20-17.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp20-17.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp20-17.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp20-17.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/cp20-17-response-form
https://www.fca.org.uk/cp20-17-response-form
https://www.fca.org.uk/cp20-17-response-form
https://www.fca.org.uk/cp20-17-response-form
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EBA's RegTech survey includes AML/CFT

The European Banking Authority (EBA)
invited stakeholders on 12 August to
take part in a RegTech industry survey,
to share their views and experiences of
using RegTech solutions in order to
give the EBA a better understanding of
the industry. Responses to the survey
will inform future policy discussions as
the EBA seeks to scale up RegTech
solutions across the EU.

The EBA has issued two separate
surveys, one is addressed to financial

institutions and the other to ICT third
party providers. Both surveys cover
RegTech solutions in four focus areas,
which includes anti-money
laundering/combatting the financing of
terrorism (AML/CFT) through business
relationship and transaction monitoring,
supervisory reporting, and security
compliance.

The EBA has also published an
additional guideline page regarding
RegTech and the industry survey, which

states that it anticipates conducting
follow-up interviews with financial
institutions and ICT third party
providers after the consultation closes.
The EBA intends to issue a report on
the utilisation of RegTech solutions in
the first half of 2021.

The deadline for responding to the
survey is 30 September.

EBA announcement

EBA response to EU action plan argues for 
further harmonisation of AML/CFT framework

The European Banking Authority (EBA)
published its response on 19 August to
the European Commission’s (EC)
consultation of 7 May on its action plan
for a comprehensive Union policy on
preventing money laundering (ML) and
terrorism financing (TF).

The EBA’s response focuses on three of
the six “pillars” set out in the action
plan: ensuring the effective
implementation of the existing EU
anti-money laundering/counter terrorist
financing (AML/CFT) framework,
strengthening the international
dimension of the current framework,
and bringing about effective EU-level
AML/CFT supervision.

Key points

The EBA states that harmonisation
of the legal framework through
directly applicable provisions in EU
AML/CFT law is necessary, to

ensure that the same rules apply to
all financial institutions and
competent authorities, while
avoiding regulatory arbitrage by
eliminating the need for national
transposition

The EBA recommends that the EU
Commission considers the
following steps as part of its future
AML/CFT strategy: (1)
systematically including AML/CFT
as part of a coordinated EU
approach to assessing third-country
confidentiality and professional
secrecy provisions, and assessing
the need for broader equivalence
provisions to be included in EU
AML/CFT law; (2) providing a
central point of contact to promote
engagement with third-country
authorities; and (3) adopting
specific measures financial
institutions should take to identify
and mitigate the ML/TF risks

associated with high-risk third
countries and countries associated
with high ML/TF risk

The EBA considers that the creation
of an EU-level AML/CFT supervisor
alone is unlikely to achieve the
objectives set out in the action plan,
due to the lack of harmonisation of
AML/CFT rules across the EU. The
EBA argues that better
harmonisation of the EU’s legal
framework, and the translation of at
least some key AML/CFT
requirements into directly
applicable law, is essential to
support a future EU-level AML/CFT
supervisor

EBA press release

EBA response

EBA letter

https://eba.europa.eu/eba-consults-use-regtech-solutions-and-ways-support-uptake-regtech-across-eu
https://eba.europa.eu/eba-consults-use-regtech-solutions-and-ways-support-uptake-regtech-across-eu
https://eba.europa.eu/eba-supports-eu-commission%E2%80%99s-call-more-efficient-and-effective-framework-tackle-money-laundering-and
https://eba.europa.eu/eba-supports-eu-commission%E2%80%99s-call-more-efficient-and-effective-framework-tackle-money-laundering-and
https://eba.europa.eu/eba-supports-eu-commission%E2%80%99s-call-more-efficient-and-effective-framework-tackle-money-laundering-and
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Other%20publications/2020/923773/EBA%20response%20to%20the%20consultation%20on%20the%20Commission%27s%20AMLCFT%20action%20plan%20final%20for%20publication.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Other%20publications/2020/923773/EBA%20response%20to%20the%20consultation%20on%20the%20Commission%27s%20AMLCFT%20action%20plan%20final%20for%20publication.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/About%20Us/Missions%20and%20tasks/Correspondence%20with%20EU%20institutions/2020/923781/2020%2008%2019%20Letter%20to%20EVP%20Dombrovskis%20re%20AML%20Action%20Plan.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/About%20Us/Missions%20and%20tasks/Correspondence%20with%20EU%20institutions/2020/923781/2020%2008%2019%20Letter%20to%20EVP%20Dombrovskis%20re%20AML%20Action%20Plan.pdf
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European Banking Federation responds to the 
EU Commission’s AML/CFT action plan 

The European Banking Federation
(EBF) published on 26 August its
response to the European
Commission’s (EC) consultation on its
7 May anti-money laundering and
counter the financing of terrorism
(AML/CFT) action plan, which calls for
a more flexible, principles-based
approach to the EU legislative and
regulatory framework.

According to the EBF, other key
European legal instruments, such as the
General Data Protection Regulation's
(GDPR) rules regarding non-domestic
institutions that operate in a country
through a passported licence, should all
be aligned with the new AML/CFT
regulations.

Key recommendations include

The EC should clarify the risk-based
approach in line with the Financial
Action Task Force’s guidelines and

harmonise the definition of key
AML/CFT terms and requirements

The know-your-customer (KYC)
policy should be modernised and
standardised to include a relaxation
of the conditions for e-identification

New tools should be developed to
ensure reliability and quality of
ultimate beneficial ownership data
and to adopt a coherent and
harmonised approach for
information sharing and reporting

Banks should receive feedback on
their reporting and be able to share
relevant information with foreign
competent authorities

The EC should promote
public-private partnerships and the
use of new technologies such as
machine learning tools and shared
utilities for KYC and transaction
monitoring

A flexible approach to supervision
should focus on managing the
AML/CFT risks rather than on
inflexible rules-based compliance to
reinforce the AML/CFT role of
supervisors

The European Banking Authority
should have an enhanced role as a
rules setter and it should clarify
regulatory requirements to ensure
coherent application

The same regulatory conditions and
supervision should apply to all
actors that seek to compete in the
financial technology system

EBF press release

EBF letter

EBF blueprint (10 March 2...

Malta consults on application of FATF Travel Rule

Malta’s Financial Intelligence Analysis
Unit (FIAU) launched on 27 August a
consultation on the application of
revised FATF Recommendation 16,
otherwise known as the ‘Travel Rule’.
FATF extended the scope of the Travel
Rule to cover transfers of virtual
financial assets (VFA) and virtual asset
service providers (VASPs).

According to the proposals set out in
the consultation document, VASPs are
required to thoroughly verify the data on

the identity of the originator and the
beneficiary of any transfer of VFAs, with
emphasis on the transfer of VFAs that
exceed €1,000 and transfers wherein
VASPs suspect money laundering or
terrorism financing may be taking
place.

VASPs are required to report any
suspicious transactions in line with its
obligations under the Prevention of
Money Laundering and Funding of
Terrorism Regulations.

Furthermore, the document provides
specific obligations that VASPs have to
meet depending on the stage of the
transfer process they are involved in.

The consultation is accepting
responses until 18 September.

FIAU press release

FIAU notice

Consultation paper

https://www.ebf.eu/anti-money-laundering/preventing-money-laundering-and-terrorist-financing-ebf-response-to-eu-consultation/
https://www.ebf.eu/anti-money-laundering/preventing-money-laundering-and-terrorist-financing-ebf-response-to-eu-consultation/
https://www.ebf.eu/anti-money-laundering/preventing-money-laundering-and-terrorist-financing-ebf-response-to-eu-consultation/
https://www.ebf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/EBF-response-to-EC-Public-consultation-on-an-AML-Action-Plan_FinalV2_clean1.pdf
https://www.ebf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/EBF-response-to-EC-Public-consultation-on-an-AML-Action-Plan_FinalV2_clean1.pdf
https://www.ebf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/EBF-Blueprint-for-an-effective-EU-framework-to-fight-money-laundering-Lifting-the-Spell-of-Dirty-Money-.pdf
https://www.ebf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/EBF-Blueprint-for-an-effective-EU-framework-to-fight-money-laundering-Lifting-the-Spell-of-Dirty-Money-.pdf
https://www.ebf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/EBF-Blueprint-for-an-effective-EU-framework-to-fight-money-laundering-Lifting-the-Spell-of-Dirty-Money-.pdf
https://www.ebf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/EBF-Blueprint-for-an-effective-EU-framework-to-fight-money-laundering-Lifting-the-Spell-of-Dirty-Money-.pdf
https://www.ebf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/EBF-Blueprint-for-an-effective-EU-framework-to-fight-money-laundering-Lifting-the-Spell-of-Dirty-Money-.pdf
https://fiaumalta.org/news/consultation-on-the-application-of-the-fatf-recommendation-16-to-the-virtual-financial-assets-sector/
https://fiaumalta.org/news/consultation-on-the-application-of-the-fatf-recommendation-16-to-the-virtual-financial-assets-sector/
https://fiaumalta.org/news/consultation-on-the-application-of-the-fatf-recommendation-16-to-the-virtual-financial-assets-sector/
https://fiaumalta.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Consultation-Notice.pdf
https://fiaumalta.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Consultation-Notice.pdf
https://fiaumalta.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Consultation-Document_VFA-Travel-Rule.pdf
https://fiaumalta.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Consultation-Document_VFA-Travel-Rule.pdf
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LITIGATION AND CASE LAW

US seeks forfeiture of two properties allegedly 
used to launder funds stolen from PrivatBank

The US Justice Department (DOJ)
announced on 6 August that it has filed
civil complaints seeking forfeiture of
two commercial properties in Kentucky
and Texas worth $70 million, allegedly
purchased with funds misappropriated
from PrivatBank in Ukraine as part of
an international money laundering
conspiracy.

According to the DOJ, former
PrivatBank owners Ihor Kolomoisky and
Gennadiy Boholiubov conspired to
obtain fraudulent loans and lines of
credit of over $5 billion from the bank
between 2008 and 2016. To obtain the

loans, they used a collection of
companies they owned or controlled to
submit applications, which were then
approved by a ‘special’ credit
committee despite irregularities.

The complaints allege that parts of the
loan proceeds were then laundered
through a vast network of shell
companies’ bank accounts, primarily at
PrivatBank’s Cyprus branch, to disguise
their source and ownership.

The money was transferred all over the
world and laundered by investing in the
US through a network of companies

owned by Miami-based accomplices
Mordechai Korf and Uriel Laber.

Kolomoisky reportedly told the Financial
Times that all US investments were
made from personal funds obtained in
2007-8 from the sale of Ukraine-based
steel industry assets and other
businesses that held accounts with
PrivatBank.

DOJ press release

Kentucky properties compl...

Texas properties complain...

UK construction company blocked from 
retrieving VAT costs from fraudulent transactions

A UK First Tier Tax Tribunal ruled on 18
August that UK construction company
Peterborough Plant Sales Limited
(PPSL) is not entitled to receive
£643,809 in input tax from HM
Revenue and Customs (HMRC) in
relation to 43 fraudulent transactions
made in 2015 to purchase heavy plant
equipment from nine companies.

During the trial, PPSL accepted there
that its transactions were connected
with a fraudulent VAT loss. Despite
being aware of the tax evasion risk in
the plant sales industry at that time,

PPSL chief trader Sean Reilly failed to
consider whether there was any
commercial or financial risk in carrying
out the transactions.

After assessing each deal individually,
the judge found on the balance of
probabilities that PPSL knew that its
transactions were connected with the
fraudulent evasion of VAT as regards all
suppliers with the exception of NW
Plant. PPSL’s lack of commercial
checks and due diligence in relation to
NW Plant are explained, in the court’s
view, by the pre-existing trading

background and trading history
between the two companies.

As a result, the court dismissed PPSL’s
appeal due to its knowledge of the
fraudulent nature of its transactions
and left all matters regarding the
amounts already paid to be settled
directly in PPSL’s account with HMRC.

The First Tier Tribunal ruling can be
appealed in 56 days after the decision
is sent to all parties.

UK First Tier Tribunal ru...

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-seeks-forfeiture-two-commercial-properties-purchased-funds-misappropriated
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-seeks-forfeiture-two-commercial-properties-purchased-funds-misappropriated
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-seeks-forfeiture-two-commercial-properties-purchased-funds-misappropriated
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1302001/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1302001/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1302001/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1302006/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1302006/download
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1302006/download
https://www.bailii.org/uk/cases/UKFTT/TC/2020/TC07818.pdf
https://www.bailii.org/uk/cases/UKFTT/TC/2020/TC07818.pdf
https://www.bailii.org/uk/cases/UKFTT/TC/2020/TC07818.pdf
https://www.bailii.org/uk/cases/UKFTT/TC/2020/TC07818.pdf
https://www.bailii.org/uk/cases/UKFTT/TC/2020/TC07818.pdf
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Moldova seizes assets of third largest local bank 
over money laundering charges

The Republic of Moldova’s Attorney
General’s Office announced on 11
August the issuance of a court warrant
authorising it to seize MDL 1.9 billion
(£86 million) in assets of local bank BC
Victoriabank over charges of money
laundering and abuse of power.

According to local media, the seizure
order is related to the disappearance of
$1 billion from Moldova’s banking
system in 2014. Two international audit
reports commissioned by the National
Bank of Moldova revealed that MDL
14.8 billion (£676 million) in loans was
transferred through three local banks in
2014 and 2015 without adequate
oversight, and further distributed to

international accounts, some of which
were held at Latvian bank ABLV and
Ukrainian bank PrivatBank. Local media
alleges that among the bank fraud
beneficiaries was prominent
businessman Ilan Șor, who allegedly
benefitted from the loans offered to 77
companies that he controlled.

In response to the asset seizure order,
Victoriabank stated that it would
cooperate with the investigation, but
denied any involvement in money
laundering. The European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD), one of the two major
shareholders of the local bank,
expressed “serious concern” over the

court warrant and welcomed the bank’s
cooperation with the authorities.

Head of International Monetary Fund
(IMF) in Moldova Ruben Atoyan stated
on 17 August that the institution “will be
closely monitoring developments in this
area, particularly with regards to
potential implications for a new
Fund-supported programme, which will
focus on strengthening rule of law”.

Attorney General’s Office...

EBRD press release

Victoriabank press releas...

UK Supreme Court hands down judgment in 
Chinese bribery and torture case 

The UK Supreme Court ruled on 5
August that China-based HNA Group
Company Ltd must pay a damage
award of $68.6 million to Shagang
Shipping Co, a Chinese company in
liquidation, overturning a Court of
Appeal decision which required a new
trial to determine whether bribery and
torture were used to secure a contract
for the charter of a vessel in 2008.

The ship was delivered in April 2010,
but from September 2010 the charterer
Grand China Shipping Company Ltd,
owned by HNA, defaulted on its
payments. During the arbitration
proceedings launched by Shagang in
2012, HNA argued that the contract

was unenforceable as it was the result
of bribery. In response, Shagang
claimed that the allegations were based
on a series of confessions which were
obtained under torture.

In May 2016, a UK Commercial Court
judge ruled that HNA is liable to pay
Shagang under the guarantee of the
charterparty of the vessel, but found no
evidence that alleged bribery by
Shagang representative Xu Wenxhong
to secure the approval of the
charterparty took place. In addition, the
judge thought that torture cannot be
ruled out as a reason for the
confessions. In 2018, the Court of
Appeal sent the case back for fresh

determination over the lack of a proper
evaluation of the admissible evidence.

The Supreme Court agrees that the trial
court ruling of 2016 should have
addressed the confession evidence in
greater detail but concludes that the
overall approach by the judge was “both
legitimate and consistent with the way
the case was put before him”.

UK Supreme Court ruling

UK Supreme Court press su...

UK Supreme Court case det...

http://procuratura.md/md/newslst/1211/1/8400/?fbclid=IwAR2wzPb1TBl8Y-vM43IntShwaPeDwObN9sfIeHVv8Kz4WHyYc87rL9r2zBA
http://procuratura.md/md/newslst/1211/1/8400/?fbclid=IwAR2wzPb1TBl8Y-vM43IntShwaPeDwObN9sfIeHVv8Kz4WHyYc87rL9r2zBA
http://procuratura.md/md/newslst/1211/1/8400/?fbclid=IwAR2wzPb1TBl8Y-vM43IntShwaPeDwObN9sfIeHVv8Kz4WHyYc87rL9r2zBA
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https://www.ebrd.com/news/2020/ebrd-seriously-concerned-by-indictment-against-moldovas-victoriabank.html
https://www.victoriabank.md/ro/details-victoriabank-merge-inainte
https://www.victoriabank.md/ro/details-victoriabank-merge-inainte
https://www.victoriabank.md/ro/details-victoriabank-merge-inainte
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https://www.supremecourt.uk/cases/docs/uksc-2018-0173-press-summary.pdf
https://www.supremecourt.uk/cases/docs/uksc-2018-0173-press-summary.pdf
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UK government ordered to disclose Syrian asset 
information to reinsurers of hijacked plane

The High Court of Justice ruled on 12
August that the UK government has the
power to release to a consortium of
reinsurers information about Syrian
owned funds that were frozen under
the EU Syria sanctions regime in
relation to an Egypt Air aircraft that
was hijacked and almost destroyed in a
terrorist attack in 1985.

The claimants obtained in 2011 a US
judgment for $51.5 million against the
Syrian state and its agents found
responsible for the terrorist attack and
in 2018 the UK High Court ordered that
the US judgment was enforceable in
England. The reinsurers asked the UK
government for the location of frozen

funds to satisfy the judgment, but HM
Treasury (HMT) said the information
was exempt from disclosure under EU
Regulation 36/2012 concerning
restrictive measures in view of the
situation in Syria. An additional request
was dismissed by the UK Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO) on 14
February 2019.

In handing out its judgment, the High
Court judge held that the main aim of
the EU regulation was to deny access to
weapons, finance, trade, infrastructure
and the EU territory for those involved in
repression in Syria. In this context,
commercial reinsurers of aircraft are in
the same category with civilians

deprived of water or energy supplies, as
a person owed money by a listed target
body may suffer if funds needed to
satisfy a judgment are frozen.

In conclusion, the High Court ruled that
the government does have power to
release the information to the
reinsurers because it would “facilitate
compliance” with the EU sanctions
regime within the meaning of the
regulation. The case was sent back to
HMT for reconsideration.

Court ruling

EU Regulation 36/2012

Leaked deposition of Pemex’s former CEO 
details serious corruption allegations

The deposition of Emilio Lozoya
Austin, former CEO of the Mexican
state oil firm Petróleos Mexicanos S.A.
(Pemex), which was leaked on 20
August, has attracted significant media
coverage in Mexico as it includes
serious corruption accusations against
former senior politicians in the country.

Lozoya’s trial started in July 2020 after
he was extradited from Spain to
Mexico. Shortly into his trial, Lozoya
applied for “opportunity criterion,” which
grants him immunity if he succeeds in
providing evidence on the
accountability of his superiors and
individuals of higher rank.

In the 63-page deposition, Lozoya
makes corruption accusations against
former Mexican presidents Carlos
Salinas de Gortari (1988-1994), Felipe
de Jesús Calderón Hinojosa
(2006-2012) and Enrique Peña Nieto
(2012-2018). He claims for example
that Peña Nieto ran a scheme to
channel bribes, via Lozoya, for his
presidential campaign and to buy votes
for a 2013-14 energy reform. Peña
Nieto has not commented publicly on
the accusations.

In addition, according to Lozoya, the
influence of the Brazilian construction
conglomerate Odebrecht in Mexico
began during Calderón’s tenure, with its

contract for Ethylene XXI, the largest
private petrochemical facility in Mexico.
Calderón has stated that the
accusations are politically motivated
and has criticised current president
André Manuel López Obrador (AMLO)
for using Lozoya “as an instrument of
revenge and political persecution”.

Other individuals accused by Lozoya
include senior lawmakers and
ministers, such as Ricardo Anaya and
José Antonio Meade, both of whom ran
against AMLO in the presidential
election in 2018.

Original leaked document

https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2020/2189.pdf
https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2020/2189.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32012R0036&from=EN 
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32012R0036&from=EN 
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32012R0036&from=EN 
https://polemon.mx/videgaray-soborno-al-opositor-anaya-y-6-anos-despues-lozoya-acabo-con-el
https://polemon.mx/videgaray-soborno-al-opositor-anaya-y-6-anos-despues-lozoya-acabo-con-el
https://polemon.mx/videgaray-soborno-al-opositor-anaya-y-6-anos-despues-lozoya-acabo-con-el
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PRESS AND MEDIA

Minister states that Germany would sanction 
Russia if responsible for Navalny poisoning

Reuters reported on 28 August that
German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas
stated that Germany would be willing
to impose diplomatic sanctions on
Russia if Russian state agencies were
found to be responsible for the
poisoning of Russian opposition leader
Alexei Navalny.

Russian opposition leader Alexei
Navalny was taken to hospital in Omsk
on 20 August after he fell ill with
suspected poisoning. He is currently
recuperating in Berlin’s Charité hospital,
which initially reported that tests
indicated Navalny was likely poisoned
with substances known as
cholinesterase inhibitors.

It was reported on 2 September that
German toxicological reports have
confirmed that Navalny was poisoned
with Novichok. The EU’s High
Representative of Foreign Affairs Josep
Borrell issued a statement on the same
day condemning the poisoning and the
use of a chemical weapon under any
circumstances. Borrell called on the

Russian government to investigate
Navalny’s assassination attempt
thoroughly and in a transparent manner.

Navalny has become well-known in
Russia for the investigations run by his
Anti-Corruption Foundation (FBK) into
alleged corruption and the source of
wealth of Russian government officials
and businessmen. Through articles and
exposés, FBK has targeted individuals
such as former prime minister Dmitry
Medvedev, presidential press secretary
Dmitry Peskov and Russian billionaires
such as Oleg Deripaska and Alisher
Usmanov. The subjects of FBK’s
investigations retaliated with libel and
defamation suits.

German
toxicological reports
have confirmed that
Navalny was
poisoned with
Novichok

The FBK announced in July 2020 that it
would close and resume operations
under a new name as the Moscow
Arbitration Court had ordered it to pay
Yevgeny Prigozhin, a Russian
businessman with links to Putin, $1.4
million in October 2019. The FBK had
alleged in 2018 that a school-lunch
provider, then owned by Prigozhin, had
caused food poisoning in schools.

Navalny has also campaigned as part
of Russia’s political opposition. He ran
in the 2013 Moscow mayoral election
and won 27 percent of the vote. In
2016, he said he would challenge Putin
in the 2018 presidential elections.
However, he was given a suspended
sentence for a previous conviction
which saw the Russian electoral
commission deem him ineligible to run.

From the German point of view, this
assassination attempt comes at a time
of strained relations between the two
countries. In May 2020, German
magazine Der Spiegel reported that
German intelligence authorities had
found Russian military intelligence
services to be responsible for a 2015
cyberattack on the Bundestag, which
included access to Angela Merkel’s
emails. In 2019, the German
government expelled two Russian
diplomats over the murder of Georgian
citizen and ethnic Chechen Zelimkhan
Khangoshvili in Berlin. The German
Federal Public Prosecutor accused the
Russian government of ordering the
murder. Merkel has openly stated that
these two incidents have damaged
trust despite her best efforts to
maintain a dialogue with Russia.

Reuters report

EU press release

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-eu-russia-navalny/germany-would-be-ready-to-sanction-russia-over-navalny-case-maas-idUSKBN25O1YJ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-eu-russia-navalny/germany-would-be-ready-to-sanction-russia-over-navalny-case-maas-idUSKBN25O1YJ
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/84677/russia-statement-high-representativevice-president-josep-borrell-poisoning-alexei-navalny_en
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/84677/russia-statement-high-representativevice-president-josep-borrell-poisoning-alexei-navalny_en
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/84677/russia-statement-high-representativevice-president-josep-borrell-poisoning-alexei-navalny_en
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Leaked documents reveal Cyprus sold passports 
to criminals, according to Al Jazeera

Al Jazeera’s Investigative Unit revealed
on 23 August that Cyprus allegedly
sold passports to dozens of foreigners
accused of money laundering, fraud,
corruption and other crimes from over
70 countries, as part of a collection of
leaked government documents known
as ‘The Cyprus Papers’.

The leak relates to over 1,400 passport
applications approved between 2017
and 2019 under the Cyprus Investment
Programme (CIP), raising security
concerns over the country’s ‘golden
passport’ scheme.

According to Al Jazeera, 12
controversial Chinese, Russian,
Ukrainian and Vietnamese
businesspeople obtained a Cypriot
passport in violation of the CIP rules,
including former head of Gazprom
Nikolay Gornovskiy, Burisma Holdings
Limited owner Mykola Zlochevsky and

the sixth richest woman in the world
Yang Huiyan, a Chinese national.

In response to the allegations made in
the investigation, the Cypriot Interior
Ministry said that all the individuals met
the CIP assessment criteria at the time
of their requests. The official release
notes that the revised CIP regulations
will “ensure transparency, credibility and
continuous control, both before
submitting an application and after
obtaining a Cyprus passport”.

According to the amended CIP rules,
published in the Official Gazette of
Cyprus on 18 August, politically
exposed persons (PEPs) who held
positions at least 12 months prior to
their request, foreign nationals whose
citizenship requests were denied by
other EU countries, and applicants
subject to international sanctions or
with previous prison sentences of more

than five years overseas are banned
from the residency programme.

On 27 August, EU Justice
Commissioner Didier Reynders told Al
Jazeera that he has asked the
Commission “to analyse if it is possible
in the legal framework that we have
now to start an infringement
proceeding or to come with a legislative
proposal” against Cyprus. Reynders
urged Cyprus to launch investigations
into the allegations and stated that
improved cross-border intelligence
sharing in the EU was necessary to
identify individuals seeking to obtain EU
citizenship unlawfully.

Al Jazeera Investigative ...

Cyprus Ministry of Interi...

EU Justice Commissioner’s...

Bahrain sentences Future Bank officials and 
fines Central Bank of Iran for money laundering

The High Criminal Court of Bahrain
sentenced three Future Bank officials
to five years in prison on 27 August in
relation to a series of seven money
laundering cases involving the Central
Bank of Iran. In addition to this, the
three officials, Iran’s Central Bank as
well as other related Iranian banks
have been fined $1 million each.

According to the Bahrain News Agency,
the fines imposed in relation to the case
total $47 million. The court also
confiscated approximately $13 million
of illegally transferred funds.

The investigation led by the Bahraini
Public Prosecution Office had
previously established that the Central

Bank of Iran attempted to launder
billions of dollars through Future Bank,
a Bahraini bank that is majority owned
by two Iranian banks, Bank Melli Iran
and Bank Saderat Iran.

Bahrain News Agency press...

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/08/exclusive-cyprus-sold-passports-criminals-fugitives-200818112722072.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/08/exclusive-cyprus-sold-passports-criminals-fugitives-200818112722072.html
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Lebanese government resigns after Beirut 
explosion, PM cites corruption

The Lebanese prime minister
announced his government’s
resignation on 10 August, capping a
deteriorating economic situation made
worse by an explosion in the port of
Beirut on 4 August which killed at least
163 people, injured thousands more,
and caused as much as $15 billion in
economic losses.

According to Reuters, Prime Minister
Hassan Diab stated in his resignation
speech that the disaster had “been in
hiding for seven years” and that the
blame for the improperly stored

ammonium nitrate and subsequent
blast rested on corrupt elements of the
Lebanese government. Discussions for
a financial rescue plan by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
began in May but stalled due to a lack
of agreement between the government
and banks, with the latest dramatic
change in government leadership likely
to further delay discussions.

Although nearly $300 million in
immediate aid was pledged through a
foreign donor conference on 9 August,
France, the US and other leading donor

nations have demanded government
accountability and transparency for the
aid distribution, with US President
Trump stating on 10 August that the
explosion had triggered a political
revolution. Meanwhile, the investigation
over the improper storage of
ammonium nitrate at the capital city’s
port has been turned over to the
Lebanese Judicial Council.

Reuters article

Reuters article on econom...

UK companies allegedly involved in fraud and 
bribery have received emergency funding 

The UK government’s bailout funds
have been handed out to firms
engaged in fraud, corruption, the
production of heavily polluting
chemical weaponry and defence
companies that have sold weapons to
regimes accused of human rights
abuses, according to a Vice News
investigation published on 18 August.

According to the media outlet, around
£18.9 billion in government funds were
made available to large UK companies
through the Covid Corporate Financing

Facility (CCFF), which is administered
by the Bank of England (BoE) for the
UK's HM Treasury. Starting on 23
March, CCFF used public money to bail
out companies struggling with the
economic fallout of the pandemic, but it
was criticised by UK campaigners for
the lack of environmental or economic
stipulations.

The investigation reveals that among
the companies which have received
financial support through CCFF there
were corporations previously fined over

bribery offences and sanctions
violations, such as Schlumberger,
Rentokil Initial, G4S and Airbus SE, and
companies well known for their poor
working conditions. In addition,
weapons companies such as Chemring
Group, Meggit, Rolls Royce, and
chemical manufacturers have all
benefitted from the BoE programme.

Vice News investigation

CCFF information for part...

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-lebanon-security-blast/lebanese-government-quits-amid-fury-over-beirut-blast-idUSKCN2560XY
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Son of Angolan president sentenced to 5 years 
for $500m sovereign fund embezzlement 

Jose Filomeno de dos Santos, former
head of Angola’s sovereign wealth fun
and son of Angola’s long running
former president Eduardo dos Santos,
was convicted and sentenced on 14
August to five years in prison for fraud,
embezzlement, and influence
trafficking, according to Reuters.

Dos Santos, along with three
co-conspirators, was found guilty of
funnelling approximately $500 million
out of the Angola sovereign wealth fund
and into a British bank account
managed by Credit Suisse in 2017,
during the final days of his father’s

39-year rule. Dos Santos was fired from
his position as head of the wealth fund
in January 2018 by his father’s
successor, President Joao Lourenco,
following revelations that he was
allegedly attempting to steal as much
as $1.5 billion from the fund, with the
$500 million in illicit transfers
discovered in March 2018.

According to reporting by the Wall
Street Journal, the UK returned the $500
million to Angola’s sovereign wealth
fund following the revelations. The
conspiracy also involved the former
governor of Angola’s National Bank,

Valter Filipe, the former director of the
bank, Antonio Samalia Bule, and a
business associate of Dos Santos,
Jorge Guadens Sebastiao.

Although all four were found not guilty
of money laundering, Filipe was
sentenced to eight years for his role in
the transfer, while Bule was sentenced
to five years and Sebastiao to six years.

Reuters article

Wall Street Journal artic...

Aperio Analysis by Simon Jennings

Dos Santos is the highest-profile figure to be convicted as part of a corruption purge being led by President Joao Lourenco
following the downfall of Angola’s former presidential family. The Angolan authorities are currently investigating criminal
allegations against Dos Santos’ half-sister, Isabel dos Santos, which include financial mismanagement, embezzlement and fraud
stemming from her time as chair of the Angolan state-owned oil company, Sonangol. The investigation follows an order by the
Angolan courts in December 2019 to freeze Isabel dos Santos’ corporate and personal bank accounts. Isabel dos Santos has
denied the accusations and dismissed the investigation as politically motivated.

Belgium launches tax evasion and money 
laundering probe into Credit Suisse

Belgian news outlet Les Echos reported
on 24 August that a spokesperson for
the Belgian Federal Prosecutor’s Office
has confirmed the launch of an
investigation into multinational
investment banking group Credit
Suisse on suspicion of money

laundering between 2003 and 2014.
The investigation will reportedly focus
on Belgian clients suspected of using
the bank for tax evasion.

The investigation was opened after the
Belgian authorities received leaked

documents from their French
counterpart detailing 2,600 Belgian
clients and holders of accounts at
Credit Suisse between 2003 and 2014.

Les Echos report

https://af.reuters.com/article/topNews/idAFKCN25A1XH-OZATP
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Credit Suisse discloses client fraud at Africa 
wealth management unit

Credit Suisse Group AG has disclosed
a CHF10 million (£8.27 million) loss
after discovering one of its former
bankers committed fraud in the African
branch of its wealth management unit,
Bloomberg reported on 28 August,
citing sources familiar with the matter.

According to Bloomberg, the
Zurich-based banker, who was
dismissed after the fraud was
uncovered, worked in the bank’s
International Wealth Management

division in Zurich and purportedly
forged documentation concerning an
over-the-counter transaction involving
clients in Africa. The bank said it has
taken “appropriate legal measures and
informed the affected clients and
relevant regulators”.

Bloomberg reported that the disclosure
follows a restructuring of the lender’s
financial risk management controls and
procedures organised by the new Chief
Executive Thomas Gottstein, due to the

bank’s prior involvement in deals linked
to sanctioned companies including
Luckin Coffee and Wirecard. Credit
Suisse organised a margin loan for
Luckin ousted founder and chairman Lu
Zhengyao. In addition, the bank helped
sell $1 billion (£745.6 million) in
convertible bonds issued by Wirecard,
after questions concerning the German
company’s accounting had been raised.

Bloomberg article

Switzerland reportedly froze $900m of Angolan 
businessman’s funds in 2018

The Swiss Public Prosecutor
reportedly froze up to $900 million
belonging to Angolan businessman
Carlos Manuel de São Vicente in
December 2018 on suspicion of money
laundering, according to a report by
Swiss media outlet Gotham City,
published on 26 August.

Vicente, a Portuguese-Angolan citizen,
is the former CEO, majority shareholder
and chairman of AAA Seguros, a local
company which received a government
monopoly in 2001 to insure the Angolan
oil sector, through a presidential decree
signed by José Eduardo dos Santos.
Swiss prosecutors originally froze
seven bank accounts belonging to
Vicente and his family in 2018, although

six of these have since been reinstated.
AAA Seguros was dissolved in 2020.

According to Swiss authorities,
between 2012 and 2019, Vicente
transferred up to $900 million from AAA
Seguros to personal accounts. In 2018,
private wealth manager SYZ, alerted the
Swiss authorities after Vicente received
$213 million into his account. Vicente
told the authorities that the sum was
reimbursement for loans. Vicente had
also asked SYZ to transfer the entirety
of his account to Singapore, but court
documents did not specify whether this
action had been taken.

Swiss prosecutors allegedly claim that
part of the funds transferred to Vicente

came from Angolan state-owned oil
company Sonangol Group, which held a
10 percent stake in AAA Seguros. Isabel
dos Santos, the daughter of José
Eduardo dos Santos and former
chairwoman of Sonangol Group, was
the subject of the Luanda Leaks
published by the International
Consortium of Investigative Journalists
in January 2020.

The Geneva Court of Justice upheld on
10 July the freezing measures against
Vicente. The case is still pending.

Gotham City report

Order (in French, 10 July...
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Former Autonomy CFO’s conviction and prison 
sentence in fraud case upheld in the US

The US Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
upheld the fraud conviction and prison
sentence of former Autonomy
Corporation plc chief financial officer
Sushovan Hussain on 26 August,
according to Reuters. Hussain was
convicted in April 2018 for defrauding
the Hewlett-Packard Company (HP) in
2011 and sentenced to 60 months
imprisonment in May 2019.

Hussain had previously made the case
to the court that his illicit activity in the
UK did not fall under the jurisdiction of
US wire fraud law, a claim the appeals
court rejected on the grounds that his
fraudulent conduct involved phone calls
and written correspondence with

recipients in HP’s California
headquarters. In addition to his
60-month sentence, Hussain was
issued a $4 million fine and a $6.1
million forfeiture order.

According to the US Department of
Justice (DOJ), Hussain falsely inflated
Autonomy’s revenues by creating the
appearance that the company was
growing when it was not by disguising
loss-generating hardware revenue with
high-margin software revenue leading
up to the company’s $11.7 billion
acquisition by HP. HP experienced a
$8.8 billion asset valuation drop the
following year.

Hussain was convicted of one count of
conspiracy, 14 counts of wire fraud, and
one count of securities fraud following
a two-month trial.

Autonomy’s former chief executive
Mike Lynch, as well as Hussain, is
awaiting the results of a $5 billion civil
suit by HP in London’s High Court.
Lynch was arrested in February and
may face extradition to the US to face
criminal charges.

Reuters article

DOJ on sentencing

DOJ on charges

Pakistan issues terrorism financing sentences

A Pakistani anti-terror court in Lahore
sentenced three men on 28 August for
operating a charity that was in fact a
front company financing the terrorist
network Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), a
group associated with the 2008 attacks
in Mumbai, according to Reuters.

All three men sentenced were deemed
leaders of Jamaat-ud-Dawa, whose
founder, Hafiz Saeed, was sentenced in
February for his role as leader of LeT,
the group whose 10 gunmen carried out
the Mumbai attacks that killed 160
people. Two of the men, Malik Zafar
Iqbal and Abdul Salam, were sentenced
to over 16 years in prison for financing
the group on four charges to be served

concurrently, while a third, Hafiz Abdul
Rehman Makki, was sentenced to one
and a half years on a lesser charge,
according to Reuters.

While the three were convicted for their
role in financing the terrorist network,
their charges were not directly related
to the Mumbai attacks. According to
the New York Times, Saeed, like his
three associates, was sentenced to
concurrent sentences on multiple
charges, and will serve five years in
prison.

Pakistan remains subject to increased
monitoring by the Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) following a four-month

deadline extension, which was issued
due to the Covid-19 crisis. The country
has until October to address
deficiencies identified by FATF in its
February plenary. FATF pinpoints the
terrorist financing risks particular to
Pakistan and the need for the country
to demonstrate that terrorist financing
prosecutions are effective,
proportionate and dissuasive.

Reuters article

New York Times article

FATF jurisdictions under ...
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FBI raids real estate company linked to Igor 
Kolomoisky over PrivatBank money laundering

Bloomberg reported on 4 August that
Optima Management Group, a US real
estate conglomerate affiliated with
Ukrainian billionaire Igor Kolomoisky
was raided by agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigations (FBI), in
connection with an alleged
international money laundering and
fraud scheme involving Kolomoisky
and joint stock company PrivatBank.

According to a 21 May 2019 civil
complaint filed by PrivatBank in the

Court of Chancery of the State of
Delaware, Optima was involved in an
international scheme wherein
Kolomoisky is alleged to have siphoned
billions of dollars from PrivatBank, in
order to acquire and support US
businesses and commercial real estate.

The complaint states that Optima is
controlled by three business
representatives of Kolomoisky in the
US, who are accused of acquiring
assets in their own name with money

diverted from PrivatBank. Kolomoisky
has not responded to the complaint.

Bloomberg cited FBI spokeswoman
Vicki Anderson, who said that agents
searched the offices of Optima, without
making any arrests.

Bloomberg article

Complaint before Court of...

Serbia reportedly issued licences to arms dealer 
sanctioned by the US

According to an article published by
The Times on 31 August, arms dealer
Slobodan Tešić, who is subject to US
sanctions, exported weapons with
Serbian government-issued licences in
2019 and 2020, reportedly in exchange
for favours from Serbian President
Aleksandar Vučić.

Tešić is known to have exported arms
to Libya and Yemen and was included
on the UN Travel Ban List from 2003 to
2013 after he sold weapons to Liberia,
violating the UN arms embargo. He was
designated by the US Treasury’s OFAC

pursuant to Executive Order 13818 due
to his activities in 2017. Nine of Tešić’s
associates were also designated by the
US Treasury in December 2019.

Tešić’s company Vectura Trans
exported 32,000 land mines,
manufactured by a Serbian state
company, to Armenia in two
instalments in 2019 and 2020.

According to The Times, in exchange
for the lucrative trade deal, Tešić
donated tractors and a van to the
Serbian community in Kosovo, where

the Serbian government is trying to
expand its political influence.

Tešić has historically had links to
Serbian politicians. In 2013, he was
pictured at a meeting between Serbian
and Libyan defence officials. Also
present was Khalid al-Sharif, who
commands the Libyan Islamic Fighting
Group, affiliated with al-Qaeda.

The Time article

US Treasury designation (...
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Investigative reports reveal money laundering 
through religious organisations in the Americas

The Latin American Centre for
Investigative Journalism (CLIP)
published a series of reports on 14
August on money laundering in the
Americas through religious
organisations, which are often
protected by laws protecting freedom
of worship and are able to escape
scrutiny owing to their role in the
communities they serve. The
investigative reports are the result of a
cross-border investigation coordinated
by CLIP and Columbia Journalism
Investigations, that saw more than 10
media organisations compile a
database of court cases and criminal
investigations linking religious groups
in the Americas to offences such as
money laundering and drug trafficking.

The findings published by CLIP touch
on the illicit activities of religious
leaders in Argentina, Guatemala,
Mexico, the Dominican Republic, and
the US. This includes Erik Súñiga, a
Guatemalan national who led an

evangelical church in the town of
Ayutla, on Guatemala’s border with
Mexico, where he was also mayor from
2008. Local journalists revealed that
Súñiga had laundered around $1.4
million under a scheme through which a
fellow pastor would acquire properties
before selling them on to the municipal
government that Súñiga led. Súñiga
turned himself in to the US Drug
Enforcement Agency in December
2019, following which he was extradited
to the US. He and his church were
designated as “significant foreign
narcotics traffickers” by the Department
of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control. Súñiga died before
facing trial on drug trafficking charges.

CLIP also details the case of Jacob
Kingston, a member of a Mormon sect
in Utah, who is currently awaiting
sentencing in the US over his
involvement in a tax credit fraud
scheme that saw millions of dollars
pass through the Kingston family’s

Latter Day Church of Christ. Kingston
and members of his family were
reportedly involved in a scheme under
which their company, Washakie
Renewable Energy, moved biodiesel
through companies controlled by a
co-conspirator, giving the impression
that it had been traded on the open
market, before being resold as a
biodiesel mixture to Washakie on which
the Kingstons claimed tax credits.

The CLIP investigation highlights the
vulnerabilities churches and religious
organisations have to financial crime,
owing in part to the protections they are
afforded under law and a lack of
regulatory scrutiny regarding religious
donations, whilst illustrating the
frequency with which religious
organisations can become tied to
political power in the Americas.

Latin America Centre for ...

Latin America Centre for ...

Aperio Analysis by Mario Levin

Religious institutions and groups have historically been exploited for purposes of money laundering, particularly in Latin
American countries, where regulation may be inadequate. One of the principal factors allowing religious groups to launder money
is that they are not required to specify the source of their income, which often includes cash donations. The CLIP’s findings also
prove that in some cases, a thorough journalistic investigation that is based on database searches and crosschecks, can result
in valuable information for law enforcement agencies. Based on the CLIP’s findings, a probe by the US authorities found that
Jacob Kingston’s Mormon church had allegedly stolen funds from federal programs such as the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) and the Adult Care Food Program (CACFA).
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